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K U R Z FA S S U NG

Diese Dissertation präsentiert Rahmenbedingungen zur Modellierungsmethoden großer
Warteschlangensysteme, die integraler Bestandteil unseres täglichen Lebens sind und
oftmals Verwendung in realen Prozessen und Systemen haben. Die Lastverteilung, ein
wesentlicher Bestandteil von Warteschlangensystemen, umfasst die Verteilung eingehender
Aufgaben auf verfügbare Ressourcen, um bestimmte Ziele wie die Minimierung von Warte-
zeiten oder das Vermeiden von Aufgabenverlusten zu erreichen. Trotz bestehender statischer
Lastenausgleichsalgorithmen erfordert die wachsende Komplexität von Rechensystemen
dynamische Ansätze, wie in dieser Arbeit argumentiert wird.

Große Warteschlangensysteme stehen vor Herausforderungen wie partieller Beobachtbarkeit
und Netzwerkverzögerungen, was die Notwendigkeit skalierbarer Strategien betont, die im
Fokus dieser Arbeit stehen.

Die Arbeit beginnt mit einem teilweise beobachtbaren Einzelagentensystem mit einer großen
Anzahl von Warteschlangen, das als teilweise beobachtbarer Markov-Entscheidungsprozess
modelliert und anschließend mithilfe des Monte Carlo Tree Search Algorithmus gelöst
wird. Das Warteschlangensystem und der vorgeschlagene Lastenausgleich werden unter
Verwendung verschiedener Verteilungen von Ankunfts- und Bedienzeiten sowie verschie-
dener Belohnungsfunktionen analysiert. Kaggle-Netzwerkverkehrsdaten wurden ebenfalls
verwendet, um die zugrundeliegenden Verteilungen für Ankunfts- und Bedienprozesse für
reale Systeme zu modellieren, und anschließend wurde die Leistung der vorgeschlagenen
Strategien darauf analysiert.

Als Nächstes wurde dieses Einzelagentenmodell auf das Multi-Agenten Warteschlangen-
system erweitert, wobei die Herausforderungen der Skalierbarkeit und Nichtstationarität
durch die Modellierung dieses großen Warteschlangensystems als ein Mean-Field-Control-
Problem mit beliebigen Synchronisationsverzögerungen bewältigt wurden. Die Lastaus-
gleichsstrategie für den resultierenden Einzelagenten-Markov-Entscheidungsprozess wurde
mithilfe des Proximal Policy Optimization Algorithmus aus dem Bereich des Reinforce-
ment Learning erlernt. Dieser Beitrag betont die Notwendigkeit, eine Strategien für den
Fall zu erlernen, wenn eine Synchronisationsverzögerungen weder niedrig sind (sodass
Join-the-Shortest-Queue optimal ist) noch hoch (sodass die zufällige Zuweisung die beste
Lastausgleichsstrategie ist). Der Beitrag bietet auch theoretische Garantien und weist
empirisch nach, dass die im Mean-Field-System erlernten Strategien in großen endlichen
Warteschlangensystemen gut funktionieren.

Der erfolgreiche Rahmen des Mean-Field-Control zur Modellierung eines großen War-
teschlangensystems wurde dann weiterentwickelt, um die Lokalität der Interaktionen
zwischen Agenten zu berücksichtigen, anstatt von einem vollständig verbunden Netzwerk
auszugehen, in dem jeder Agent Zugriff auf jede andere Warteschlange haben kann. Um
diese dezentralen Interaktionen zu modellieren, wurde die kürzlich entwickelte Sparse
Mean-Field-Theorie verwendet und erweitert, um ein Sparse Mean-Field-Control-Rahmen
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werk zu erhalten. Der Proximal Policy Optimization Algorithmus wurde dann auf den
resultierenden Mean-Field-Control-Markov-Entscheidungsprozess angewendet, um eine
skalierbare und dezentrale Lastausgleichsstrategie zu erlernen. In allen vorgenannten
Beiträgen haben unsere vorgeschlagenen, gelernten Lastausgleichsstrategien eine gute
Leistung im Vergleich zu bestehenden Arbeiten auf dem neuesten Stand der Technik erzielt,
was zukünftige Arbeiten in diese Richtung motiviert.



A B ST R AC T

This dissertation presents methods for modelling large queuing systems which are integral
to our daily lives, impacting processes and systems significantly. Load balancing, is a vital
component of queuing systems, which involves distributing incoming jobs among available
resources to achieve specific objectives like minimizing waiting times or job drops. Despite
existing static load balancing algorithms, the growing complexity of computational systems
necessitates dynamic approaches, as argued in this thesis. Large queuing systems face
challenges like partial observability and network delays, emphasizing the need for scalable
policies, which is the primary focus of this thesis.

The thesis starts with a partially observable single-agent system with large number of
queues which is modelled as a partially observable Markov decision process and then
solved using Monte Carlo tree search algorithm. The queuing system and the proposed
load balancing is analyzed using various inter-arrival and service time distributions as well
different reward functions. Network traffic data from Kaggle was also used to infer the
underlying distributions for the arrival and service processes for a real system, and then
analyzed the performance of our proposed policy on it.

Next, this single-agent model was extended to the multi-agent queuing system, where the
challenges of scalability and non-stationary were tackled by modelling this large queuing
system as a mean-field control problem with arbitrary synchronization delays. The load
balancing policy for the resulting single-agent Markov decision process was learned using
the proximal policy optimization algorithm from reinforcement learning. This contribution
highlights the need for learning a policy for when the synchronization delays is not too
low, when join-the-shortest-queue is optimal, or not too high, when random allocation
is the best load balancing policy. It also provides theoretical guarantees and empirically
proves that the policy learned in the mean-field system performs well in large finite queuing
systems as well.

The successful framework of mean-field control for modelling a large queuing system
was then further extended to include the locality of interactions between agents, instead
of assuming a fully connected network where every agent can have access to every other
queue. To model these decentralized interactions, the recently developed sparse mean-field
theory was used and extended to obtain a mean-field control framework. The proximal
policy optimization algorithm was then used on the resulting sparse mean-field control
Markov decision process to learn a scalable and decentralized load balancing policy. In
all the above-mentioned contributions, our proposed learned load balancing policies were
able to perform well when compared to the existing state-of-the-art work, thus motivating
future works in this direction.
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1
I N T RO D U C T I O N

1.1 Motivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

1.2 Contributions and Overview . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

1.1 motivation

Queuing systems have been an area of active research for decades. They play a crucial role
in various aspects of our day-to-day lives and are essential for the efficient functioning of
many processes and systems. Performance measures of queuing systems such as resource
optimization, traffic flow management, waiting time analysis, congestion control, are some
of the key features which motivate one to look into them from different aspects. In essence,
analyzing queuing systems helps us understand, model, and improve processes across
various domains, leading to more efficient and effective systems that positively impact our
daily lives.

Load balancing is a very important part of any queuing system, where the incoming jobs
(load) needs to be distributed among available queuing resources in a manner that a certain
objective is achieved. Objectives in regard to queuing systems include but are not limited to
minimizing waiting time of incoming jobs, avoiding job beings dropped, not letting queues
be idle, etc. Even though many static state-of-the-art load balancing algorithms exist, such
as join-the-shortest-queue (JSQ), shortest-expected-delay (SED), join-the-idle-queue (JIQ),
we motivate with the work of this thesis that there is a need for dynamic load balancing
algorithms since the computational systems are becoming more and more complex and
scalable.

Partial observability and network delays are inherited by large queuing systems, since it is
not realistic for the load-balancer to instantaneously know the state of all the queues at
every decision epoch (when a job arrives) as is assumed in algorithms such as JSQ and SED.
This further motivates the need to learn scalable policies which take into consideration
these challenges while modelling the queuing system, as we have done in this thesis.

The reinforcement learning (RL) framework is a mixture of machine learning and optimal
control, which is particularly useful to learn policies in systems where the mathematical
model is unknown or infeasible. The RL agent (load-balancer) gathers model information
by interacting with the system online and learns a policy by delicately balancing between

1



2 1 introduction

exploration and exploitation while optimizing some reward function. Due to the success of
RL in various applications, we were also motivated to use it for modelling and solving our
partially observable queuing system having network delays. Learning scalable policies in
multi-agent systems is tricky because of challenges such as non-stationary, computational
complexity, partial observability and credit assignment. Which is why we have used
mean-field approximations, more concisely mean-field control since we have cooperative
agent setting, to model queuing systems with multiple load-balancers and learn scalable
load balancing policies by converting the otherwise hard to solve multi-agent system into a
single-agent system with theoretical performance guarantees.

Our contributions though this thesis and the overview of its structure is given next.

1.2 contributions and overview

The main focus of this thesis is to model large queuing systems such that scalable load
balancing solutions can be learned. The main contributions are as follows:

• We have modelled and analyzed large queuing systems, as single-agent and multi-
agent Markov decision processes (MDPs).

• We have considered challenges of partial observability and network delays both in
both single-agent and multi-agent models.

• We have considered the case of localized structures within multi-agent systems, since
they exist more naturally as compared to systems where agents are fully connected.

• We have used the mean-field control to model large multi-agent queuing systems to
learn scalable load balancing policies and provided theoretical guarantees.

The structure of this thesis is given next, with a short description of each chapter.

chapter 2. This is the background chapter which explains the key concepts used
throughout this thesis. We first explain the queuing system model used in all our mentioned
works and then explain the frameworks of RL, MFC and Bayesian inference which have
been used, in one or more of the chapters, to learn load balancing algorithms.

chapter 3. This chapter presents a queuing system with a single load-balancer having
delayed information of the queue states. This leads to partial observability of the system,
which is modelled as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) and then
solved using the MCTS algorithm. Here we look at the performance of policies for different
objectives and various distributions modelling the arrival and service rates. Along with a
detailed analysis of our proposed load balancing policy, we also used trace data provided
by Kaggle to infer the underlying distribution of the arrival and service times of a real
system. This chapter is based on the published work

[1] A. Tahir, B. Alt, A. Rizk, and H. Koeppl, “Load balancing in compute clusters with
delayed feedback”, IEEE Transactions on Computers, 2022.



1.2 contributions and overview 3

chapter 4. In this chapter, we extend the single-agent queuing system from Chapter 2
to having multiple load-balancers. We have considered an arbitrary network delay, which is
needed to ensure synchronization of the load-balancers. In order to obtain scalable learning
policy, we have used mean-field control framework and have theoretically proven that the
learned policy of the limiting system performs well in our finite queuing system as long
as the system size is large enough. This contribution highlights the need for learning a
policy for when the synchronization delays is not too low, when join-the-shortest-queue is
optimal, or not too high, when random allocation is the best load balancing policy. This
work is base on the publication

[2] A. Tahir, K. Cui, and H. Koeppl, “Learning mean-field control for delayed information
load balancing in large queuing systems”, in Proceedings of the 51st International
Conference on Parallel Processing, 2022, pp. 1–11.

chapter 5. In this chapter, we extend the multi-agent model of Chapter 4 to a more
realistic setup where the agents have only localized interactions and queue accesses. We
then leverage the recent advances in sparse mean-field theory to model this localized
queuing system, while giving theoretical guarantees. We have used different kinds of graph
structure including torus and cube connected cycles to model the queuing system and to
learn load balancing policies. This work is based on the publication currently under peer
review at the Performance Evaluation journal

[3] A. Tahir, K. Cui and H. Koeppl, “Sparse mean field load balancing in large localized
queueing systems”, arXiv preprint arXiv:2312.12973, pp. 1–22, 2023.

chapter 6. This chapter gives a final discussion of our contributions through this
thesis and also provides some interesting future directions.

appendices. The appendices contain two types of topics. Firstly, the existing work
on state-of-the-art MCTS algorithm, from which our work of Chapter 3 is adapted. And
secondly it contains topics which are fundamental to understanding our work but were too
detailed to be put into the background chapter, such as Markov chains, different probability
distributions used in this thesis and explanation of the state-of-the-art RL algorithm used in
Chapters 4 and 5, proximal policy optimization PPO.
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In this chapter, we present the concepts which are used in this thesis. We first explain a
queuing system that has been used in all our works, with some modifications, which are
mentioned in the respective chapters. Then we mention reinforcement learning, which
has been used by us to learn optimal load balancing strategies for queuing systems. We
have also covered mean-field approximations, which is an attractive framework for scalable
modeling of large multi-agent systems. Lastly, we mention Bayesian inference, which is
needed in real-world queuing systems due to incomplete or delayed information.

2.1 queuing systems

The basic structure of the queuing system used throughout this thesis is given in Fig.
2.1, and we begin by explaining its key components. On the left-hand side, we have N
load-balancers, these are the routers that do job allocations such that the incoming load can
be split without overloading any of the available servers. On the right-hand side are the
M servers and queues. The queues are finite with some maximum buffer capacity B and
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figure 2.1: Queuing system model used in this thesis.
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are shown by the slots, where the dark color indicates how many slots of each queue are
occupied. For example, the queue 2 is full and cannot accept any more jobs. The servers
take the jobs from the queue one at a time to process them. Note that we will use the terms
job and packet interchangeably.

Next, we discuss the processes involved in a queuing system. First is the arrival process
which defines the rate at which the jobs arrive at the load-balancers for allocation and is
characterized by i.i.d inter-arrival times, a(n) = {a(0), a(1), a(2), ...}, between the jobs.
The average arrival rate is then given as λ = 1

Ā
, where Ā is the average inter-arrival time.

Second, we have the rate at which each server processes the jobs and is characterized by its
service times, v(n) = {v(0), v(1), v(2), ...} and the rate is then given as µ = 1

V̄
, where V̄

is the average service time. Additionally, we also assume that the servers send information
about their filled queues to the load-balancers, which is indicated by the arrows going back
from the servers. Note that many other variations of queuing systems have been developed
and researched over the years. For instance, each server may not have its own designated
queue, instead the whole system could have one queue. Or the queues could be at the
load-balancer end and not attached to the server. Or each load-balancer could have its own
designated arrival stream, etc. More details can be found in [14–16].

Queuing systems are interesting to model and solve since they often exhibit Markovian
properties. This allows us to use continuous time Markov chain models to analyze queues,
given that the inter-arrival times and service rate are exponentially distributed [15]. For
details on Markov chains and their useful properties, see [17]. In Chapters 4 and 5 we have
used a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) to model the arrival rate. MMPP is
a Poisson process with a variable rate that varies according to a Markov process [18]. It
is a more realistic way of modelling time varying network traffic. The key assumptions
we have for our queuing systems are (i) each job only takes one slot in the queue, (ii) the
queues work in a first-in-first-out manner, (iii) once a job has been processed it leaves the
system and (iv) if a job is dropped it is not resent, (v) each server has its own designated
queue and (vi) no job has priority over the another.

Various state-of-the-art load balancing strategies, which have also been used in the following
chapters, as baselines. These include join-the-shortest-queue (JSQ) [19, 20], shortest-
expected-delay (SED) [21, 22] and their power-of-d variants [23–25]. JSQ, assigning the
incoming job to the queue with the least amount of jobs, demonstrates high efficiency in
reducing job response time in environments where servers are uniform, and service times
adhere to independent and identically distributed exponential patterns. Conversely, SED,
assigning the incoming job to the queue where it will have the least amount of expected
delay, is tailored for heterogeneous servers and performs exceptionally well in situations
characterized by heavy traffic. In their power-of-d algorithms, JSQ and SED is performed
on only d out of totalM queues. If d = 1 this can be seen as a random policy and if d =M
then it is the original JSQ or SED algorithm. Power-of-d algorithms need less system
information and have proven to be optimal, especially in homogenous and large systems.
Note that in this context of queuing systems, strategy refers to the decision (action) of
the load-balancer of where to allocate the incoming jobs such that some goal is achieved.
Throughout this thesis, one of our main goals is to devise scalable load balancing policies
(strategies) such that overall jobs dropped in the system are minimized. And to achieve this
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we have used RL to learn out-performing strategies while using different scalable modeling
techniques since we have countable state spaces with Markovian assumptions.

2.2 reinforcement learning

The key idea behind RL is for an agent (the load-balancer) to learn from interactions in
which action (job allocation) optimizes the goal while exploring a possibly unknown
environment (queuing system) [26]. The most commonly used mathematical framework
for solving sequential RL problems is a Markov decision process (MDP).

2.2.1 Markov Decision Process

An MDP [27] is a discrete-time stochastic control process defined by the tuple ⟨X ,U , T ,R⟩,
where X is the state space, U is the action space, T : X × X × U → [0, 1] is the
transition function,R : X × U → R is the reward function. An MDP considers a process
X(t) ∈ X which is controlled by actions U(t) ∈ U . Throughout this work, we assume time
homogeneous transition function T (x′, x, u) := P(X(t+ 1) = x′ | X(t) = x, U(t) = u),
where x′, x ∈ X and u ∈ U and countable spaces. It is assumed for an MDP that the agent
can always observe the state of the environment. and at each discrete timestep t the agent
selects an action, u(t) ∈ U , based on the state, x(t) ∈ X , the environment is in. This action
comes from the policy, π : X ×U → [0, 1] and π(u, x) = P(U(t) = u | X(t) = x), which
is a mapping from a state to the probability of choosing each possible action in that state. On
taking this action the environment gives a reward r(t+1) = R(X(t+1), U(t+1)), at the
next timestep, to the agent and transitions to the next state x(t+ 1) based on the transition
function T . The agents’ action selection is a crucial balance between exploration of new
actions and exploitation of already taken actions which yielded high rewards. The goal of
an MDP agent is to learn/find an optimal policy, π∗, which maximizes, usually, the expected
discounted sum of rewards, possibly over an infinite horizon, π∗ := argmaxπ E [R | π],
where R :=

∑∞
t=0 γ

tR(X(t), U(t)) is the return over time. γ < 1 is the discount factor
indicating the importance of future rewards as compared to the immediate reward. Solutions
to RL problems can be divided into two main approaches, value functions methods and
policy search methods. If the model dynamics are accurately known, then both these
methods fall under the dynamic programming principle (DPP) method from control theory.
DPP is used to find optimal control/policies by breaking down a complex optimization task
into smaller sub-problems [28]. It is based on Bellman’s principle of optimality which
says that as long as the system is time-consistent, its optimal policy has the property that
whatever the initial state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute
an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision [29].

value function: These methods estimate the value of being in a given state x [26].
And the state-value function is the expected return when an agent starts in state x and
follows the policy π, given as Qπ(x) := E [R | X(0) = x, π].
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Hence, the value function is for a specific policy π from which actions u are sampled.
Whereas, the optimal policy π∗ is the one which has the optimal state-value function,
Q∗(x) := maxπQ

π(x), for all x ∈ X . And the optimal policy for a certain state is given
as π(x) := argmaxu

[
r(x, u) + γ

∑
x′∈X T (x′, x, u)Q(x′)

]
. Q-learning, policy iteration

and value iteration are some methods which can be used to find the optimal policy. For
details, see [26].

In RL problems where the transition dynamics are not available, a state-action value function
is used, Qπ(x, u) := E [R | X(0) = x, U(0) = u, π], where now the initial action u for
state x is also given, and the policy π is followed from the next state. The best policy can
then be chosen, an action u greedily at every state x using: argmaxuQ

π(x, u). And the
state-value function can be retrieved as: Qπ(x) := maxuQ

π(x, u). Iterative methods such
as temporal difference learning, dynamic programming and Monte Carlo sampling can be
used to solve for optimal value functions.

policy search: These methods do not use the value function, rather search for an
optimal policy π∗ directly. The policy is parameterized by some parameters πθ which
are then updated such that the expected return, E[R | θ], is maximized [30]. The policy
is stochastic and represented using a probability distribution from which actions can be
sampled directly. Policy gradient and actor-critic methods are common approaches to learn
the optimal policy directly [31, 32].

deep RL: It is a popular approach for learning the policy, by combining RL with artificial
neural networks, allowing for scalable solutions [33]. In deep RL the neural network is
trained to learn the optimal policy and/or the optimal value function. In this thesis, we
have frequently used the state-of-the-art proximal policy optimization PPO algorithm to
find the optimal policy, details of which are given in Appendix C.

multi-agent Markov decision process (MMDP): is the multi-agent extension
of MDP, where in addition to the above stated MDP tuple we consider a set of agents
N = {1, . . . , n} acting on the environment. Since it is still an MDP, each agent can fully
observe the state of the environment. Now given the state, a joint action of all the agents,
u = [u1, . . . , un], is considered. Note that throughout this thesis, we assume that the agents
are working in a cooperative manner.

2.2.2 Partially Observable Markov Decision Process

A system where the agent is not able to fully observe the state of the environment can
be modeled as a POMDP [34]. In addition to the MDP tuple defined in Section 2.2.1, this
framework also considers an observation model defined by a time-homogeneous observation
function Ω : Y × X × U → [0, 1], where Y , X , U are the observation space, state space
and action space, respectively and the observation Ω(y, x, u) := P(Y (t) = y | X(t) =
x, U(t) = u) for y, Y ∈ Y , x,X ∈ X and u, U ∈ U . Since the state is not observable,
POMDP also considers the agents’ belief, which at any time t is a probability distribution
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over the states given the history of observations and actions, i.e., ∀x(t) ∈ X ,ρ(x, t) =
P(X(t) = x | h(t)) where h(t) = {U(0), Y (1), U(1), Y (2), . . . , U(t)} is the history up
till t and Y ∈ Y , U ∈ U . And the policy of the agent is then a mapping from its belief to
actions. The agents’ belief can be updated using Bayes rule, explained later in Section 2.4.
The multi-agent extension of the POMDP framework for cooperative agent settings is known
as decentralized partially observable Markov decision process (Dec-POMDP) [35–37]. Deep
RL is also used to learn the optimal policy for partially observable systems, especially when
the system size is large. And in order to consider the entire history, h(t), recurrent neural
networks are used [38–42].

2.2.2.1 Semi Markov Decision Process

A semi Markov decision process (SMDP) is a discrete-time model similar to an MDP except
that the time interval between decision epochs is random. Note that, for reference, in an
MDP these decision epochs are defined using constant time intervals, e.g., t = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
In an SMDP the agent can only take actions at these decision epochs, which occur at
times (τn)n∈N. The sojourn time is then defined as the time interval S(τn+1) = τn+1 − τn
between transitions from state x(τn) at time t = τn to the next state x(τn+1) at the next
decision epoch time, t = τn+1. This sojourn time is a positive random variable and given
the current state x(τn) and the action u(τn) taken in this state, does not depend on the
past states; following the Markov property. The SMDP framework can then be defined
using the MDP tuple where now the transition function is defined jointly for the state and
sojourn time, T (x′, s, x, u) = P(X(τn+1) = x′, S(τn+1) = s | X(τn) = x, U(τn) = u).
Furthermore, a partially observable semi Markov decision process (POSMDP) is an SMDP
in which the agents cannot observe the state x(τn) of the environment and work with the
received observations y(τn) and their belief over the state, ρ(τn). Note that after some
transformations and assumptions, the state-of-the-art algorithms for solving MDPs can be
used for SMDPs and POSMDPs, respectively. The key assumption which allows this is that
the agent takes an action, receives an observation and updates its belief only at the decision
epochs, τn. For details, see [43–47].

2.3 mean-field approximation

Scalability in multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) frameworks is a major problem
due to its combinatorial nature and sampling complexity, such as Dec-POMDPs [48, 49].
This is why mean-field theory has recently become an attractive solution, where the idea is
to let the number of agents go to infinity [50, 51]. The main assumption which allows this
approximation is that the agents are permutation invariant, i.e., they are interchangeable and
indistinguishable and have similar behaviors. This resulting limiting system, represented
by the mean-field distribution, combined with RL has provided tractable control solutions,
see [52] for details. Heterogeneous systems have also been recently considered [53–55].
From the MARL perspective, there exist two main branches: (i) mean-field games (MFG) for
the non-cooperative agents using Nash equilibrium [50, 51, 56] and (ii) mean-field control
MFC for cooperative agents using Pareto optimal strategy [57–60]. Both these mean-field
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approximations are independent of the number of agent N and the learned solutions in the
limiting systems have shown to provide good approximations in (large) finite systems, both
empirically and analytically [56, 61, 62].

Since throughout this thesis we assume the agents to work collaboratively the MFC
framework has been used in Chapters 4 and 5, and is explained next.

2.3.1 Mean-Field Control

MFC with learning, as compared to MFG is still a relatively uncharted research area, despite
its wide range of applications in ride-sharing systems, software systems, traffic light
controls, systemic risk assessment, central banking, etc [63–68]. In MFC framework, the
agents are permutation invariant, which means they are identical, indistinguishable and
interchangeable. The MFC framework is in principle non-Markovian and time-variant and
in general the DPP method cannot be applied to it directly, see Section 5.4. However, this
can be resolved by using an enlarged joint state-action space, known as lifting the space,
and by aggregating the underlying dynamics and reward [69].

mathematical formulation of mfc: Similar to an MDP, we first consider a
finite system having N (homogeneous) agents which work in a cooperative manner. At
every timestep t each agent has its own state Xi(t) ∈ X and action Ui(t) ∈ U , for
i = {1, . . . , N}. However, the agent state evolution now depends on the measurable
transition function T : X × P(X ) × U×P (U) → P(X ) written as T (x, σ′, u, u′) :=
P(Xi(t) = x, σN(t) = σ′, Ui(t) = u, ūN(t) = u′) where x ∈ X , σ′ ∈ P (X ), u ∈ U ,
u′ ∈ P (U), σN(t) := 1

N

∑N
i=1 δXi(t) is the empirical distribution over states and ūN(t) :=

1
N

∑N
i=1 δUi(t) is the empirical distribution over actions. Similarly, each agent receives a

reward based on the reward functionR : X ×P(X )×U ×P(U)→ P(R) and is given as
ri(t) := R(Xi(t), σ

N(t), Ui(t), ū
N(t)).

For the mean-field control system, we take N →∞ and using law of large numbers we
can model the above as MFC. And due to the agents being indistinguishable we need to
consider only a single representative agent and the reward function then depends on the
average reward of each agent. Now, using the N → ∞ assumption, at every timestep
t the state of the representative agent is given by x ∈ X . And given the probability
distribution over the states σ ∈ P(X ), the representative agent takes action u ∼ π(x, σ),
where the policy is a mapping from the current state and current state distribution to a
distribution over the actions space, π(t) : X × P(X ) → P(U) is measurable. The state
of the agent then transitions to the next state x(t + 1) ∼ T (x, σ′, u, u′) and the agent
receives an instantaneous reward r(t). As in Markov decision processes (MDPs), given
initial state x(0) and set of policies π = (π(t))∞t=0 the value function can be written as
Qπ(x) := E[

∑∞
t=0 γ

tr(t) | X (0) = x, π]. Note that, different from MDPs, in MFC the
representative agent interacts with other agents only through the empirical distribution of
their states, σ′, and their actions u′.
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Note that using the MFC framework with lifted state-action space a finite N -agent system is
represented by a single representative agent, with similar formulation as that of an MDP,
and hence referred to as MFC MDP in this work. For details, see [70, 71].

2.4 bayesian inference

Bayesian Inference is a statistical inference method which can be used to update the belief
when a new observation is received. It is based on the Bayes rules, which is given as
follows:

P(x(t) | y(1), . . . , y(t)) = P(y(1), . . . , y(t) | x(t))P(x(t))∑
x∈X P(y(1), . . . , y(t) | x(t))P(x(t))

and consists of four components:

• posterior: P(x(t) | y(1), . . . , y(t)) is the probability distribution representing our
belief over the state x,

• likelihood: P(y(1), . . . , y(t) | x(t)) is the probability of the observation y(1), . . . , y(t)
given systems’ latent state is x(t),

• prior: P(x(t)) is the probability distribution of the state x(t) independent of any
observations.

• marginal: P(y(t)) =
∑

x∈X P(y(1), . . . , y(t) | x(t))P(x(t)) is the marginal proba-
bility distribution of the observation. Also referred to as the normalizing constant.

The main task in solving Bayesian models is to compute the expectation over the posterior
distribution:

E[g(x(t)) | y(1), . . . , y(t)] =
∑

x∈X

g(x(t))P(x(t) | y(1), . . . , y(t)), (2.4.1)

for a state x(t), measurement y(t) at timestep t and where g(x(t)) : Rn → Rm is an
arbitrary function. However, it is often not possible to compute this integral in closed form,
which is where the Monte Carlo (approximation) methods come into play.

2.4.1 Monte Carlo Approximations

These are a general class of numerical methods to calculate normalizing constant such
as given in Eq. 2.4.1 when they do not have closed-form solutions [72], due to lack of
conjugate priors or intractable normalization constants. Another reason for using such
numerical methods is when the state space is too large or depends on a large number of
parameters, making it computationally expensive to calculate. The key idea is to draw i.i.d.
set of samples from a target distribution, q(·) and take their average to estimate the exact
posterior distribution.
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P(x(t)) | y(1), . . . , y(t)) ≈ 1

K

K∑

i=1

xi(t), xi(t) ∼ q(x(t)) | y(1), . . . , y(t))

where in a perfect Monte Carlo approximation xi(t) are sampled from the posterior
distribution q(x(t)) | y(1), . . . , y(t)) = P(x(t) | y(1), . . . , y(t) itself.

mcmc algorithms: If it is not possible to sample directly from the posterior distri-
bution P(x(t) | y(1), . . . , y(t)), Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms can be
used instead [73]. These algorithms generate samples using the Markov chain principle,
which is a sequence of dependent random variables that follows the Markov property.
Metropolis-Hasting (MH) and Gibbs sampler are examples of the most commonly used
MCMC algorithms. MH involves obtaining samples from the true distribution through a
random walk within the parameter space, essentially forming a Markov chain. The accep-
tance or rejection of these samples is determined by evaluating an acceptance probability.
Consequently, we generate samples representative of the true posterior distribution, facili-
tating computations such as empirical estimations of the posterior distribution. Whereas,
the Gibbs sampler involves an iterative process that alternates between sampling from the
full conditionals of the joint distribution across model parameters and data. See [72, 74,
75] for details on these two and more.

In this thesis, we have used the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) in Chapter 3, which is
more efficient for sampling from higher dimensional complex models [76, 77]. In HMC,
the key idea is to introduce a dynamic auxiliary variable, often referred to as "momentum,"
which is coupled with the original variables of interest. The dynamics of this joint system
are then governed by Hamiltonian mechanics, a concept borrowed from classical physics.
The total energy of the system is the sum of the potential energy (associated with the
target distribution) and the kinetic energy (associated with the momentum). The algorithm
involves simulating trajectories of the joint system using Hamiltonian dynamics. These
trajectories provide an efficient exploration of the parameter space, allowing the sampler to
move rapidly through regions of high probability. The acceptance of proposed samples
is based on a Metropolis-Hastings step that takes into account both the position and
momentum of the system.

Another successful method for Bayesian inference is importance sampling, explained
next.

sequential importance sampling: Given a generic state space model such as:

x(t) ∼ P(x(t) | x(t− 1)),

y(t) ∼ P(y(t) | x(t)), (2.4.2)

where, x(t) ∈ Rn is the state and y(t) ∈ Rm is the measurement at timestep t, sequential
importance resampling (SIS) algorithm can be used to generate importance sampling
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approximations for posterior distribution [78, 79]. This importance distribution is quite
often assumed to have Markovian properties, which is why the entire history of states
x(0) . . . x(t − 1) does not need to be used at timestep t. SIS is the sequential version of
importance sampling [79].

The SIS algorithm consists of K weighted particles, {(wi(t), xi(t))} for i = 1, . . . , K,
where xi(t) are sampled from an importance distribution π(x(t) | y(1), . . . , y(t)) to
represent the posterior (also known as filtering) distribution. Then at every timestep t the
distribution in Eq. 2.4.1 can be calculated, based on Eq. 2.4.1, as the weighted average of
the K samples:

P(x(t) | y(1), . . . , y(t)) ≈
K∑

i=1

wi(t)δ(x(t)− xi(t)).

The algorithm has the following steps:

1. DrawK samples from the prior distribution, xi(0) ∼ P(x(0)), for i = 1, . . . , K, and
assign them equal weights, wi(0) = 1

K
.

2. For each timestep t = 1, . . . , T do:

a) Draw samples from the importance distribution, xi(t) ∼ π(x(t) | xi(t −
1), y(1), . . . , y(t)), for i = 1, . . . , K.

b) Update the weights,wi(t) ∝ wi(t−1) P(y(t)|xi(t))P(x(t)|xi(t−1))
π(xi(t)|xi(t−1),y(1),...,y(t))

and then normalize
them.

Note that we do not need to consider the whole history of state x, since we assumed the
importance distribution to have Markov properties.

¬
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In this chapter, we present a load balancing problem in a single-agent system having many
parallel queues, based on the published work [1]. In recent years, with the growth rate of
single-machine computation speeds stagnating, parallelism has emerged as an effective
strategy for harnessing the computational power of multiple machines. Consequently,
parallelism has become a critical component of compute cluster architectures [80, 81],
primarily because it reduces the computational and storage burden on individual servers
[82]. In addition to the capacity aggregation, another significant challenge in the operation
of parallel servers lies in the optimization of low latency and minimizing data loss. The
pivotal factor in achieving this optimization is the assignment of incoming tasks, referred to
as jobs, to various serving machines, denoted as servers, which may have varying capacities
and finite buffer capacity. This allocation of tasks, also referred to as load balancing, to
servers is orchestrated by a decision-making entity known as the load-balancer. Load
balancing poses a fundamental challenge that underpins the design and operation of
numerous computing and communication systems, including tasks like job routing within
data center clusters, managing multipath communication, handling Big Data processing,
and optimizing queuing systems.

Essentially, the decision-making agent (load-balancer) in these scenarios assigns each
incoming job to one of the servers, which may be of varying capabilities, with the objective
of achieving goals such as load distribution, minimizing average delay, or reducing data
loss. A significant challenge in devising optimal load balancing policies lies in the fact that
the agent only has partial observability of the consequences of its decisions, often relying
on delayed acknowledgments from the served jobs. In this chapter, we introduce a model
that addresses this partial observability (PO) issue, specifically addressing load balancing
decisions in parallel buffered systems when equipped with limited information derived
from delayed acknowledgments.

The multi-agent extension of such a queuing system is studied in Chapter 4.
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Related Work

Dynamic load balancing is essential for optimizing the performance of parallel systems,
and it has led to the development of several state-of-the-art algorithms, including JSQ,
SED, and Power-of-d policies [83–85]. JSQ is particularly effective in minimizing job
response time when servers are homogeneous and service times follow independent and
identically exponentially distributed patterns [19, 20]. SED, on the other hand, is designed
for heterogeneous servers and excels in scenarios with heavy traffic [21, 22]. However,
as the number of parallel systems M increases, the assumption that the load-balancer
possesses full knowledge of the system state at every decision time becomes less realistic.
This state may be the queue length or the required cumulative service times for the waiting
jobs at each system. In some systems, such as those involving servers with randomly
varying capacities, having prior knowledge of information like service times is not feasible.
To address this challenge, researchers have explored alternative approaches, including
control theory and emerging machine learning techniques. These methods have found
extensive application in the analysis of stochastic queuing networks, aiming to enhance
their performance as self-adaptive software systems [86, 87].

In practice, the load-balancer may only observe the consequences of its decisions after a
non-deterministic feedback delay, which can result from factors like propagation delay
or delayed job processing. Power-of-d policies offer a solution to this challenge. In this
approach, a subset of servers, specifically a subset of size d < M , is repeatedly selected
at random during each decision point. Consequently, JSQ(d) or SED(d) can be applied to
this dynamically changing server subset of size d [23]. This policy is further enhanced by
incorporating a short-term memory mechanism that retains information about the least filled
servers from the previous decision instance [88, 89]. Consequently, instead of selecting
a completely new set of d servers at random for each incoming job, the decision-making
process combines the newly chosen random subset of servers with knowledge of the least
filled servers obtained from the last decision. The underlying assumption of JSQ, SED, and
Power-of-d policies is that the load-balancer has immediate and complete knowledge of
the system state at each decision point. However, in practical distributed systems, this
assumption often does not hold due to non-deterministic and heterogeneous feedback delays.
These delays can significantly impact performance metrics like job response times and job
drop rates, as only partial information is available to the load-balancer at the decision time.
hence, this delay needs to be taken into consideration when modeling a real-time system.

From a control perspective, MDPs, have been extensively utilized as a modeling framework
for queuing systems, enabling the achievement of optimal control strategies in both static
and dynamic environments [90, 91]. In the context of MDPs, the current feedback, whether
delayed or immediate, is typically assumed to be known to the agent [26]. In the study
[20], the authors employed an MDP formulation in combination with a stochastic ordering
argument to demonstrate that Join-the-shortest-queue (JSQ) maximizes the discounted
number of jobs completed in a homogeneous server setting. Another notable work [92]
focused on the allocation of customers to parallel queues. They modeled this problem
as an MDP with the objective of minimizing the sojourn time for each customer. Their
research resulted in the development of a ’separable rule,’ which is a generalization of
JSQ, designed for queues with heterogeneous servers, considering variations in both server
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rates and numbers. It’s important to note that their work assumed that the queue filling
information was readily available to the decision-making agent without any delay. These
studies demonstrate the effectiveness of MDPs as a modeling tool for queuing systems and
highlight their application in optimizing system performance under various conditions,
including homogeneous and heterogeneous server settings. However, they typically assume
full and immediate knowledge of the queue state, which may not hold in practical scenarios
with non-deterministic and delayed feedback.

In [93], the authors consider a scenario where the decision-making agent receives precise
information about queue lengths, albeit with a delay of k time steps. They model this
system as a Markov control model with what they refer to as perfect state information. To
achieve this, they expand the state space by including the last known state (the exact queue
lengths) and all the actions taken from the last known state up to the point of receiving
the next known state. In their research, they focus on solving the flow control problem
by regulating the arrivals to a single-server queue. Notably, for the case when the delay
parameter k is set to 1, they find that the optimal policy adopts a threshold-based strategy
that depends on the last action taken. A similar approach is presented in [94], where they
address the single-server flow control problem and obtain results that align with those
in [93], particularly when k = 1. In this context, the optimal policy for minimizing the
discounted number of jobs in a system consisting of two parallel queues is shown to be
Join-the-shortest-expected-length. In [95], they introduce a decision-making framework
where the agent, at each time step n, possesses knowledge of the exact number of jobs
present in each infinite queue at the preceding time step n − 1. This setup allows for
deterministic decision-making with a one-time slot delay. The state space is augmented
to incorporate the actual queue fillings at time n − 1, the action taken at time n, and
information regarding arrivals at time n. These studies explore various aspects of queuing
and flow control problems, considering different levels of information availability and
incorporating delays in decision-making processes, leading to the development of specific
policies and models tailored to these scenarios.

In this chapter, we consider a scenario where the acknowledgments available to the load-
balancer, detailing the number of jobs processed, are subject to random delays. This
situation characterizes the system as partially observable, introducing significant complexity
akin to a POMDP. While several online and offline algorithms have been developed for
solving POMDP models [96], there has been relatively little work on optimizing queuing
systems using POMDP approaches. Standard solutions for POMDP models that rely on
full-width planning, such as value iteration and policy iteration, tend to perform poorly
when the state space becomes large, which is often the case in queuing systems due
to the challenges associated with dimensionality and history [34, 97]. To address the
scalability and complexity issues inherent in large state-space queuing systems, we employ
the Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP) algorithm, which is an extension
of the state-of-the-art MCTS algorithm to learn a scalable, optimal policy for a POMDP
by constructing online a search tree of histories, h. Each node of the tree now keeps
an estimate of a history, called belief state, using a set of particles. The state is then
sampled from this belief state. The authors show that as long as the belief state is close
to the actual state of the environment, POMCP will be able to learn an optimal policy
for the POMDP. Monte Carlo simulations are used for the tree search and belief state
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figure 3.1: A parallel queuing system with a load-balancer that maps jobs to servers. The load-
balancer observes the inter-arrival times u and the feedback, i.e., the number of acknowledgments,
from each server oi. The load-balancer does not observe the queue states bi, the job service times,
or the delayed feedback si, i.e., the number of acknowledgments on the way back.

updates. For further details, see [98]. Moreover, our algorithm utilizes a specialized MCTS
implementation designed specifically for simulating parallel queuing systems with finite
buffers. To handle the delayed feedback acknowledgments in the queuing system, we have
developed a sequential importance resampling (SIR) particle filter, which is tailored to
address this unique aspect of our problem. We also apply the MCTS approach to solve
a POSMDP [46], which is a framework needed when the time intervals between decision
epochs are no longer exponential.

3.1 queuing system model

In this chapter, we consider a system withM parallel servers, where each server has its own
finite buffer first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. The queue filling of each queue i is denoted
by bi ∈ Bi, i = 1, . . . ,M , where Bi = {0, . . . , b̄i} and b̄i is the maximum buffer capacity
for the i-th queue. The servers are assumed to be heterogeneous and the service times
of consecutive jobs, 1, 2, . . ., at the i-th server, are denoted as vi(1), vi(2) . . . ,. The jobs
are homogeneous and arrive at the load-balancer according to a renewal process which is
described by the sequence (a(n))n∈N, where the job inter-arrival time a(j) := a(j+1)−a(j)
is drawn i.i.d leading to an average arrival rate λ. The load-balancer maps each incoming
job to exactly one server, and this job is lost if the buffer of the assigned servers’ queue is
already full. If the job is not lost, it is added to the queue of that server. The average service
rate of the i-th server is denoted as µi and the service time for each job is random. Once
processed, the job leaves the system and the corresponding server sends the load-balancer
an acknowledgment. This acknowledgment informs the load-balancer about a slot getting
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free in the queue of this server. At every decision time, the load-balancer uses this feedback
acknowledgment information to calculate the current buffer fillings, bi, of each queue and
make a more informed decision.

A significant challenge in the job routing process arises when the load-balancer has to make
decisions based on delayed acknowledgments from the server. This delay encompasses
three key components:

1. The time jobs spend waiting in the queue to which they were assigned.

2. The time required for job processing.

3. The time it takes for the acknowledgments to propagate back to the load-balancer.

The third component introduces considerable complexity to the decision-making problem
because decisions not only affect the current system state but also have repercussions
on future states due to delayed feedback. It is important to note that the load-balancer
relies solely on these observed acknowledgments to make decisions, rendering the system
state partially observable (PO). In this context, we use the notation oi to represent the
number of acknowledgments from the i-th server that the load-balancer observes within one
inter-arrival time. Additionally, we denote si as the delayed feedback, which signifies the
number of acknowledgments that are currently en route back to the load-balancer but have
not yet reached. Since the load-balancer operates under partial observability (PO), it does
not have direct access to critical pieces of information, including (i) the queue states bi, (ii)
the job service times vi, or (iii) the delayed feedback si. The lack of direct observation of
this information complicates the decision-making process, requiring innovative approaches
to address the challenges posed by partial observability and delayed feedback. See Fig. 3.1
for further visualization.

Markov Decision Process with Partial Observability

In order to find the optimal load balancing policy for our system having delayed acknowl-
edgments, we model it as partially observable MDP which is a controlled Markov process
with the exact state of the process being latent, see Section 2.2.2 for details. In this chapter,
we consider countable state X , action U and observation Y spaces. Additionally, we
consider discrete decision-making epochs at time points t ∈ N0, where the clock given by
t is an event clock and not a wall-clock time. Then, if the inter-arrival time, a, between
the decision epochs t and the service times, v, are exponentially distributed, this partially
observable Markov process can be modeled as a POMDP, since the system Markovian.
While, for non-exponential distributed a and/or v it can be modeled as a POSMDP, under
the condition that the decision-making is done only at these decision epochs t, [46], since
the underlying process is now semi-Markov. For further details on POSMDP see Section
2.2.2.1.

At every decision epoch t, we consider a latent process x,X ∈ X that can be controlled
by actions u ∈ U . Since the state is latent, only observations y,Y ∈ Y are available to
the agent (load-balancer). The state transition function T (x′,x, u) := P(X(t+ 1) = x′ |
X(t) = x, U(t) = u) is the conditional probability of moving from state x under action
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u to a new state x′ at the decision epoch t + 1. The observation function Ω(y,x, u) :=
P(Y(t) = y | X(t) = x,U(t) = u) denotes the conditional probability of observing
acknowledgment y under the latent state x and action u. On performing the action u(t)
the agent receives a reward r(t) := R(X(t+ 1),X(t),U(t)), which it tries to maximize
over time using a policy π(u, x) := P(U(t) = u | X(t) = x). We consider an infinite
horizon objective, where the optimal policy π∗ is found by maximizing the expected total
discounted future reward

π∗ := argmax
π

∞∑

t=0

Eπ[γtr(t)], (3.1.1)

with discount factor γ < 1.

Since the current state is not directly accessible by the agent, it has to rely on the
action-observation history sequence, h(t) = {U(0),Y(1), U(1),Y(2), . . . , U(t)}, up to
the current decision epoch t, where Y ∈ Y , U ∈ U . The policy is then the conditional
probability of choosing action u under action-observation history h, π(u, h) := P(U(t) =
u | h(t)). As the policy is defined as a function of the observation-action history of
the agent, this makes it very challenging since keeping a record of an exponentially
increasing history sequence over time, h, is not feasible. One popular way is to represent
this history in terms of the belief state, ρ(t) ∈ ∆|X|, where ∆|X | is an X dimensional
probability simplex, ρ(t) = [ρ1(t), . . . , ρ|X|(t)]

⊤ and the components ρX(t) are the filtering
distribution ρX(t) = P(X(t) = x | h(t) = h). However, if the state space |X | is huge, this
will be a very high-dimensional vector. In order to break the curse of history and the curse
of dimensionality, a particle filter [99, 100] can be used to represent the belief state ρ(t) of
the system at time t and is explained next.

Particle filter

In this chapter, we have used the state-of-the-art SIR particle filter, to represent the belief
state ρ(t) of the system and update this belief using Monte Carlo simulations based on the
action taken and observations received. A detailed explanation of a standard particle filter
can be found in Section 2.4.1.

SIR improves on the SIS algorithm, explained in Section 2.4.1, by tackling the degeneracy
problem of particles [101]. It does so by resampling K new particles from a discrete
distribution that is defined by the normalized weights. This resampling does not need to be
done at every timestep but only at certain timesteps or according to some method, such as
adaptive resampling [102]. The SIR algorithm is given as:

The algorithm has the following steps:

1. Draw K samples from the prior distribution, xi(0) ∼ P(x(0)), for i = 1, . . . , K,
and assign them equal weights, wi(0) = 1

K
.

2. For each timestep t = 1, . . . , T do:

a) Draw samples from the importance distribution, xi(t) ∼ π(x(t) | xi(t −
1),y(1) . . .y(t), for i = 1, . . . , K.
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b) Update the weights,wi(t) ∝ wi(t−1)P(y(t)|xi(t))P(x(t)|xi(t−1))
π(xi(t)|xi(t−1),y(1)...y(t)

and then normalize
to unity sum.

c) If effective number of particles ne is significantly less than K do resampling,
where ne can be calculated as: ne ≈ 1∑K

i=1(wi(t))2
[102].

Using this particle filter, the posterior distribution can then be approximated as: P(x(t) |
y(1) . . .y(t)) ≈ ∑K

i=1wi(t)δ(x(t) − xi(t)) and how good is this approximation will
depend on the importance distribution chosen.

3.2 load balancing with delayed acknowledgments

We now explain how we use the aforementioned Markov decision processes, POMDP and
POSMDP, and the SIR particle filter to model our partially observable queuing system.

Our system consists of a load-balancer and M parallel finite queues, where each queue
has its own servers (cf. Fig. 3.1). The complete state of the system can then be defined as
x ∈ X , using x = [x1, . . . ,xM ]⊤. Here xi is the augmented state of the i-th queue that has
three components xi = [bi, si, oi]

⊤, where bi ∈ Bi denotes the current buffer filling at the
queue i, si ∈ Bi denotes the number of delayed acknowledgments for the jobs executed
by the server i but not observed by the load-balancer in the current epoch, and oi ∈ Bi
denotes the number of acknowledgments observed by the load-balancer in the current
epoch. Note that an epoch corresponds here to one inter-arrival time. Hence, the state
space is X ⊆ N0

3M and an action u ∈ U , with |U| =M corresponds to sending a job to
the u-th server. An observation y ∈ Y is the vector of observed acknowledgments at the
load-balancer, with the observation space being Y ⊆ N0

M .

3.2.1 Dynamical System Model

The probabilistic graphical model for our delayed queuing model is depicted in Fig. 3.2.
As mentioned earlier, in case of the POMDP model, the time between decision epochs t in
Fig. 3.2 is exponentially distributed, while for POSMDP it can be non-exponential. As we
are using Monte Carlo simulations to solve the PO system, the transition probabilities do
not have to be defined explicitly. Therefore, we define the transition function indirectly as a
generative process, which is explained later.

The load-balancer (our decision-making agent) makes an allocation decision at each job
arrival, where the inter-arrival times of jobs a(j) are i.i.d, with j ∈ N0 and the decision
epochs are denoted by t ∈ N0. In order to characterize the stochastic dynamics, we first
determine the random behavior of the number of jobs k̃i that leave the i-th queue during an
inter-arrival time. Naturally, k̃i is constrained by how filled is queue i at that time, given by
bi. So, k̃i = min(ki, bi), where ki is the number of jobs that can be served in a decision
epoch, which is determined by the inter-arrival time and the service time of the i-th server.
Then the generative model for the queuing dynamics can be defined as:

b′ = min(max(b− k,0) + eu, b̄), (3.2.2)
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<latexit sha1_base64="EtYt339Vm3hz1Lma1dZoXOMpDLY=">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</latexit>

b(t + 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="IaAqLBVnE4NZEvATuNxjo+ocrUE=">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</latexit>

o(t + 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="UlAdWuId4PE9XX3YATsXNBiScAw=">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</latexit>

s(t + 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="GUuDkW7BW1GCw6/QzvYgtYzhzvo=">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</latexit>

u(t + 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZI9YDgycOHlTDl5bDXqrlg+X3Qc=">AAAEUnicfVPLbtNAFJ00AYop0MISFiOiSOWhKEa8lpVaBAtoAyJtpTpU15NxMuo8rJlx1WL5P9jCN7HhV1hx7aQIp6qvZOn63HPm3HncOJXC+cHgd2ul3bl2/cbqzeDW2u07d9c37u07k1nGR8xIYw9jcFwKzUdeeMkPU8tBxZIfxCfbZf3glFsnjP7iz1M+VjDVIhEMPEJfIwV+Fid0tumfho+P17uD/qAKejkJF0mXLGJ4vNHuRxPDMsW1ZxKcOwoHqR/nYL1gkhdBlDmeAjuBKT/CVIPibpxXbRe0h8iEJsbipz2t0P8VOSjnzlWMzLJNt1wrwX+1Xs3KJ2/GudBp5rlmc6ckk9QbWh4CnQjLmZfnmACzApulbAYWmMejCppWqvVQOntjpKtvdMblKcdTcEnVYa3mGEg+GedzTq2Wx7FaBoycFEEZPQz6EZejeym34I11tMSC3l7qhRLfqvsMoh2O92B5ybwgPskjsFMldFElUZnRJiacXTAxo0FvB5+hFXHW5PAOlAIkorLctFU5IkX07Gqnt2ep0fhuBMiaDvFG3fbnYY2P/438D2a6a6xackFUI1pcrRvhmCCjplpgjX7LZnjh+e5cEQQ4YeHyPF1O9p/3w1f9l59edLceLmZtlTwgj8gmCclrskXekyEZEUYs+U5+kJ/tX+0/nVanPaeutBaa+6QWnbW/Pl50FQ==</latexit>

h(t + 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="MlocO9hyVaHGtPr1/+bOhBLmOKs=">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</latexit>

h(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="0cntxlbKz0OYrk+WU4ahetRYwy0=">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</latexit>

h(t � 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="jzTwkwsWkgDQXGcDI7+f6Og6rgU=">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</latexit>

y(t � 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="C7l5XT47bQnj+74oQ76zzFBRgWw=">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</latexit>

y(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="yj4cq4+/pCMMOtV48vcmaQLiEF0=">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</latexit>

y(t + 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="tQ6X8xrk0f5s+FApgLbq+HVJdG8=">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</latexit>

u(t � 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="jgMJS1T2F/lIJ9UGSMkaPF6SSH8=">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</latexit>

u(t)

figure 3.2: Probabilistic graphical model of
the partially observable queuing system with
delayed acknowledgments. Shown are three
time slices, where gray nodes depict observed
quantities and diamond-shaped nodes denote
deterministic functions.

where b denotes the M size vector of the queuing system at some arrival time point, b′ is
the M size vector of the queuing system at the next epoch, k is the non-truncated vector
of number of jobs that can be served at each queue and eu is a M size vector of all zeros,
except the u-th position is set to one to indicate a mapping of the incoming job to the u-th
server. We use b̄ as the vector of maximum buffer sizes for all queues, and min(·, ·) and
max(·, ·) denote the element-wise minimum and maximum operation.

As the load-balancer only observes the job acknowledgments, we use an augmented state
space, x, using the following stochastic update equation:

x′ =



b′

s′

o′


 =



min(max(b− k,0) + eu, b̄)

min(b,k) + s− l
l


 , (3.2.3)

where l is the vector containing the number of jobs which are observed by the load-balancer
for each queue at the current epoch, s is the number of unacknowledged jobs from the
previous epoch which is updated by removing the observed jobs l and adding the newly
generated acknowledgments of the served jobs given by min(b,k). l is calculated using
the delay model given next.

3.2.2 Delay model

We assume that the number of jobs that can be served in one inter-arrival time is distributed
as ki ∼ f(ki) and we choose a delay model, where

Li | bi, ki, si ∼ Bin (min(bi, ki) + si, pi). (3.2.4)

Here, min(bi, ki) is the number of jobs leaving the i-th queue at the current epoch, si is the
number of jobs from the i-th queue for which no acknowledgments have been previously
observed by the load-balancer, pi is the probability that an acknowledgment is received by
the load-balancer in the current epoch and Li is the distribution from which li is sampled
for Eq. (3.2.3).
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We have chosen the binomial distribution because it generally captures the fact that only
a subset of the sent, min(bi, ki) + si, acknowledgments are successfully observed at the
load-balancer in the current epoch. At the cost of simplifying the usually correlated delays
of jobs, this model helps to obtain tractable results. For example, pi = 0.6 would mean
that out of all the acknowledgments sent by queue i, only 60% are expected to be received
by the load-balancer in that epoch while 40% are expected to be delayed to future epochs.
Similarly, pi = 1 would then represent the case of no delay. Note that any other distribution
describing the delay model can be used here and numerically evaluated. The number of
acknowledgments from all servers that are not observed in this epoch are accounted for in
the next epoch in s′. The previously introduced observations z for the load-balancer are
essentially the received acknowledgments, i.e., y = o′ = l. Since only the vector o′ of the
state s′ (Eq. (3.2.3)) is observed by the load-balancer, a partial observability is established.
We note that one limitation of this model is due to the delay independence assumption that
lies below the used Binomial distribution.

3.2.3 Job acknowledgment Distribution

Next, we discuss how to quantify the distribution of the number of jobs ki that can be
served at the i-th queue in one inter-arrival time. The marginal probability

f(ki) =

∫ ∞

0

f(ki | a)f(a)da, (3.2.5)

can be computed by noting [103]

f(ki | a) = P
(
V̄ ki
i ≤ a

)
− P

(
V̄ ki+1
i ≤ a

)
, (3.2.6)

with v̄kii =
∑ki

m=1 v
m
i for the i-th queue. For the POMDP model, with exponentially

distributed inter-arrival times a ∼ Exp (λ), with rate parameter λ, and exponential service
times for all servers vi ∼ Exp (µi), with rate parameter µi, the distribution f(ki) can be
calculated in closed form. Since the service process corresponds to a Poisson process, we
find the conditional distribution f(ki | a) as ki | a ∼ Pois (µia). Carrying out the integral,
in Eq. (3.2.5), we find the number of jobs that can be served in one inter-arrival time
follow a Geometric distribution ki ∼ Geom ( λ

µi+λ
), with λ

µi+λ
denoting success probability,

[103].

For the POSMDP model with general inter-arrival and service time distributions, closed
form expressions for the marginal probability above are often not available, since this
would require closed form expressions for a k-fold convolution of the probability density
function (pdf) of the service times. Note that some corresponding general expressions
exist as Laplace transforms, where the difficulty is passed down to calculating the inverse
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transform. Therefore, in such cases we will resort to a sampling based scheme for the
marginal distribution f(ki), i.e.,

A ∼ f(a)

vmi ∼ f(vi), m = 1, 2, . . .

Ki =
{
j ∈ N0 :

j∑

m=1

vmi ≤ A

}

ki = max(Ki).

(3.2.7)

In this numerical solution, we draw a random inter-arrival time a and count the number ki
of service times that fit in this inter-arrival interval. Note that the number of jobs ki(t) at
a decision epoch t is not necessarily independent of the number of jobs ki(t + 1) in the
next interval. The impact of this effect can be well demonstrated when the service time
distribution is, e.g., heavy tailed. Also note that the exact modeling of this behavior would,
in general, require an extended state space incorporating this memory effect. Therefore,
the sampling scheme can be seen as an approximation to the exact system behavior.

3.2.4 Inferring Arrivals and System Parameters

For the load-balancer to be deployed in an unknown environment, we may require an
estimate of the inter-arrival and/or service rate densities. For this purpose, we will resort to
a Bayesian estimation approach to infer the densities f(a) and f(vi). We select a likelihood
model f(D | θ) for the data generation process and a prior f(θ), with model parameters
Θ. We assume we have access to data D = {d(1), d(2), . . . , d(n)}, where d(j) is the
inter-arrival time between the j-th and j + 1-st job arrival event that is observed by the
load-balancer or the service times for each server. For inference-based load balancing,
we use the inferred distribution of the inter-arrival times as in the posterior predictive
f(d∗ | D) =

∫
f(θ | D)f(d∗ | θ)dθ, of a new data point d∗, which is then used in the

sampling simulator, see Eq. (3.2.7). The same can be done with the data for the service
times. We will now describe some models of different complexities for data generation.
Since, most models do not admit a closed form solution, we resort to a Monte Carlo
sampling approach to sample from the posterior predictive [73, 74], see also Section
2.4.1.

exponential inter-arrival times: Here, we briefly show the calculation for the
posterior distribution and posterior predictive distribution for renewal job arrivals with
exponentially distributed inter-arrival times. For the likelihood model, we assume

Dj | m ∼ Exp (m), j = 1, . . . , n

where m is the rate parameter of the exponential distribution. We use a conjugate Gamma
prior M ∼ Gam (α0, β0). Hence, the posterior distribution is

M | D ∼ Gam (α0 + n, β0 +
n∑

j=1

dj)
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And the posterior predictive distribution is found as

D∗ | D ∼ Par (α0 + n, β0 +
n∑

j=1

dj),

where Par (α, β) denotes the Pareto distribution.

gamma distributed inter-arrival times: In case of a gamma likelihood of the
form

Dj | α, β ∼ Gam (α, β), j = 1, . . . , n

we use independent Gamma priors for the shape and the rate, with A ∼ Gam (α0, β0) and
B ∼ Gam (α1, β1). Finally, we sample from the posterior predictive using Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC) [76], which can be implemented using a probabilistic programming
language, e.g. using PyMC3 [104].

service times distributed as an infinite gamma mixture: Here, we present
a framework to non-parametrically infer the posterior distribution. We use an approximate
Dirichlet process mixture model, which can be regarded as an infinite mixture model [105].
We use a gamma distribution for the observation model

ϕ(d | θi) ∝ dϵ
1
i−1e−ϵ

2
i d, (3.2.8)

with mixture parameters ϵ1i and ϵ2i . For the base measure G0, i.e., the prior distribution
of the mixture parameters, we use G0 = FE1

i
× FE2

i
, with E1

i ∼ Gam (1, 1) and E2
i ∼

Gam (1, 1).

The truncated stick-breaking approximation is then given by

M ∼ Gam (1, 1), E2
i | m ∼ Beta (1,m), i = 1, . . . , c− 1

Wi = βi

i∏

j=i−1

(1− E2
j ), i = 1, . . . , c− 1

Wc = 1−
c−1∑

j=1

Wj, Θi ∼ G0

D(j) | w1, . . . , wc, θ1, . . . , θc ∼
c∑

i=1

wiϕ(d | θi), j = 1, . . . ,m,

which corresponds to a mixture of Gamma pdfs. Here too, samples from the posterior
predictive can be efficiently generated using HMC. For the truncation point, the number of
components c in the formula above can be assessed using

c = ⌈2− E[M ] log(ϵ)⌉ = ⌈2− log(ϵ)⌉, (3.2.9)

where ϵ is an upper bound on the total variation distance between the exact and truncated
approximation. For example, we can choose ϵ = 10−12, which corresponds to c = 30
components.

A detailed explanation of the above-mentioned distributions is given in Appendix A.1.
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3.2.5 Reward Function Design

A main difference of our approach to explicitly defining a load balancing algorithm is that
we provide the algorithm designer with the flexibility to set different optimization objectives
for the load-balancer and correspondingly obtain the optimal policy by solving the POMDP
or the POSMDP. This is carried out through the design of the reward functionR as defined
in Sections 2.2 and 3.1. The optimal policy π∗ maximizes the expected discounted reward
as π∗ := argmaxπ

∑∞
t=0 Eπ[γ

tr(t)] where r(t) = R(X(t+1) = x′,X(t) = x, U(t) = u),
with γ < 1 and x′,x are defined by Eq. 3.2.3. In the following, we discuss several reward
functions R in the context of mapping incoming jobs to the parallel finite queues, see
Fig. 3.1.

Minimize queue lengths

A reward function which aims to minimize the overall number of jobs waiting in the system.
This objective can be formalized as

R(x′,x, u) = −
M∑

i=1

bi (3.2.10)

as it takes the sum of all queue fillings. Similarly, a polynomial or an exponential reward
function, such as

R(x′,x, u) = −
M∑

i=1

χbi (3.2.11)

For a fixed overall number of jobs in the system and χ > 1, this objective tends to balance
queue lengths, e.g., if total jobs in the system are 10 and M = 2 then an allocation of [5, 5]
jobs will have much higher reward than [9, 1] allocation. Using the variance amongst the
current queue fillings also balances the load on queues. The reward function is then given
as:

R(x′,x, u) = Var(bi, . . . , bM) (3.2.12)

Note, however, that balancing queue lengths does not necessarily lead to lower delays if the
servers are heterogeneous. Hence, proportional allocation provides more reward when
jobs are mapped to the faster server as

R(x′,x, u) = −
M∑

i=1

bi
µi

(3.2.13)

Minimize loss events

To prevent job losses, we can also formulate a reward function that penalizes actions that
lead to fully filled queues, i.e.,

R(x′,x, u) = −
M∑

i=1

1bi=b̄i (3.2.14)
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The indicator function evaluates to one only when the corresponding queue is full.

Minimize idle events

One might also require that the parallel system remains work-conserving, i.e., no server is
idling, as this essentially wastes capacity. Hence, in the simplest case we can formulate a
reward function of the form

R(x′,x, u) = −
∑

i

1bi=0 (3.2.15)

Note that some of the reward functions above can be combined, e.g., in a weighted form
such as the following.

R(x′,x, u) = −
[

M∑

i=1

bi + κ1bi=b̄i

]
, (3.2.16)

where, bi is the buffer state of the i-th queue at timestep t after taking action u and the
constant weight κ > 0 is used to scale the impact of the events of job drops to the impact
of the buffer filling on the reward.

3.3 partial observability load-balancer: a monte carlo approach for
delayed acknowledgments

In this section, we outline our approach to solve the partially observable system for the
job routing problem in parallel queuing systems with delayed acknowledgments. Our
solution is an alternate technique to Dynamic Programming and is based on a combination
of the MCTS algorithm [98] and SIR particle filter. A detailed explanation of how the MCTS
algorithm works is given in Appendix B.1, whereas the SIR filter was explained previously
in Section 3.1.

The reason for choosing an MCTS algorithm is that load balancing problems, like the one
presented in this chapter, can span to very large state spaces. In these scenarios, solution
methods based on dynamic programming [28] often break due to the curse of dimensionality.
MCTS solves this problem by using a sampling based heuristic approach to construct a
search tree to represent different states of the system, the possible actions in those states
and the expected value of taking each action. In recent years, these techniques have been
shown to yield exceptional results in solving very large decision-making problems [106,
107].

One main contribution of this chapter lies in the design of a simulator, G, which incorporates
the properties of the queuing model discussed above, into the algorithm. The simulator G,
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provides the next state x(t+ 1), the observation y(t+ 1) and the reward r(t+ 1), when
given the current state x(t) of the system and the taken action u(t) as input,

x(t+ 1),y(t+ 1), r(t+ 1) | x(t), u(t) ∼ G(x, u). (3.3.17)

This simulator G, is used in the MCTS algorithm to rollout simulations of different possible
trajectories in the search tree. Each trajectory is a path in the search tree starting from
the current belief state of the system and expanding (using G) to a certain depth. While
traversing through the search tree, the trajectories (actions) are chosen using the upper
confidence bounds for trees (UCT), which is an improvement over the greedy-action
selection [108]. In UCT the upper confidence bounds guide the selection of the next action
by trading off between exploiting the actions with the highest expected reward up till now
and exploring the actions with unknown rewards.

At every decision epoch POL starts with a certain belief on the state of the system, ρ(t), see
Section 3.1 for a formal definition, which is represented with particles and also used as the
root of the search tree. Starting from the root, i.e., the current belief, the search tree uses
UCT to simulate the system for a given depth, after which the action u with has the highest
expected reward is chosen. The trajectories for all other actions are then pruned from the
search tree since they are no longer possible. This is done to avoid letting the tree grow
infinitely large.

Once the action u is taken and the job is allocated to a certain queue, the load-balancer
receives real observations, y = l, from the system. These observations are the randomly
delayed acknowledgments from the servers. The load-balancer then uses the received
observations as an input to the SIR particle filter, in order to update its belief of the state
the system is in now. The weights given to each particle (state), w(si) = P(yi|xi), while
resampling in the SIR particle filter were designed to incorporate our queuing system and its
delay model, Eq. (3.2.4), where the new samples xi are drawn from the simulator G. After
applying the SIR filter, we will have the new set of particles representing the current belief
state of the system, ρ(t). These particles are then used to sample the states for simulating
the search tree and finding the optimal action at the next epoch. Note that for POL receiving
observations, action selection and belief update all happen at each decision epoch, which is
why it is possible to model the system as a POSMDP [46] as well. Note that it is shown in
Theorem 1 of [98] for a POMDP and in Theorem 2 of [109] for a POSMDP, that the MCTS
converges to an optimal policy.

To summarize, at every job arrival, POL simulates the tree from the root. The root contains
the current set of belief particles. POL then acts on the real environment using the action
which maximizes the expected value at the root. On taking the action, POL gets a real
observation. This observation is the acknowledgment that is subject to delays. Using this
observation and a SIR particle filter, POL updates its set of particles (belief state) of the
system for the next arrival. The pseudo-code of the working of our proposed POL is given
in Algorithm 3.3 and the code is also provided as open source1 for reproducibility. In
Algorithm 3.3, Q is the real world representation of the queuing network, Tm is the number
of Monte Carlo simulations done, Te is the number of jobs arriving in each Monte Carlo
simulation, Re collects the reward for each epoch, Kx and Wx are the set of particles and
their corresponding weights, respectively.

1 https://github.com/AnamTahir7/Partially-Observable-Load-Balancer

https://github.com/AnamTahir7/Partially-Observable-Load-Balancer
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input :N, λ, µ1 . . . µN ,G, η,ρ(0),R,x(0), κ, b1 . . . bN , Tm, Te, Q
output :Ravg, average reward for each time step Te
Initialize Rm → 0

for t = 0, 1, . . . , Tm do
Initialize tree Ψ(0), Re, Q
for t = 0, 1, . . . , Te do

Ψ(t + 1) = SimulateTree(Ψ(t),G)
u(t+ 1)→ argmaxaR(x(t), u(t))
y(t+ 1),x(t+ 1), r(t+ 1) = Q(u(t+ 1))
Re → Re ∪ r(t+ 1)
ρ(t+ 1) = UpdateBeliefandTree(Ψ(t + 1),y(t+ 1), u(t+ 1),G)

end
Rm → Rm +Re

end
Ravg =

Rm

Tm
return Ravg

Function UpdateBeliefandTree (Ψ,y, u,G):
Initialize Kx = {},Wx = {}
repeat

x ∼ Ψ(root),
x′,y′, r′ ∼ G(x, u),
wx = Bin (x′|y′, u)
Kx → Kx ∪ x′,Wx → Wx ∪ wx

until Timeout()
Resample particles Kx according to weights Wx

Update root and prune tree Ψ
return Ψ

Function SimulateTree (Ψ(t),G):
See the pseudo-code in [98] and Appendix B.2

return Ψ(t+ 1)

figure 3.3: Pseudo-code for working of POL.
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3.4 evaluation: simulations and real-world experiment

In the following, we show numerical evaluation results for the proposed Partial Observability
Load-Balancer (POL), under randomly delayed acknowledgments. Recall that if the
acknowledgment is not observed in the current inter-arrival time, it is not accumulated
into the future observations. In order to evaluate the impact of delayed observations,
we consider in our simulations a probability of pi = 0.6 ∀i in Eq. (3.2.4), if not stated
otherwise. This means that an acknowledgment is delayed until the next epochs, with
probability: 1− pi = 0.4. We set the buffer size, bi, for all queues to 10 jobs. This value
for bi was chosen arbitrarily, and any other value can be used. For the UCT part of the
B.2 algorithm, we used the exploration constant c = Rhigh − Rlow, where Rhigh(Rlow)
is the highest(lowest) reward that can be achieved. And the depth of the tree was set to
10. Further, if not explicitly given, we use the combined reward function given in Eq.
(3.2.16) with κ = 100, since we aim to avoid job drops in the system. We consider the
system depicted in Fig. 3.1 for both cases of heterogeneous and homogeneous servers. In
particular, we show numerical results comparing POL to different variants of load balancing
strategies (with and without full system information) with respect to:

• the log complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the empirical
job response time (measured from the time a job enters the queue until it completes
service and leaves, lower is better). This is done only for the jobs which are not
dropped,

• the empirical distribution of the job drop rate (measured over all simulation runs
where for each run we track the number of jobs dropped out of all jobs received per
run, lower is better),

• and the cumulative reward (higher is better).

The evaluation box plots are based on Tm = 100 independent runs of Te = 5 · 103 jobs
with whiskers at [0.5, 0.95] percentiles. The plotted results are an average of these 100
Monte Carlo simulations. For every independent run, a new set of inter-arrival and service
times are sampled based on the chosen distributions. These sampled times are then used by
all load balancing policies in that run in order to do variance reduction, according to the
Common Random Numbers (CRN) technique [110].

The chosen inter-arrival and service time distributions are mentioned with the figures, with
unit of measurement req/sec. The offered load ratio (η := λ/

∑
i µi) is used to describe

the ratio between arrival rate and the combined service rate. The higher the value of η, the
higher the job load is on the system, for details on this see Section 2.1. We first mention
the different type of load-balancers we have compared to our proposed POL.

3.4.1 Overview of compared Load-Balancers

The compared load-balancers can be divided into the following two categories:
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Full information (FI) strategies

These strategies have access to the exact buffer length of queues at the time of each job
arrival, and also know the arrival rate and the service rates of the servers.

• JSQ-FI: Join-the-Shortest-Queue assigns the incoming job to the server with the
smallest buffer filling.

• DJSQ-FI: Join the shortest out of d randomly selected queues. If not stated otherwise,
d = 2 has been used for our experiments.

• SED-FI: Shortest-Expected-Delay assigns the incoming job to the server with the
minimum fraction of the current buffer filling divided by the average service rate.

Limited information (LI) strategies

These strategies, similar to POL, only have access to the randomly delayed acknowledg-
ments.

• JMO: Join-the-Most-Observations maps an incoming job to the server that has
generated the most observations, i.e., received acknowledgments, in the last inter-
arrival epoch. This might lead to servers becoming and remaining idle (stale).

• JMO-E (with Exploration): with probability 0.2 randomly chooses an idle server
and with probability 0.8 performs JMO.

For all strategies, ties are broken randomly.

3.4.2 Numerical Results

We first consider a system withM = 2 heterogeneous servers with exponentially distributed
service times with rates µ1 = 4 and µ2 = 2. The inter-arrival times are also exponentially
distributed with rate λ = 5. Fig. 3.4 shows the numerical comparison of POL with
other load-balancers. Observe that, even though POL does not have access to the exact
state of parallel systems and also the acknowledgments from the different systems are
randomly delayed, it still achieves comparable results to full information strategies, while
it outperforms the other limited information strategies. This is because in the other limited
information strategies, the initially chosen queues play a key role. Since the queue to
which more jobs are sent, will also give back more observations (acknowledgments), and
JMO and JMO-E will keep sending to those queues, resulting in job drops. The overlap
in response time indicates the similarity of the policies of the strategies, especially for
high offered load when most of the finite queues will be full. The heatmap in, Fig. 3.4(d),
represents the policy of POL at each buffer filling state. It can be seen that higher priority
is given to the faster server, µ1, having buffer filling b1. The light (dark) regions in the
heatmap corresponds to the state where jobs are allocated to server 1 (2). This heatmap
shows that for every possible state of the two queues s = {b1, b2}, even with limited and
delayed information, POL is able to allocate more jobs to the queue with lower filling or
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figure 3.4: M = 2 heterogeneous servers with exponential service rates µ1 = 4, µ2 = 2. Job
inter arrival times are exponentially distributed with rate λ = 5. POL outperforms the algorithms
with limited information, JMO and JMO-E, in terms of (a) cumulative reward (higher is better), (b)
response time (lower is better), and (c) job drops (lower is better). Although POL only observes
the randomly delayed job acknowledgments, while SED-FI, DJSQ-FI and JSQ-FI know the exact
buffer fillings and service times / rates, POL still has comparable performance. The heatmap (d)
shows the allocation preference of POL based on how filled the queue is b1(b2), i.e., the label bar
1.0(2.0) denotes the allocation to queue 1(2), respectively.
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figure 3.5: M = 50 heterogeneous servers with job inter-arrival times and service times
described by an exponential distribution, with the offered load (η ≈ 1). POL outperforms the
other algorithms with limited information, JMO and JMO-E, in terms of both (a) job drops and
(b) response time. And has comparable performance to the full information strategies, SED-FI,
DJSQ-FI and JSQ-FI.
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figure 3.6: M = 50 heterogeneous servers with gamma arrivals and Pareto service times, with
offered load (η ≈ 1). The effect of the heavy tailed Pareto distribution can be seen in the response
plot (b). In terms of job drops, POL outperforms limited information (LI) strategies as well as FI
strategy, DJSQ-FI.

faster servers, similar to JSQ and SED. Hence, it is able to perform almost as good as the FI
strategies.

Fig. 3.5 shows the performance of POL forM = 50 heterogeneous servers. The service and
arrivals rates of this setup are kept that the offered load is (η ≈ 1). This experiment shows
that our load-balancer POL is scalable to perform well for large number of queues. Next, we
remain with the case of M = 50 heterogeneous servers, however with inter-arrival times
that are gamma distributed while the service times follow a heavy tailed Pareto distribution,
with the offered load (η ≈ 1).

Fig. 3.6 shows that here too, POL is able to outperform both the LI strategies and the FI
strategies, DJSQ-FI. The other two FI strategies have better performance because they
always have timely and exact information of the queues, which is unrealistic. Note that as we
consider heavy-tailed distributions in this example, the prediction of job acknowledgments
by POL suffers, because of reasons discussed at the end of subsection 3.2.3.
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figure 3.7: M = 10
homogeneous servers from
which 5 were chosen at ran-
dom to see their sample run
for 50 time steps. The de-
lay p for the acknowledg-
ments from each of the server
was also allocated randomly,
ranging from 0.1 to 1.0. In
each subplot is given the
queue number and its de-
lay, p. The solid red line
trajectory is the true sam-
ple path for each queue (not
known to POL), while the
shaded region around it is the
belief probability that POL
has for each state at each
time step. Exponentially dis-
tributed inter-arrival and ser-
vice times were used, with
the offered load η ≈ 1. POL,
with the help of SIR particle
filter, is able to track the real
state of the system, as long
as the delay is not too high,
which is why it is able to per-
form as good as FI strategies.
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figure 3.8: Visualization of belief state, based on the particles, of M = 10 queues after 1000
epochs. The x-axis gives the delay probability of each queue, ranging from p = 0.1 (worse delay)
to p = 1.0 (no delay). The solid red line trajectory is the true state of each queue (not known to
POL), while the shaded region around it is the belief probability that POL has for each queues’ state
after 1000 time steps. It can be seen that as the acknowledgments become less delayed (going from
p = 0.1 to p = 1.0)), the belief of POL gets closer to the true state of the queue. Exponentially
distributed inter-arrival and service times were used, with the offered load, η ≈ 1.

3.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Next, we discuss the impact of the limited observations on POL under different acknowledg-
ment delays, pi. Recall, that POL is not able to observe the buffer fillings, but rather receives
the randomly delayed acknowledgments of the served jobs. These delayed acknowledgments
are used by the SIR filter of POL to keep its belief of the state of the environment updated.

Fig. 3.7 depicts sample runs showing the actual evolution of the job queue states (red solid
line) and the belief (in shaded region) that POL has on each queue state at each time step,
under different acknowledgment delays. Observe that increasing delays (i.e., lower pi)
increases the uncertainty in belief of each state.

However, POL is still able to track the system state for different delays for each server,
which shows the efficiency of the SIR particle filter and also justifies the performance of
POL to be as good as FI strategies. Having different delays in acknowledgments from each
server reflects a distributed system, where network conditions may be different for each
server and may lead to different delays in acknowledgments from different servers. Fig.
3.8 visualizes the belief of POL on the state of each queue after 1000 epochs, for different
delays in acknowledgments in each queue.

In Fig. 3.9 we analyze the performance of POL under varying offered loads ranging from
η = 0.2 to η = 1.2. It can be seen that POL has almost no job losses up to a load of η = 1.
Note the qualitative change of the response time distribution as the offered load reaches
η = 1 and beyond. For lower offered load, the response time distribution resembles an
exponentially tailed distribution which changes with η = 1 and beyond. In Fig. 3.10 we
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figure 3.9: Varying offered load for a setup as in Fig. 3.5. As long as the offered load is η < 1,
POL has no job losses. For loads, η ≥ 1 we observe a load dependent exponential tail of the response
time distribution.
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figure 3.10: For the setup from Fig. 3.9 with an offered load η = 1.2: POL shows a comparable
performance to full information (FI) strategies, while outperforming other limited information (LI)
ones.

show the performance comparison of different LI and FI strategies for the high offered
load case of η = 1.2. This is done to show that even though POL has high job drops and
response times, it outperforms the LI strategies and has comparable performance to the FI
strategy, especially DJSQ-FI.

For the sake of completeness, Fig. 3.11 compares the performance of POL using different
reward functions from subsection 3.2.5, while keeping all the other parameters the same.

Time Analysis of POL: POL consists of two main components: (i) Tree simulator for action
evaluation and (ii) SIR particle filter for belief update. Both steps need to be done at every
decision epoch, i.e. on every job arrival. Since we assume no queue at the load-balancer,
POL needs to allocate the incoming job to one of the queues, before the next arrival. Note
that MCTS is a very successful online algorithm. Hence, POL first takes a portion of the time
between arrivals to simulate the tree and take a decision for the current arrival. Then takes
that action on the real environment and based on the received delayed acknowledgment
performs the belief update using the SIR particle filter, until the next job arrives. As can be
seen from the simulation results, POL is scalable in terms of the number of servers and is
able to handle high offered loads, η. Note that the code used to run POL here in the system
simulation is the same that would be used in a deployment scenario. Next, we investigate
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figure 3.11: Comparison of different reward functions for M = 50 homogeneous servers, with
exponentially distributed inter-arrival and service times and offered load η ≈ 1.
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figure 3.12: Homogeneous servers with exponentially distributed inter-arrival and service times.
The number of servers is increased in intervals of 20 servers, while keeping the offered load always
η = 0.99. With a higher number of servers, less time is available for POL to simulate the tree and
do belief update, resulting in a slight deterioration in the performance.

the impact on the inter-arrival time between jobs on the load-balancer performance, as the
inter-arrival time needs to be sufficient for POL to perform the above two steps at every job
arrival.

In Fig. 3.12, the number of homogeneous servers M was increased from 10 to 90, while
keeping the offered load fixed, i.e., η = 0.99. The average service rate µi of the servers
is kept fixed in all experiments, i.e. the increase in M results in an increase in the sum
of service rates,

∑
i µi. Hence, to keep the offered load fixed with scale the job arrival

rate accordingly. Firstly, this experiment demonstrates the scalability of POL in terms of
number of servers. Although the state space of the system increases with the number of
servers, hence, queues, POL manages to deal well with the increased state space. In POL
we use MCTS adapted from POMCP [98], so instead of considering the entire state space
we have a fixed set of particles to represent the state based on our belief of the state, thus
tapering the curse of dimensionality and space complexity. As the inter-arrival time is the
decision epoch, we observe that the time given to POL to simulate the tree and do the belief
update reduces, the effect of which can be seen as the slight decrease in performance as M
increases. It can be seen in Fig. 3.13, that for M = 90, lowering the load again, i.e. giving
POL more time to decide, improves the performance of the system. This shows the trade-off
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figure 3.13: Performance of POL for M = 90 homogeneous servers for different loads.
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job inter-arrival times indicates that it is
exponentially distributed.

between the load balancing performance, e.g. in terms of the response time and drop rate
vs. the load, which directly impacts the time provided to POL to make a decision.

We believe this to be the current limitation of POL, however step (i) can be further optimized
using MCTS parallelization [111]. Note that the computational resources used also have
a strong impact on the performance of POL. Here, we use a dedicated machine with an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v2 @ 2.60GHz for all our experiments.

In the next section, we discuss the scenario when some system parameters are not known
and need to be inferred from the available data.

3.4.4 Experiments with trace data

For the results of this section, we make use of Labeled Network Traffic Flow data, provided
by Kaggle in 2019 [112]. We used the frameworks given in Section 3.2.4 to infer the
underlying distributions of the inter-arrival and service times provided in this data set.
The inferred distribution based on data of the inter-arrival times of the chosen source is
given in Fig. 3.14, it can be seen to follow an exponential distribution with high arrival
rate. We then selected M = 20 heterogeneous servers from the available data such that
they all followed the Gamma Mixture distribution. Gamma Mixture was selected to show
the performance of POL with yet another type of service time distribution. The empirical
distribution as a histogram as well as the posterior mean estimate for some of these selected
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figure 3.15: The density estimate of the job service times using a Gamma Mixture Likelihood
model indicates that the servers are heterogeneous with high service times.
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figure 3.16: Trade-off between response time and job drop: In terms of job drops, POL has
comparable performance to DJSQ-FI, while it outperforms the other FI and all LI strategies. The
additionally allocated jobs increase the overall average response time.
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servers is given in Fig. 3.15. The hyperparameters used are: c = 3, ϵ1i , ϵ2i = 1, m = 1. POL
makes use of the samples generated using the posterior predictions.

We assume that the servers have a finite buffer of size B = 10 (arbitrarily chosen) and a
delay in acknowledgments of p = 0.6. Fig. 3.16 shows that even with limited information,
POL has the lowest average job drops. However, due to the limited information available
to POL and the reward function it is using, its average response time is as high as the full
information strategy DJSQ-FI. POL is able to allocate more jobs to the servers (due to fewer
drops), which can come at a cost of higher response time for some jobs, which will be
allocated to the slower servers. Note that the reward function we used, (3.2.16), focuses on
avoiding job drops and not on minimizing the response time.

3.5 summary

In this chapter, we analyzed online algorithms for mapping incoming jobs to parallel and
heterogeneous processing systems under partial observability constraints. This partial
observability is rooted in the assumption that the entity controlling this mapping, denoted
load-balancer, takes decisions only based on randomly delayed feedback of the parallel
systems. Unlike classical models that assume full knowledge of the parallel systems,
e.g., knowing the queue lengths (JSQ) or additionally the job service times, SED this
model is particularly suited for large distributed processing systems that only provide an
acknowledgment-based feedback.

In addition to presenting a partially observable (semi-)Markov decision process model
that captures the load balancing decisions in this parallel queuing system under delayed
acknowledgments, we provide a Partial Observable Load-Balancer (POL) - to find near-
optimal solutions online. A particular strength of POL is that it allows to define the objectives
of the system and lets it find the appropriate load balancing policy instead of manually
defining a fixed one. It can also be used for any kind of inter-arrival and service time
distributions and is scalable to a large number of queues. We numerically show that the
POL load balancing policies obtained under partial observability are comparable to fixed
policies such as JSQ, JSQ(d), and SED which have full information. This is the case even
though POL receives less, and in addition randomly delayed, informative feedback.
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In this chapter, we extend the queuing system presented in Chapter 3 to having multiple
decision-making agents (referred to as load-balancers), based on the published work [2].
This is a more realistic system since in a network you will have multiple decision makers
trying to use the same limited resources. Hence, the multi-agent load balancing system
considered in this chapter is crucial to effectively utilize distributed systems such as those
present in data centers and cloud services. Our discrete-time system model now also
incorporates an arbitrary synchronization delay under which the queue state information
is synchronously broadcasted and updated at all load-balancers. This delay includes the
network delay and can be assumed to be the maximum time till all the agents have received
their acknowledgments, where each acknowledgment contains the desired queue state
information. In order to obtain a tractable solution, we model this system as a mean-field
control problem and apply policy gradient reinforcement learning algorithms to find an
optimal load balancing solution. We also provide theoretical performance guarantees
for our methodology in large systems, as well as a comparison to the state-of-the-art
power-of-d variant of the join-the-shortest-queue (JSQ) and other policies in the presence
of synchronization delays.

A natural extension to this model is to consider a localized queuing system and is presented
in Chapter 5.

41
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Related Work

Load balancing in large queuing systems has yielded many successful distributed algorithms
such as Join-the-Shortest-Queue (JSQ), Shortest-Expected-Delay (SED) [20, 22, 85] and
many others, see also [84] for a recent review. However, JSQ and SED have been designed
for asynchronous systems with a central load-balancer (agent) assigning jobs (packets)
to parallel servers (queues) under the assumption that the load-balancer can obtain
instantaneous, accurate and synchronized information of the queue lengths at all times.
In practice, both instant information and centralized decision-making are not realistic,
especially if the number of queues M ≫ 1 is large. In this chapter, we consider a
multi-agent system of N load-balancers and M servers (queues) with N ≫M ≫ 1 and
communication delay.

To remedy this scalability issue, the power-of-d versions JSQ(d) and SED(d) of JSQ and
SED [113] let the load-balancer sample only d ≤M out of M servers randomly and then
allocate the job to the sampled server with the shortest expected processing time. However,
JSQ(d) and SED(d) nonetheless assume instant and accurate information of the state of
those d servers, which remains unrealistic due to both the distributed nature of the system
and computational overheads introducing latency. The problem is only exacerbated in
a multi-agent scenario where all agents access simultaneously. Hence, to model a more
realistic system, it is of importance to take communication delays ∆t into account. In [114],
it was shown that JSQ fails when ∆t > 0 mainly due to a phenomenon known as ‘herd
behavior’: Multiple agents assigning jobs at the same time would consider the same subset
of servers with few jobs, and thus all agents will end up assigning to the same servers.
This eventually leads to higher response times and, in the case of finite queues, job drops.
Though JSQ(d) ameliorates this issue somewhat since it is highly unlikely for small d and
largeM that many agents will randomly choose the same servers, the technique nonetheless
remains suboptimal under delayed information. Indeed, as ∆t→∞, a completely random
allocation to one of the servers becomes optimal [113]. However, when the delay ∆t lies
between 0 and∞, the optimal policy must lie in-between, which will be the main focus of
this chapter.

In order to scale to a great number of load-balancers and servers, we will apply mean-field
theory, analogous to fluid limits M → ∞, that is used to tractably model and assess
systems with many queues. Fluid limits were used to study the performance of scheduling
algorithms like JSQ and JSQ(d) in terms of sojourn time and average queue length [113,
115, 116]. However, models including delayed information still remain an open problem
[117], in particular in the presence of many agents. One work with similar system model
and synchronization delays is given in [118], though they instead consider finitely many
servers with infinite buffer sizes where the multiple agents use their local, asynchronous
estimates of queue lengths to perform scheduling. This idea of using local agent memory
has also been proposed in [119, 120], however only for a single -agent.

More generally, the same tractability issue for large systems has led to the increasing popu-
larity of general (competitive) mean-field games (MFG) [50, 51, 56] and their cooperative
counterpart of mean-field control (MFC) [8, 57–60], wherein a system with large numbers
of interchangeable and indistinguishable agents is converted into a system where one
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figure 4.1: Our system model consists of N load-balancers and M parallel servers. Jobs arriving
in a certain time interval ∆t are assigned to the agent, which consequently assigns them to one of
a few sampled servers based on some policy. Arrows from each agent indicate the d = 2 servers
randomly sampled by each agent at the current epoch.

representative agent is interacting with the distribution (mean-field) of other agents. Here,
there has been a recent focus on learning-based solution algorithms for MFGs [121–124]
and MFC [53, 70, 125]. We will similarly apply the enlarged state-action space technique for
MFC (see e.g. [70]), its associated dynamic programming principle as well as reinforcement
learning in order to find optimal load balancing policies for an otherwise intractably large
system. While RL [26], so-far has found great success e.g. in games [126, 127], robotics
[128] or communication and queuing networks [124, 129], in the case of multiple agents,
there still remain many challenges in MARL such as intractability for large numbers of
agents [48]. RL itself has long since been used in numerous works – though not in the
context of mean-field control – to find an optimal load balancing policy. For examples, see
[20, 92, 130, 131] and references therein. The combination with mean-field control allows
for a tractable solution of very large load balancing systems and shall be the subject of our
studies. We will similarly formulate a synchronous system model with delay by assuming
N ≫ M → ∞, which will allow us to apply reinforcement learning to the otherwise
difficult to solve optimal load balancing problem. Although our model shares similarities
in concept to MFC, it does not immediately fit into the framework of conventional MFC,
as we not only derive the discrete-time mean-field model starting from an underlying
continuous-time dynamic, but at the same time take a double limit of infinitely many queues
and agents. While, existing MFC frameworks typically focus only on the limit of infinitely
many agents without external dynamics of non-agent-bound (queue) states.

4.1 queuing system model with synchronization delay

We consider N load-balancers and M servers, where each server has its own queue with
limited buffer capacity. An overview of the considered load balancing system is given
in Fig. 4.1. Jobs arrive randomly according to a Markov modulated Poisson process –
modeling e.g. changing load factors throughout a day – with rate λ(t)M and are divided
uniformly among the load-balancers, which will allocate the jobs to servers for processing.
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figure 4.2: Probabilistic graphical model of our multi-agent multi-server scheduling system using
plate notation, where diamonds and circles represent deterministic and stochastic nodes respectively
[132]. Conditional on the random variables at time t, each agent’s states as well as each queue’s
states at time t+ 1 are i.i.d. random variables.

In accordance with the power-of-d technique, agents shall randomly select d out of M
queues and – according to some policy to be optimized – send their jobs to a selection of
these d queues, where d ≪ M . On the queuing side of our system model, we have M
parallel and homogeneous servers in the system with service rates µ. The queues are finite
with a maximum buffer capacityB and the jobs in the queues are served in a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) manner. Each server sends back its queue filling status, which is then used by the
load-balancers to make their decision for the next incoming jobs. The number of jobs that
are currently in each queue together makes up the state of the environment. Our goal is to
minimize overall job drops under decentralized decision-making by each agent, e.g. like in
edge computing scenarios.

We will assume that our system operates synchronously and broadcasts updates of sampled
queue states to dispatchers only once every fixed time interval. Thus, in the following we will
model our system at discrete decision epochs {0,∆t, 2 ·∆t, . . .} for some synchronization
delay ∆t > 0, after each of which the load-balancers will sample d new queues and keep
this selection of d queues for the entire duration of that decision epoch. Not only will
this allow us to incorporate communication delays, but it will also lead to significantly
less sampling of server states by the agents, as each agent is only required to sample d
servers in every decision epoch. Another advantage of this approach is that the resulting
discretized Markov decision process will allow us to apply powerful and well-established
reinforcement learning algorithms, which to this date have been extensively developed for
discrete-time models.
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4.2 finite-agent finite-queue model

Formally, theN -agentM -queue system could be considered a multi-agent Markov Decision
Process (MMDP) for N,M ∈ N, i.e. the cooperative and fully observable case, definition
given in Section 2.2.1. See e.g. [37] for a review of possible multi-agent problem
formulations. In principle, one could even consider competitive or partially observed cases.
However, the resulting limiting mean-field systems will be significantly more complex.
Instead, we will in the following consider a decentralized control setting where agents, due
to the symmetry of our model, shall act depending on the current distribution of queue
states.

Define Z := {0, . . . , B} as the finite queue state space, i.e. each server can contain at most
B jobs in its queue. The agent state space shall be denoted as X := {1, . . . ,M}d, i.e. a
selection of d random queues. Although we could disallow repeated queue selections, it will
make no difference in sufficiently large systems and add unnecessary notational complexity.
Finally, each agent can choose as an action its choice of one of d randomly sampled accessible
queues, i.e. the action space is defined as the d possible queue choices U := {1, . . . , d}.
At any decision epoch t = 0, 1, . . ., the states and actions of agents i = 1, . . . , N , are
random variables denoted by xN,Mi (t) ≡ (xN,Mi,1 (t), . . . , xN,Mi,d (t)) ∈ X and uN,Mi (t) ∈ U ,
and similarly the state of each queue j = 1, . . . ,M is denoted by zN,Mj (t) ∈ Z with
zN,Mj (0) ∼ ν(0) ∈ P(Z) from some initial distribution ν(0). Additionally, λN,M(t) > 0 –
the arrival rate parameter – will be modulated as an independent discrete-time Markov
chain (DTMC) with state space Λ, i.e.

λN,M(t+ 1) ∼ Tλ(λN,M(t)) (4.2.1)

for some arbitrary transition kernel Tλ, see [15, 17] for details on DTMC.

Due to the symmetry of the problem, for sufficiently many agents, the information about
each specific queue’s state becomes irrelevant to the problem. Thus, we assume some
common, shared policy of the form πt : P(Z)×Zd × Λ→ P(U) for all agents, acting on
the current P(Z)-valued random empirical queue state distribution

HN,M(t) :=
1

M

M∑

j=1

δzN,M
j (t) (4.2.2)

with Dirac measure δ, the sampled queue states, and the current arrival rate. In practice, we
may also drop dependence on the current arrival rate and empirical distribution, or estimate
e.g. the empirical queue state distribution by sampling a subset of random queues, though
both will complicate the theoretical analysis of the limiting MFC problem, as it would not
be possible to formulate the limiting system as a standard, fully-observed Markov decision
process. For details on MFC see Section 2.3.1.

The dynamics for each agent i are thus given by

xN,Mi (t) ∼ ⊗dk=1Unif ({1, . . . ,M}), (4.2.3)

uN,Mi (t) ∼ π
(
t,HN,M(t), (zN,M

xit,1
(t), . . . , zN,M

xit,d
(t)), λN,M(t)

)
, (4.2.4)
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i.e. at each decision epoch, the agents decide to which of their d randomly sampled,
accessible queues they decide to send their jobs to. For simplicity of exposition, this choice
of destination is deterministic, though in our experiments we shall allow randomization
for each packet. As a result, starting with zN,Mj (0) ∼ ν(0) ∈ P(Z) for each queue j and
some initial queue state distribution ν(0), for any queue j, the next queue state zN,Mj (t+ 1)

is obtained from the previous state zN,Mj (t) by simulating a Z-valued continuous-time
Markov chain (CTMC) for ∆t time units, beginning with zN,Mj (t) and decrementing or
incrementing by 1 at departure rate µ > 0 and arrival rate

λN,Mj (t) =MλN,M(t) · 1
N

N∑

i=1

d∑

k=1

1xN,M
i,k (t)=j1uN,M

i (t)=k (4.2.5)

respectively, ignoring jumps above B or below 0. Any arrivals beyond B are counted in
the average number of dropped packets

DN,M(t) =
1

M

M∑

j=1

DN,M
j (t) (4.2.6)

per queue j during each decision epoch t, which will constitute our objective through the
discounted infinite-horizon objective

JN,M(π) = E

[
−

∞∑

t=0

γ(t)DN,M(t)

]
(4.2.7)

to be maximized with discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1). See [15, 17] for details on CTMCs.

Note that we can rewrite (4.2.5) as

λN,Mj (t) =MλN,M(t)

∫

X×U

d∑

k=1

1xk=j1u=kG
N,M(t)(dx, du) (4.2.8)

with the P(X × U)-valued empirical agent state-action distribution

GN,M(t) :=
1

N

N∑

i=1

δxN,M
i (t),uN,M

i (t). (4.2.9)

The dynamical dependencies can be summarized in a probabilistic graphical model as
shown in Fig. 4.2. Intuitively speaking, when N ≫ M ≫ 1, this empirical distribution
becomes deterministic, and we need not track each queue state, but only their distribution.
Similarly, only the overall distribution of all agent choices will matter, leading to the
prospective limiting mean-field model derived in the sequel.

4.3 limiting system model

We now present the limiting system for the above-mentioned finite multi-agent queuing
model. This is done in two steps, first we take the limit on the number of agents and then
for the resulting model we assume infinite number of queues.
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�̃(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="NRwaZCqFRO2au01oW5EqjoKNij4=">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</latexit>

�̃(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="hjP5GUxoZfM2mwRranzNrT+C24E=">AAACW3icfVBNS8NAEN3G71g/qnjyslgKeilJ8etY8eJRwVahDbLZTs3iJht2J0IJ/Qte9a958L+4qUFMCz5YeLw3szPzwlQKg573WXOWlldW19Y33M361vbObmOvb1SmOfS4kko/hsyAFAn0UKCEx1QDi0MJD+HLdeE/vII2QiX3OEkhiNlzIsaCMyyk6Ng7edptem1vBrpI/JI0SYnbp0btajhSPIshQS6ZMQPfSzHImUbBJUzdYWYgZfyFPcPA0oTFYIJ8tuyUtqwyomOl7UuQztS/HTmLjZnEoa2MGUZm3ivEX69VGYXjyyAXSZohJPxn0jiTFBUtTqcjoYGjnFjCuBZ2WcojphlHG5DbojwzqOL//6y4ebEEKiVN9WbDmYRRkEcgXwErXo7ChjF1bej+fMSLpN9p++fts7vTZrdTxr9ODskROSY+uSBdckNuSY9wEpE38k4+al/OkuM69Z9Sp1b27JMKnINvCTa1zQ==</latexit>

h(0)
<latexit sha1_base64="avSX/ypxzFwK0ng8vAl3389mRBY=">AAACW3icfVBNS8NAEN3G71g/qnjyslgKeilJ8etY8eJRwVahDbLZTs3iJht2J0IJ/Qte9a958L+4qUFMCz5YeLw3szPzwlQKg573WXOWlldW19Y33M361vbObmOvb1SmOfS4kko/hsyAFAn0UKCEx1QDi0MJD+HLdeE/vII2QiX3OEkhiNlzIsaCMyyk6Ng/edptem1vBrpI/JI0SYnbp0btajhSPIshQS6ZMQPfSzHImUbBJUzdYWYgZfyFPcPA0oTFYIJ8tuyUtqwyomOl7UuQztS/HTmLjZnEoa2MGUZm3ivEX69VGYXjyyAXSZohJPxn0jiTFBUtTqcjoYGjnFjCuBZ2WcojphlHG5DbojwzqOL//6y4ebEEKiVN9WbDmYRRkEcgXwErXo7ChjF1bej+fMSLpN9p++fts7vTZrdTxr9ODskROSY+uSBdckNuSY9wEpE38k4+al/OkuM69Z9Sp1b27JMKnINvCyu1zg==</latexit>

h(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="aZUFJqyp5kqKZu+fQeN97gc8Y6A=">AAACW3icfVBNS8NAEN2mftT41SqevCyWgl5KUvw6Vrx4rGBV0CCb7bRZusmG3UmhhP4Fr/rXPPhf3LRFjIIPFh7vzezMvDCVwqDnfVSc6srq2nptw93c2t7ZrTf27o3KNIc+V1Lpx5AZkCKBPgqU8JhqYHEo4SEcXxf+wwS0ESq5w2kKQcxGiRgKzrCQouPOyUu96bW9Oehf4i9JkyzRe2lUrp4HimcxJMglM+bJ91IMcqZRcAkz9zkzkDI+ZiN4sjRhMZggny87oy2rDOhQafsSpHP1Z0fOYmOmcWgrY4aR+e0V4rfXKo3C4WWQiyTNEBK+mDTMJEVFi9PpQGjgKKeWMK6FXZbyiGnG0QbktijPDKr4/z9Lbl4sgUpJU77ZcCZhEOQRyAlgyctR2DBmrg3d/x3xX3Lfafvn7bPb02a3s4y/Rg7JETkmPrkgXXJDeqRPOInIK3kj75VPp+q4ztai1Kkse/ZJCc7BFw0gtc8=</latexit>

h(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="mQQxpc6qOqHwy6yYIbS9pZnS2C8=">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</latexit>

GM (0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DYDAExjTVvIJEe8GgyhSVgerP+M=">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</latexit>

GM (1)

<latexit sha1_base64="9Lqda2OAHT+5SYr5W7Ss2KsO720=">AAACX3icfVBNSwMxEE3Xr1q/Wj2Jl2Ap1EvZFb+OFS9ehApWC3Yt2XRqo9nNkswW6tI/4VX/mEf/iWm7iKvgg8DjvZnMzAtiKQy67kfBWVhcWl4prpbW1jc2t8qV7VujEs2hzZVUuhMwA1JE0EaBEjqxBhYGEu6C54upfzcCbYSKbnAcgx+yx0gMBGdopc5L7+nhqu4e9MpVt+HOQP8SLyNVkqHVqxTOu33FkxAi5JIZc++5Mfop0yi4hEmpmxiIGX9mj3BvacRCMH46W3hCa1bp04HS9kVIZ+rPjpSFxozDwFaGDIfmtzcVv71abhQOzvxURHGCEPH5pEEiKSo6PZ/2hQaOcmwJ41rYZSkfMs042pBKNcoTgyr8/8+cm06XQKWkyd9sOJPQ99MhyBFgzktR2DAmJRu69zviv+T2sOGdNI6vj6pNN4u/SPbIPqkTj5ySJrkkLdImnEjySt7Ie+HTWXE2nfK81ClkPTskB2f3C6C+t3k=</latexit>

zM
j (0)

<latexit sha1_base64="1QaIQFbM1/1E7wv/gERlrkmI9rM=">AAACX3icfVBNSwMxEE3Xr1q/Wj2Jl2Ap1EvZFb+OFS9ehApWC3Yt2XRqo9nNkswW6tI/4VX/mEf/iWm7iKvgg8DjvZnMzAtiKQy67kfBWVhcWl4prpbW1jc2t8qV7VujEs2hzZVUuhMwA1JE0EaBEjqxBhYGEu6C54upfzcCbYSKbnAcgx+yx0gMBGdopc5L7+nhqu4d9MpVt+HOQP8SLyNVkqHVqxTOu33FkxAi5JIZc++5Mfop0yi4hEmpmxiIGX9mj3BvacRCMH46W3hCa1bp04HS9kVIZ+rPjpSFxozDwFaGDIfmtzcVv71abhQOzvxURHGCEPH5pEEiKSo6PZ/2hQaOcmwJ41rYZSkfMs042pBKNcoTgyr8/8+cm06XQKWkyd9sOJPQ99MhyBFgzktR2DAmJRu69zviv+T2sOGdNI6vj6pNN4u/SPbIPqkTj5ySJrkkLdImnEjySt7Ie+HTWXE2nfK81ClkPTskB2f3C6Kzt3o=</latexit>

zM
j (1)

<latexit sha1_base64="y9O4fZIkTEQKCtZTp/bZO3n90AQ=">AAACX3icfVDLSgNBEJysrxhfiZ7Ey2AI6CXsBl/HiBcvQgSjgWQNs5OOGTO7s8z0CnHJT3jVH/Ponzh5IK4BCwaKqu7p7gpiKQy67mfOWVpeWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4ql3XujEs2hyZVUuhUwA1JE0ESBElqxBhYGEh6C4dXEf3gBbYSK7nAUgx+yp0j0BWdopdZr9/nx5qh23C2W3ao7BV0k3pyUyRyNbil32ekpnoQQIZfMmLbnxuinTKPgEsaFTmIgZnzInqBtacRCMH46XXhMK1bp0b7S9kVIp+rvjpSFxozCwFaGDAfmrzcRf7xKZhT2L/xURHGCEPHZpH4iKSo6OZ/2hAaOcmQJ41rYZSkfMM042pAKFcoTgyr8/8+Mm06WQKWkyd5sOJPQ89MByBfAjJeisGGMCzZ072/Ei+S+VvXOqqe3J+W6O48/Tw7IITkiHjkndXJNGqRJOJHkjbyTj9yXs+ZsO8VZqZOb9+yRDJz9b6Sot3s=</latexit>

zM
j (2)

<latexit sha1_base64="wv5hxSvrdKYXvt9BxehAgy6kXwU=">AAACYnicfVDLSsNAFJ3Ed3y1dqmLwVLQTUnE17Lgxo1QwbaCjTKZ3NrBSSbM3Agl9Dfc6m+590OcPhBTwQMDh3Pua06USWHQ9z8dd2l5ZXVtfcPb3Nre2a1U97pG5ZpDhyup9H3EDEiRQgcFSrjPNLAkktCLXq4mfu8VtBEqvcNRBmHCnlMxEJyhlfp9aUtj9nhz5B8/Vep+05+C/iXBnNTJHO2nqtPqx4rnCaTIJTPmIfAzDAumUXAJY6+fG8gYf2HP8GBpyhIwYTE9ekwbVonpQGn7UqRT9XdHwRJjRklkKxOGQ7PoTcQfr1FahYPLsBBpliOkfLZpkEuKik4ioLHQwFGOLGFcC3ss5UOmGUcblNegPDeokv9nltxicgQqJU35z4YzCXFYDEG+Apa8AoUNY2wzDxYT/ku6J83gvHl2e1pv+fP018k+OSRHJCAXpEWuSZt0CCcZeSPv5MP5cj236tZmpa4z76mREtyDb3Y4uQs=</latexit>

�M (0)
<latexit sha1_base64="xfnm99WRa8EXTwZoH2+kCT4h9ow=">AAACYnicfVDLSsNAFJ3EV42v1i51MVgKuimJ+FoW3LgRKlgttFEmk1s7OMmEmZtCCf0Nt/pb7v0Qp7WIUfDAwOGc+5oTZVIY9P13x11aXlldq6x7G5tb2zvV2u6dUbnm0OVKKt2LmAEpUuiiQAm9TANLIgn30fPlzL8fgzZCpbc4ySBM2FMqhoIztNJgIG1pzB6uD4Ojx2rDb/lz0L8kWJAGWaDzWHPag1jxPIEUuWTG9AM/w7BgGgWXMPUGuYGM8Wf2BH1LU5aACYv50VPatEpMh0rblyKdqz87CpYYM0kiW5kwHJnf3kz89pqlVTi8CAuRZjlCyr82DXNJUdFZBDQWGjjKiSWMa2GPpXzENONog/KalOcGVfL/zJJbzI5ApaQp/9lwJiEOixHIMWDJK1DYMKY28+B3wn/J3XErOGud3pw02v4i/QrZIwfkkATknLTJFemQLuEkIy/klbw5H67n1tz6V6nrLHrqpAR3/xN4LLkM</latexit>

�M (1)
<latexit sha1_base64="D2VPu3oCNej4ynMw8jp81oDqeuk=">AAACYnicfVDLSsNAFJ3GV63P2qUuBkuhbkpSfC0LbtwIClaFNpbJ5LYdOsmEmRuhhP6GW/0t936I0xrEWPDAwOGc+5oTJFIYdN2PkrOyura+Ud6sbG3v7O7tVw8ejEo1hy5XUumngBmQIoYuCpTwlGhgUSDhMZhczf3HF9BGqPgepwn4ERvFYig4Qyv1+9KWhuz5ptk+GezX3Za7AF0mXk7qJMftoFrq9EPF0whi5JIZ0/PcBP2MaRRcwqzSTw0kjE/YCHqWxiwC42eLo2e0YZWQDpW2L0a6UH93ZCwyZhoFtjJiODZ/vbn44zUKq3B46WciTlKEmH9vGqaSoqLzCGgoNHCUU0sY18IeS/mYacbRBlVpUJ4aVNH/MwtuNj8ClZKm+GfDmYTQz8YgXwALXobChjGzmXt/E14mD+2Wd946uzutd9w8/TI5JMekSTxyQTrkmtySLuEkIa/kjbyXPp2KU3Vq36VOKe+pkQKcoy96ILkN</latexit>

�M (2)

figure 4.3: Probabilistic graphical model of our multi-server scheduling system in the limit of
infinitely many agents, using plate notation as in Fig. 4.2. Compared to Fig. 4.2, the states and
actions of the infinitely many agents are replaced by their deterministic distribution and conditional
law, respectively.

4.3.1 Infinite-agent finite-queue model

In the infinite-agent limit where N → ∞, we obtain a limiting control problem with
random external states (queue states). Consider the evolution of the P(Z)-valued empirical
queue state distribution

HM(t) :=
1

M

M∑

j=1

δzMj (t) (4.3.10)

as N → ∞. Conditional on the queue states and arrival rate, (xMi (t), uMi (t))i=1,...,N are
i.i.d. Therefore, it will be sufficient to consider only the statistics of a representative agent.
By the law of large numbers, we obtain the deterministic agent state distribution

σ̃(t) := ⊗dk=1Unif ({1, . . . ,M}) ∈ P(X ) (4.3.11)

of agents by (4.2.3). The P(X × U)-valued agent state-action distribution

GM(t) := GM(t, σ̃(t), h(t)) (4.3.12)

thus depends on h(t) := π(t,HM(t), ·, λM(t)), where we define

GM(t, σ̃, h)(x, u) := σ̃(x)h(u | (zMx1 (t), . . . , zMxd (t))). (4.3.13)
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We observe that this state-action distribution is sufficient for characterizing system behavior:
Conditional on fixed λM(t) and {zM1 (t), . . . , zMM (t)}, the arrival rate in (4.2.5) becomes,

λMj (t) =MλM(t)E

[
d∑

k=1

1xM1,k(t)=j
1uM1 (t)=k

]
(4.3.14)

=MλM(t)

∫

X×U

d∑

k=1

1xk=j1u=kG
M(t)(dx, du) (4.3.15)

by the law of large numbers, similar to (4.2.8). In other words, the empirical agent
state-action distribution GN,M(t) is replaced by the limiting distribution GM(t). See
Fig. 4.3 for the corresponding probabilistic graphical model.

4.3.2 Infinite-agent infinite-queue model

Finally, we derive the mean-field model in the limit asM →∞, i.e. formallyN ≫M ≫ 1.
The random queue states are now replaced by the queue state distribution denoted by
ν(t) ∈ P(Z). Therefore, each agent state xi(t) ∈ X is now also replaced by the anonymous
queue state z̄i(t) ∈ Zd instead of the actual queue index. The queue state distribution
deterministically induces the agent state distribution

σ(t) := ⊗dk=1ν(t) ∈ P(Zd) (4.3.16)

by assigning the d-dimensional product measure σ(t, z̄) = Πd
k=1ν(t, z̄k) for any z̄ ≡

(z̄1, . . . , z̄d) ∈ Zd. For any decision rule h(t) = π(t, ν(t), ·, λ(t)), this agent state
distribution induces a state-action distribution

G(t) := σ(t)⊗ h(t) ∈ P(Zd × U). (4.3.17)

Now consider the random amount of arriving packets P ∼ Pois (Mλ(t)∆t) in a time slot
∆t. Since N ≫ M implies N ≫ P , the probability of any single-agent receiving more
than one packet is negligible. This implies that almost all packets’ destination queues will
be i.i.d. random variables. As a result, since packets arrive with rate Mλ(t) and i.i.d.
destinations, for any z ∈ Z , packets will equivalently arrive with rate Mλ′z(t) in queues
with state z ∈ Z by Poisson thinning [133], where

λ′z(t) = λ(t)

∫

Zd×U
1z̄u=z G(t)(dz̄, du). (4.3.18)

By symmetry, these packets arrive uniformly at random in any arbitrary specific fixed
queue in state z. For any specific queue with state z, the probability of assigning such a
packet to that queue is therefore 1

Mνz(t)
, which results in an equivalent queue packet arrival

rate of

λz(t) :=
Mλ′z(t)

Mνz(t)
=
λ′z(t)

νz(t)
. (4.3.19)

The informal derivation until now will be motivated more rigorously in Section 4.5 and
numerically in Section 4.7.
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...
<latexit sha1_base64="pzUJXgsZ3ixXd/X7vPzDKIDt2BA=">AAACfnicfVHbSsNAEJ3Ge73roy/BovhiTapgHwsi+Khgq9CGstlM2sVNNuxOhBL6Db7qp/k3bi+IacGBhcM5MztnZsJMCkOe911xVlbX1jc2t6rbO7t7+weHRx2jcs2xzZVU+jVkBqVIsU2CJL5mGlkSSnwJ3+4m+ss7aiNU+kyjDIOEDVIRC87IUu1epMj0D2pe3ZuGuwz8OajBPB77hxVuC3meYEpcMmO6vpdRUDBNgkscV3u5wYzxNzbAroUpS9AExdTt2D2zTOTGStuXkjtl/1YULDFmlIQ2M2E0NIvahPzVzkqtKG4GhUiznDDls05xLl1S7mR2NxIaOcmRBYxrYc26fMg042Q3VP3vp5KHSWdSSpryoEOU72i3YOKpw5JmOJMYBcUsp6QVYZgsEkpG46o9i794hGXQadT963rj6abWup8faBNO4BQuwIdbaMEDPEIbOAj4gE/4csA5dy6dq1mqU5nXHEMpnOYPrgTFbQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6awtv5rGoXOcrpM6fzxg40wHW8M=">AAACYHicfVDLSgMxFE3HV62vVne6CZaCbspMEXVZceOygn2IHSST3rbBZDIkdwpl6Fe41Q9z65eYPhBHwQOBwzn35t57okQKi77/UfDW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2DcuWwY3VqOLS5ltr0ImZBihjaKFBCLzHAVCShG73czv3uBIwVOn7AaQKhYqNYDAVn6KTHvhUjxc788+dy1a/7C9C/JFiRKlmh9Vwp3PQHmqcKYuSSWfsU+AmGGTMouIRZqZ9aSBh/YSN4cjRmCmyYLTae0ZpTBnSojXsx0oX6syNjytqpilylYji2v725+O3VcqNweB1mIk5ShJgvJw1TSVHT+f10IAxwlFNHGDfCLUv5mBnG0aVUqlGeWtTq/z9zbjZfArWWNn+z5UzCIMzGICeAOS9D4cKYlVzowe+I/5JOox5c1i/vL6rNxir+Ijkhp+SMBOSKNMkdaZE24USRV/JG3gufXtE78CrLUq+w6jkiOXjHX8J7uAU=</latexit>

�(0)
<latexit sha1_base64="d7I3QNQgcmohkqhTT6IHVjJvwn8=">AAACYHicfVDLSgMxFE3HV62vVne6CZaCbsqM+FpW3LisYFvFDpJJb9tgMhmSO4Uy9Cvc6oe59UtMH4hTwQOBwzn35t57okQKi77/WfBWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd29cmW/bXVqOLS4lto8RsyCFDG0UKCEx8QAU5GETvR6O/U7IzBW6PgBxwmEig1i0RecoZOeulYMFDsJTl/KVb/uz0D/kmBBqmSB5kulcNPtaZ4qiJFLZu1z4CcYZsyg4BImpW5qIWH8lQ3g2dGYKbBhNtt4QmtO6dG+Nu7FSGfq746MKWvHKnKViuHQLntT8cer5UZh/zrMRJykCDGfT+qnkqKm0/tpTxjgKMeOMG6EW5byITOMo0upVKM8tajV/3/m3Gy6BGotbf5my5mEXpgNQY4Ac16GwoUxKbnQg+WI/5L2WT24rF/cn1cbZ4v4i+SIHJMTEpAr0iB3pElahBNF3sg7+Sh8eUVvz6vMS73CoueA5OAdfgPEHrgF</latexit>

�(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="Cmm8eSKshZHibpkX/HBqAsXZ9K4=">AAACYHicfVBNSwMxEE3Xr1o/2upNL8FS0EvZLX4dK148VrBaaRfJptM2mGyWZLZQlv4Kr/rDvPpLTGsRV8EHgcd7M5mZFyVSWPT994K3srq2vlHcLG1t7+yWK9W9e6tTw6HDtdSmGzELUsTQQYESuokBpiIJD9Hz9dx/mICxQsd3OE0gVGwUi6HgDJ302LdipNhx8+SpUvMb/gL0LwmWpEaWaD9VC1f9geapghi5ZNb2Aj/BMGMGBZcwK/VTCwnjz2wEPUdjpsCG2WLjGa07ZUCH2rgXI12oPzsypqydqshVKoZj+9ubi99ePTcKh5dhJuIkRYj516RhKilqOr+fDoQBjnLqCONGuGUpHzPDOLqUSnXKU4ta/f9nzs3mS6DW0uZvtpxJGITZGOQEMOdlKFwYs5ILPfgd8V9y32wE542z29Naq7mMv0gOyRE5JgG5IC1yQ9qkQzhR5IW8krfCh1f0yl71q9QrLHv2SQ7ewSfGE7gG</latexit>
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figure 4.4: Probabilistic graphical model of our scheduling system in the limit of infinitely many
agents and infinitely many servers. Note how this model can be considered a Markov decision
process with states ν(t), λ(t) and actions h(t). Compared to Fig. 4.3, the states of the infinitely
many servers are replaced by their distribution. Additionally, the states of agents are now given by
the anonymous state of accessible queues.

4.4 exact discretization of the limiting system

The final step is to formulate a discrete-time optimal control problem from the delayed,
synchronous system that allows for the application of standard optimal control techniques
such as reinforcement learning. To discretize the mean-field system exactly at times
{0,∆t, 2 ·∆t, . . .}, we generate the master equations for the evolution of a single queue’s
state over time between each of the discretization time points. The procedure is done
analogously for the pre-limit systems. Consider a queue in state z ∈ Z at the beginning of
a decision epoch t. Then, for any h(t), we define a Z-valued CTMC y through y(0) = z
and formulate its Kolmogorov forward equations

Ṗz = QzPz, Pz(0) = ez (4.4.20)

for the vector of queue state transition probabilities Pz(τ) ∈ [0, 1]Z at times τ ∈ [0,∆t]
with

P z
z′(τ) ≡ P(y(τ) = z′), ∀z′ ∈ Z (4.4.21)

and the transposed transition rate matrix Qz := Q(ν(t), z) ∈ RZ×Z where Q(ν, z) is
defined by

Q(ν, z)i,i−1 = λ(t, ν, z) :=
1

νz(t)
λ(t)

∫

Zd×U
1z̄u=z (⊗dk=1ν ⊗ h(t))(dz̄, du) (4.4.22)

in accordance with (4.3.16) - (4.3.19), Q(ν, z)i−1,i = µz for i = 1, . . . , B, Q(ν, z)i,i =
−∑j Q(ν, z)j,i for i = 0, . . . , B, and zero otherwise. Here, ez denotes the z-unit vector.

Therefore, from the fraction νz(t) of queues in state z ∈ Z at time t, we will deterministically
have the resulting fraction

νz,z′ = νz(t)P
z
z′(∆t) (4.4.23)
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of queues with state z ∈ Z in resulting state z′ ∈ Z at the end of the decision epoch ∆t. In
total, we therefore have

νz′(t+ 1) =
∑

z∈Z

νz,z′ =
∑

z∈Z

νz(t)P
z
z′(∆t), ∀z′ ∈ Z. (4.4.24)

Computing the expected packet dropsDz(t) per queue with state z ∈ Z is done analogously
by

Ḋz(t) = λz(ν, t)P
z
B, Dz(0) = 0 (4.4.25)

resulting in a total average packet loss of

D(t) =
∑

z∈Z

νz(t)Dz(∆t). (4.4.26)

For exact computation of the terms in (4.4.24) - (4.4.26), observe that we have the linear
matrix differential equation

[
Ṗz

Ḋz(t)

]
=

[
Qz 0

λz(t) · eTB 0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q̄z≡Q̄(ν(t),z)

·
[

Pz

Dz(t)

]
(4.4.27)

where we define the extended rate matrices Q̄(ν(t), z) analogously to Q(ν(t), z), and thus
obtain exact discretization by

[
Pz(∆t)
Dz(∆t)

]
= Exp (Q̄∆t) ·

[
ez
0

]
(4.4.28)

where Exp (·) denotes the matrix exponential.

4.4.1 Upper-level decision process

We can now obtain a MDP, see Section 2.2.1, with state space P(Z)× Λ and action space
H := {h : Zd → P(U)}, since we have states (λ(t), ν(t)) and actions h(t) following
dynamics

(λ(t+ 1), ν(t+ 1)) ∼ Pλ(λ(t))⊗ δTν(ν(t),λ(t),h(t)) (4.4.29)
h(t) = π̃(t, ν(t), λ(t)) (4.4.30)

where the transition function Tν deterministically maps to ν(t+ 1) according to (4.4.24),
and the actions are given by a deterministic ’upper-level’ policy π̃ = {π̃(t)}t≥0, where
π̃(t) : P(Z)×Λ→ H. See also Fig. 4.4 for a visualization of the Markov property through
a probabilistic graphical model. Here, the randomness of the system stems from the random
packet arrival rate λ(t). Finally, by (4.4.26), the objective becomes

J(π̃) = E

[
−

∞∑

t=0

γtD(t)

]
. (4.4.31)
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figure 4.5: A schematic overview of the application of the upper-level mean-field control policy
to the finite-agent finite-server system. The upper-level policy π̃ returns a lower-level policy π for a
given distribution of server states HM (t) and current arrival rate λ(t). The lower-level policy is
then applied separately to each agent state xi(t) to obtain an action ui(t).

The application of π̃ to theN -agent, M -queue case is visualized in Fig. 4.5, i.e. each of the
agents i = 1, . . . , N first computes the decision rule h(t) = π̃(t,HM(t), λ(t)) according
to the upper-level policy, and then samples its action ui(t) ∼ h(t, xi(t)).

For the obtained MDPs, since the expected cost function and the dynamics are continuous in
the states and actions of the MFC MDP, it is known that the typical dynamic programming
principle (i.e. Bellman equation) holds, and an optimal stationary deterministic policy will
exist.

Proposition 1 ([134], Theorem 4.2.3). There exists a stationary deterministic optimal
policy π̃ that maximizes J(π̃).

To find such a deterministic policy, an exact, closed-form solution is difficult due to the
complexity of the associated transition model and continuous state and action spaces.
Instead, we shall in the following employ well-established reinforcement learning techniques
by exploring over stochastic policies π̃(t) : P(Z)× Λ→ P(H), with the random decision
rules h(t) ∼ π̃(t, ν(t), λ(t)) as actions of the MFC MDP, to find the desired optimal
stationary deterministic policy.

4.5 theoretical analysis

Although our formulated mean-field model is intuitively a good approximation of the finite
system, in this section we shall make this connection rigorous. Note that our model does not
immediately fit into standard MFC frameworks introduced in [53, 70], since we perform a
double limit argument and continuous-to-discrete-time modeling. To verify the mean-field
model, we shall show that performance in the finite system becomes arbitrarily close to
the performance in the MFC system as long as the system is sufficiently large. For the
following theoretical analysis, we shall consider the sequence of arrival rates (λ1, λ2, . . .)
given a-priori by conditioning on them, i.e. non-random λN,M(t) = λM(t) = λ(t).
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Theorem 1. The performance of the N,M system converges to the performance of the
mean-field system under any stationary deterministic policy π̂ as the system size becomes
sufficiently large, i.e. for any ε > 0 there exists N ′,M ′(N ′) ∈ N such that,

∣∣J(π̂)− JN,M(π̂)
∣∣ < ε

for all N > N ′,M > M ′(N ′).

Proof. We will analyze
∣∣J(π̂)− JN,M(π̂)

∣∣ ≤
∣∣J(π̂)− JM(π̂)

∣∣+
∣∣JM(π̂)− JN,M(π̂)

∣∣

≤
∞∑

t=0

γ(t)
(∣∣E

[
D(t)−DM(t)

]∣∣+
∣∣E
[
DM(t)−DN,M(t)

]∣∣)

where DM(t) denotes the random loss of packets in the infinite-agent finite-queue system.

For the first term, consider M →∞ and observe that

E [D(t)] = E
[∫ (

Exp (Q̄(ν(t), z)∆t) ·
[
ez
0

])

B+1

ν(t)(dz)

]
,

E
[
DM(t)

]
= E

[
1

M

∑

j

(
Exp (Q̄M,j∆t) ·

[
ezMj (t)

0

])

B+1

]

= E
[∫ (

Exp (Q̄(HM(t), z)∆t) ·
[
ez
0

])

B+1

HM(t)(dz)

]
,

with the rate matrices Q̄M,j of the infinite-agent finite-queue system, where the last equality
follows since the rates in the M -queue case for each queue j are indeed given by

λM,j(t) =Mλ

∫

X×U

d∑

k=1

1xk=j∧u=kG
M(t)(dx, du)

=Mλ
d∑

k=1

∑

x∈X

∑

u∈U

1xk=j∧u=k
1

Md
h(t, u | zM,x1

t , . . . , zM,xd
t )

= λ

d∑

k=1

∑

x∈X

∑

u∈U

1xk=j∧u=k
1

Md−1
h(t, u | zMx1 (t), . . . , zMxd (t))

= λ

d∑

k=1

∑

xk∈{1,...,M}

∑

x−k∈{1,...,M}d−1

∑

u∈U

1xk=j∧u=k
1

Md−1
h(t, u | zMx1 (t), . . . , zMxd (t))

= λ

d∑

k=1

∑

xk∈{1,...,M}

∑

x−k∈{1,...,M}d−1

∑

u∈U
∑

z̄k∈Z

∑

z̄−k∈Zd−1

1xk=j∧u=k
1

Md−1
h(t, u | (z̄k, z̄−k))1∧d

i=1 z
M
xi

(t)=z̄i
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= λ
d∑

k=1

∑

z̄k∈Z

∑

z̄−k∈Zd−1

∑

u∈U

1z̄k=z
M
j (t)∧u=k ·

∑
x−k∈{1,...,M}d−1 1

∧
i̸=k z

M
xi

(t)=z̄i

Md−1︸ ︷︷ ︸∏
i ̸=k HM (t,z̄i)

h(t, u | (z̄k, z̄−k))

= λ

d∑

k=1

∑

z̄∈Zd

∑

u∈U

1z̄k=z
M
j (t)∧u=k

∏

i ̸=k

HM(t, z̄i)h(t, u | z̄)

= λ
∑

z̄∈Zd

∑

u∈U

1z̄u=zMj (t)

∏

i ̸=u

HM(t, z̄i)h(t, u | z̄)

= λ
∑

z̄∈Zd

∑

u∈U

1z̄u=zMj (t)

∏d
i=1HM(t, z̄i)

HM(t, zMj (t))
h(t, u | z̄)

=
λ
∫
Zd×U 1z̄u=zMj (t) (⊗dk=1HM(t)⊗ h(t))(dz̄, du)

HM(t, zMj (t))

= λ(t,HM(t), zMj (t))

where the indices −k denote all dimensions (indices) other than k.

Therefore, as long asHM(t)
d−→ ν(t) (convergence in distribution), we findE

[
D(t)−DM(t)

]
→

0 by the continuous mapping theorem. In particular, this holds true if HM(t)
p−→ ν(t), i.e.

for any δ > 0 as M →∞,

P
(∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ > δ
)
→ 0.

We show this by induction: At t = 0 the statement holds by the law of large numbers. Now
assume that the statement holds for t, then for t+1 we first show that for any ε, δ > 0 there
exists M ′, δ′ > 0 such that for all M > M ′ we have

P
(∥∥HM(t+ 1)− ν(t+ 1)

∥∥ > δ
∣∣ ∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)
< ε.

Note that

P
(∥∥HM(t+ 1)− ν(t+ 1)

∥∥ > δ
∣∣ ∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)

≤
∑

z∈Z

P
(∣∣HM(t+ 1, z)− ν(t+ 1, z)

∣∣ > δ
∣∣ ∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)

≤
∑

z∈Z

P
(∣∣HM(t+ 1, z)− E

[
HM(t+ 1, z)

∣∣ HM(t)
]∣∣ > δ

2

∣∣∣∣
∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)

+
∑

z∈Z

P
(∣∣E

[
HM(t+ 1, z)

∣∣ HM(t)
]
− ν(t+ 1, z)

∣∣ > δ

2

∣∣∣∣
∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)

and we shall bound the former term as follows: Define

∆zMj (t+1)|zMj (t)f := f(zMj (t+ 1))− E
[
f(zMj (t+ 1))

∣∣ f(zMj (t))
]

and let f : Z → R, then we have

P
(∣∣HM(t+ 1, f)− E

[
HM(t+ 1, f)

∣∣ HM(t)
]∣∣ > δ

2

∣∣∣∣
∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)
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= P

(∣∣∣∣∣
1

M

M∑

j=1

∆zMj (t+1)|zMj (t)f

∣∣∣∣∣ >
δ

2

∣∣∣∣∣
∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′

)

≤ 4

δ2
E



(

1

M

M∑

j=1

(
∆zMj (t+1)|zMj (t)f

))2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′




=
4

δ2M2

M∑

j=1

E
[(

∆zMj (t+1)|zMj (t)f
)2 ∣∣∣∣

∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)
∥∥ ≤ δ′

]

≤ 16maxz f(z)
2

δ2M
→ 0

as M → ∞ by conditional independence of (zM1 (t + 1), . . . , zMM (t + 1) given zM(t) =
(zM1 (t), . . . , zMM (t)), the Chebyshev inequality and tower property. In particular, this holds
for fz ≡ 1{z}, z ∈ Z . Therefore,
∑

z∈Z

P
(∣∣HM(t+ 1, z)− E

[
HM(t+ 1, z)

∣∣ HM(t)
]∣∣ > δ

2

∣∣∣∣
∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)
→ 0

as M →∞. For the latter term, note that analogously
∣∣E
[
HM(t+ 1, f)

∣∣ HM(t)
]
− ν(t+ 1, f)

∣∣

≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∑

z∈Z

f(z)
∑

z′∈Z

(
HM(t, z)− ν(t, z)

)

·
(
Exp (Q̄(HM(t), z′)∆t) ·

[
ez′
0

])

z

∣∣∣∣

+

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

z∈Z

f(z)
∑

z′∈Z

ν(t, z) ·
(
Exp (Q̄(HM(t), z′)∆t) ·

[
ez′
0

]

−Exp (Q̄(ν(t), z′)∆t) ·
[
ez′
0

])

z

∣∣∣∣

and by boundedness (λ(ν,z)(t) ≤ dλ(t)) and continuity inHM(t), ν(t), for any ε > 0 there ex-
ists δ′ > 0 such that

∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)
∥∥ ≤ δ′ implies

∣∣E
[
HM(t+ 1, f)

∣∣ HM(t)
]
− ν(t+ 1, f)

∣∣ <
ε. As a result, by the law of total probability

P
(∥∥HM(t+ 1)− ν(t+ 1)

∥∥ > δ
)

= P
(∥∥HM(t+ 1)− ν(t+ 1)

∥∥ > δ
∣∣ ∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)
· P
(∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)

+ P
(∥∥HM(t+ 1)− ν(t+ 1)

∥∥ > δ
∣∣ ∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ > δ′
)
· P
(∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ > δ′
)

≤ P
(∥∥HM(t+ 1)− ν(t+ 1)

∥∥ > δ
∣∣ ∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)

∥∥ ≤ δ′
)
+ P

(∥∥HM(t)− ν(t)
∥∥ > δ′

)

→ 0

since we can choose M ′, δ′ according to the former analysis and the induction assumption,
completing the induction step. It then follows at all times t by the continuous mapping
theorem that

E
[
D(t)−DM(t)

]
→ 0.
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For the second term, fix M and let N →∞. We find that

E
[
DM(t)

]
=

1

M

∑

j

E

[(
Exp (Q̄M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezMj (t)

0

])

B+1

]
,

E
[
DN,M(t)

]
=

1

M

∑

j

E

[(
Exp (Q̄N,M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezN,M

j (t)

0

])

B+1

]

where Q̄N,M
j and Q̄M

j are continuous functions of

λN,Mj (t) = λ(t)
M

N

N∑

i=1

d∑

k=1

1xi,k(t)=j1ui(t)=k,

λMj (t) = λ(t)M

∫

X×U

d∑

k=1

1xk=j∧u=kG
M(t)(dx, du),

and as N →∞, by the conditional law of large numbers [135, Theorem 3.5]

λN,Mj (t)→ λMj (t)

a.s. conditional on zN,Mj (t) = zMj (t) = z for any z ∈ Z . Therefore, again by the
continuous mapping theorem, for all j = 1, . . . ,M a.s.

E
[
Exp (Q̄N,M

j ∆t)
∣∣∣ zN,Mj (t) = z

]
→ E

[
Exp (Q̄M

j ∆t)
∣∣ zMj (t) = z

]
.

At the same time, zN,M(t)
d−→ zM(t) at all times t as N → ∞ via induction: For t = 0

trivially L(zN,M(t)) = ν(0) = L(zM(t)). For t+ 1

∣∣P(zN,M(t+ 1) = z)− P(zM(t+ 1) = z)
∣∣

≤
∑

z′∈Z

∣∣P(zN,M(t) = z′)− P(zM(t) = z′)
∣∣ · P(zN,M(t+ 1) = z | zN,M(t) = z′)

+
∑

z′∈Z

P(zM(t) = z′)

·
∣∣P(zN,M(t+ 1) = z | zN,M(t) = z′)− P(zM(t+ 1) = z | zM(t) = z′)

∣∣

where the former tends to zero by induction assumption, while for the latter we have
∣∣P(zN,M(t+ 1) = z | zN,M(t) = z′)− P(zM(t+ 1) = z | zM(t) = z′)

∣∣

=

∣∣∣∣∣
M∏

j=1

E

[(
Exp (Q̄N,M

j ∆t) ·
[
ez′j
0

])

zj

∣∣∣∣∣ z
N,M(t) = z′

]

−
M∏

j=1

E

[(
Exp (Q̄M

j ∆t) ·
[
ez′j
0

])

zj

∣∣∣∣∣ z
M(t) = z′

]∣∣∣∣∣→ 0

as N →∞ again as Q̄N,M
j → Q̄M

j conditionally a.s. for each j.
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By Slutzky’s theorem (on the conditional probability spaces given zN,Mj (t) = zMj (t) = z),
we have

E

[(
Exp (Q̄N,M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezN,M

j (t)

0

])

B+1

∣∣∣∣∣ z
N,M
j (t) = z

]

→ E

[(
Exp (Q̄M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezMj (t)

0

])

B+1

∣∣∣∣∣ z
M
j (t) = z

]

for any z ∈ Z , such that,

E

[(
Exp (Q̄N,M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezN,M

j (t)

0

])

B+1

]

=
∑

z∈Z

E

[(
Exp (Q̄N,M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezN,M

j (t)

0

])

B+1

∣∣∣∣∣ z
N,M
j (t) = z

]

· P
(
zN,Mj (t) = z

)

→
∑

z∈Z

E

[(
Exp (Q̄M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezMj (t)

0

])

B+1

∣∣∣∣∣ z
M
j (t) = z

]
· P
(
zMj (t) = z

)

= E

[(
Exp (Q̄M

j ∆t) ·
[
ezMj (t)

0

])

B+1

]

which shows that E
[
DN,M(t)

]
→ E

[
DM(t)

]
at all times t.

Now note that the terms D(t), DM(t), DN,M(t) are uniformly bounded by the maximum
expected average number of lost packets by dropping all packets, given by the expectation
of the Poisson-distributed number of arriving packets λ(t) ·∆t. Therefore, for any ε > 0
we can choose T such that

∞∑

t=T

γ(t)
(∣∣E

[
D(t)−DM(t)

]∣∣+
∣∣E
[
DM(t)−DN,M(t)

]∣∣) < ε

3
.

Consequently choose M sufficiently large such that
∣∣E
[
D(t)−DM(t)

]∣∣ < ε

3T
, ∀t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1}

and similarly choose N sufficiently large to obtain
∣∣E
[
DM(t)−DN,M(t)

]∣∣ < ε

3T
, ∀t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1}

according to the prequel, such that
∣∣J(π̂)− JN,M(π̂)

∣∣ < ε.

Therefore, our mean-field model is well-motivated for sufficiently large systems, as we will
also verify numerically.
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4.6 system model extensions

For the sake of completeness, we also represent two extensions to this model, one for
heterogeneous servers and the other of infinite capacity queues.

4.6.1 Heterogeneous servers

Consider again M servers in the system, each server with its own queue. Each server j is
defined by its serving rate µN,Mj ∈ Ω sampled i.i.d. from some initial distribution, where
for example Ω = {ω, 2ω}, i.e. here we consider the example where some servers work
at double the rate, 2ω, compared to other servers with rate ω. The speed assigned to the
servers at the beginning shall not change. To reconcile with our approach, we replace the
(queue) state of a server zN,Mj (t) by both its queue state and its speed (zN,Mj (t), µN,Mj ). Let
HM(t) now be the empirical state distribution over both server rates and fillings

HN,M(t) =
1

M

M∑

j=1

δzN,M
j (t),µN,M

j
. (4.6.32)

Accordingly, the policy shall now depend on the joint distribution of queue states and
speeds, i.e.

πi(t)(((z
N,M
i (t), µN,M1 ), . . . , (zN,MM (t), µM,M

M (t))), xN,Mi (t), λN,M(t))

≡ π̂t

(
HN,M
i (t), ((zN,M

x1i (t)
(t), µN,M

x1i (t)
), . . . , ((zN,M

xdi (t)
(t), µN,M

xdi (t)
), λN,M(t)

)
(4.6.33)

for all i = 1, . . . , N . The rate of the server affects the departure from that queue, since a
higher rate will have relatively faster departures and vice versa. This will also affect the
optimal policy, since in order to avoid job drops, allocating more jobs to faster queues will
result in less downtime. The arrival rates shall remain unaffected.

The rest of the derivation proceeds analogously to the homogeneous case. As a result,
the limiting mean-field state distribution shall also contain not only the buffer filling but
also the speed of the server, ν(t) ∈ P(Z × Ω). This will be represented by a vector of
length |Ω|(B + 1), since there are |Ω| types of servers available. The speed of the servers
is assumed to remain fixed, such that it does not evolve. However, the buffer filling will
now evolve according to

νz′,µ(t+ 1) =
∑

z∈Z

νz,µ(t)P
z,µ
z′,µ(∆t), ∀z′ ∈ Z,∀µ ∈ Ω (4.6.34)

where P z,µ
z′,µ is the probability of a queue in state z to change to state z′ when the serving

rate of the server is µ ∈ Ω. The expected packet drops per queue with state z ∈ Z are
calculated via

Ḋz,µ(t) = λz,µ(t)P
z,µ
B , Dz,µ(τ) = 0 (4.6.35)
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resulting in a per-queue average packet loss of

D(t) =
∑

µ∈Ω

∑

z∈Z

νz,µ(t)D
z,µ(∆t) (4.6.36)

where λz,µ(t) is the arrival rate to queues with filling z and speed µ ∈ Ω, which is given
analogously to (4.3.19). The objective function for this model stays the same as given in
(4.4.31), since we still have finite capacity queues, and we want to reduce packet drops.
The exact discretization is performed as for the homogeneous system.

4.6.2 Infinite buffer capacity

For infinite capacity queues, i.e., B = ∞, our queue state distribution is defined as
ν(t) ∈ P(Z), where Z := {0, 1, 2, . . .} ∈ N0 is now infinite. Therefore, the reward
function must change, since there will be no more job drops.

The majority of the formulation remains the same as given in Section 4.3.2. The exact
discretization from Section 4.4 also stays the same, except that we now deal with infinite
dimensions. This model can also be easily extended to the heterogeneous server model, as
done in Section 4.6.1. Most importantly, the objective is changed, since there are no packet
drops anymore.

For the objective, we shall instead penalize based on average waiting time of arriving
jobs,

J(π̂) = E

[
−

∞∑

t=0

γtW (t)

]
, (4.6.37)

where the average waiting time of all arriving jobs per queue shall be denoted by Wt. The
average waiting time of a job arriving in a queue with z ∈ Z current jobs is simply given
by (z + 1)/µ for the servicing rate µ. As a result, analogously to D(t), the expected total
waiting times of all arriving jobs in a queue with z ∈ Z fillings during decision epoch t
can be computed through

Ẇ z(t) =
∑

z′∈Z

z′ + 1

µ
P z
z′ , W z(τ) = 0 (4.6.38)

with the average over all queues given by

W (t) =
∑

z

νz(t) ·W z(∆t) . (4.6.39)

For the infinite capacity queue case, the linear matrix differential equation from Section
4.4 now becomes

[
Ṗz

Ẇ z(t)

]
=

[
Q 0

λz(t) ·B 0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q′

·
[

Pz

W z(t)

]
(4.6.40)
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table 4.1: System parameters used in the experiments.
Symbol Name Value

∆t Time step size 1− 10
µ Service rate 1

(λh, λl) Arrival rates (0.9, 0.6)
N Number of agents 1000− 1000000
M Number of queues 100− 1000
d Number of accessible queues 2
n Monte Carlo simulations 100
B Queue buffer size 5

ν(0) Queue starting state distribution [1, 0, 0, . . .]
D Drop penalty per job 1
T Training episode length 500
Te Evaluation episode length 50− 500

table 4.2: Hyperparameter configuration for PPO.
Symbol Name Value

γ Discount factor 0.99
λRL GAE lambda 1
κ KL coefficient 0.2
ϵ Clip parameter 0.3
lr Learning rate 0.00005
Bb Training batch size 4000
Bm SGD Mini batch size 128
Tb Number of epochs 30

with B = [ 1
µ
, . . . , B+1

µ
, . . .] and thus we obtain exact discretization by
[
Pz(τ +∆t)
W z(τ +∆t)

]
= Exp (Q′∆t) ·

[
ez
0

]
. (4.6.41)

To obtain numerical tractability, since we cannot represent infinite-dimensional vectors
numerically, we propose to cut off both simulation and parametrization ofH at some high
Bmax ∈ N, i.e. any queue with fillings going beyond Bmax are treated as having Bmax

fillings. This approach remains well-founded as long as the serving rates µ of the servers
are greater than the maximum arrival rate [136], and that can be achieved by assigning all
packets to a subset of queues with z fillings, since in that case the likelihood of achieving
queue fillings larger than Bmax tends to zero as Bmax →∞. Concretely, this holds true as
long as

µ > d · λz(t) ∀z ∈ Z, (4.6.42)

since the arrival rate λz(t) is trivially bounded by d · λ(t).
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figure 4.6: Training curve for the MF policy for ∆t = 5 and Te = 500 timesteps – i.e. the
expected negative number of packet drops per episode during training – together with a comparison
to the MF-JSQ(2) and MF-RND policies. The horizontal lines indicate the estimated expected returns
for each policy. The red dotted line indicates the final achieved return of the learned MF policy in
the mean-field MDP.

4.7 evaluation

In this section, we will begin by giving details on the experimental setup. Afterward, we
will demonstrate numerical results of applying reinforcement learning to the MFC MDP
problem.

We have M homogeneous queues with exponential service rate µ and N load-balancers
(agents) with Markov modulated arrival rate λ. Beginning with λ0 ∼ Unif ({λh, λl}), at
each decision epoch the arrival rate switches between high, λh, and low, λl, levels, using
the transition law

P(λ(t+ 1) = λl | λ(t) = λh) = 0.2, (4.7.43)
P(λ(t+ 1) = λh | λ(t) = λl) = 0.5. (4.7.44)

In general, the experiments could be conducted with more levels of arrival rates and with
different modulation rates estimated from a real system, though in this chapter we will use
two arbitrarily chosen values to show the theoretical applicability of our methodology. The
values for the system parameters in all of our experiments are given in Table 4.1.

In order to assess the performance of our MF policy, we compare it to the following
policies:

• Join-the-shortest-out-of-d-queues (JSQ(d)): The agents, at every decision epoch,
select d out of M queues and jobs are allocated to the shortest one.
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• Random (RND): The agents, at every decision epoch, select d queues randomly out
of M and allocate the jobs to a random queue out of these d queues, which will be
equivalent to a completely random selection out of M queues for sufficiently large
N ≫M .

In this chapter, we have used d = 2, since in [113] it has been shown that while moving
from d = 1 to d = 2 shows an exponential increase in performance of JSQ(d), an additional
increase to d = 3 does not add much in terms of achieved performance.

In order to obtain our MF policy by solving the optimal control problem, we apply proximal
policy optimization PPO, see Section C for details on it, using the RLlib implementation
[137], a well-known and robust policy gradient reinforcement learning algorithm. The
learning algorithm hyperparameters used in our experiments can be found in Table 4.2. A
detailed description of what these parameters do is given in Appendix C.

input :System parameters from Table 4.1, Markovian upper-level policy
π̃ = (π̃(t))t≥0

output :Number of dropped packets, D
Initialize λ(0) ∼ Unif({λh, λl}).
for j = 1, . . . ,M do

Initialize queue states zj(0) ∼ ν(0).
end
for t = 0, 1, . . . , Te do

Compute empirical distribution HM(t) = 1
M

∑M
j=1 δzj(t)

Sample decision rule h(t) ∼ π̃(HM(t), λ(t))
for i = 1, . . . , N do

Sample agent state xi(t) ∼ ⊗dk=1Unif({1, . . . ,M})
Compute anonymous state z̄i(t) = (zxi,1(t)(t), . . . , zxi,d(t)(t))

Sample agent action ui(t) ∼ h(t)(z̄i(t))

end
for j = 1, . . . ,M do

Simulate the CTMC yj with jump rates λj(t), α and yj(0) = zj(t) for ∆t time
units

Count number of dropped packets, D
Set queue state zj(t+ 1) = yj(∆t)

end
Sample λ(t+ 1) ∼ Pλ(λ(t+ 1) | λ(t))

end
return D

figure 4.7: Application of MFC policy in finite system.

For the policy architecture, we use a standard feedforward neural network with two hidden
layers of 256 nodes, outputting the parameters of a |Zd||U|-dimensional diagonal Gaussian
distribution. The input of the policy network consists of the fractions of queues in each
state, ν(t) as well as the current arrival rate λ(t). To allow the |Zd||U| real-valued network
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output values ai,j to parametrize elements in H, we squash the values to [0, 1] using the
tanh function, i.e.

ãi,j =
tanh ai,j

2
+

1

2
(4.7.45)

and then normalize each row to obtain

h(uj | z̄i) ≡
ãi,j∑|U|
j=1 ãi,j

(4.7.46)

for some arbitrary ordering of states and actions {z̄1, . . . , z̄|Zd|} ≡ Zd, {u1, . . . , u|U|} ≡
U .

In Fig. 4.6, we observe the learning curve of the applied reinforcement learning algorithm
for ∆t = 5 and find that the simple parameterization of the lower-level policies is indeed
successful and leads to stable learning. For the demonstrated experiment, we trained in
parallel (offline) on 20 cores of a commodity server CPU for approximately 35 hours, after
which the optimal policy can be applied in practice, to finite systems. Here, MF-JSQ(2) and
MF-RND refer to the corresponding JSQ and RND policies in the mean-field model, i.e. each
applies a fixed h(t) regardless of the current queue state distribution ν(t). In the case of
MF-JSQ given by

h(u | z̄) =
{
0 if u ̸∈ argminu′ z̄u′

1
Nmin

else
(4.7.47)

where Nmin is the number of actions u that minimize the chosen queue’s state z̄u. In the
case of MF-RND, we similarly choose

h(u | z̄) = 1

|U| , ∀(z̄, u) ∈ Zd × U (4.7.48)

As expected, indicated by the horizontal lines, the JSQ(2) and random (RND) assignment
policies in the mean-field case are both suboptimal for the chosen delay time of ∆t = 5,
and our reinforcement learning approach is capable of finding better load balancing
policies after approximately 5 million simulated decision epochs. Though we have tried
Dirichlet-parameterized upper-level policies to directly output simplex-valued actions in
order to eliminate the need for manual normalization, we found that performance was
significantly worse, hence motivating our approach.

performance comparison on finite systems: We will now compare the
performance of the evaluated load balancing algorithms on systems of finite size. For
simulation of the finite-agent and finite-queue system, we simulate the continuous-time
Markov processes exactly by sampling exponential waiting times for all events according
to the Gillespie algorithm [138]. For an easy comparison between different ∆t, we set the
episode lengths Te for evaluation to the integer nearest to 500

∆t
. Pseudo-code for simulating

and applying our MF policy in the finite system is given in Algorithm 4.7 1.

1 https://github.com/AnamTahir7/mfc_large_queueing_systems.git

https://github.com/AnamTahir7/mfc_large_queueing_systems.git
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figure 4.8: Comparison of the estimated expected packet drops (lower is better) of MF policies
over the number of queues M in the finite system for different values of ∆t, together with 95%
confidence intervals depicted as shaded regions and error bars. Here, we use total running times
of approximately 500 time units, and N = M2 to fulfill N ≫ M . The red dotted line indicates
the equivalent achieved return of the learned MF policy in the mean-field control MDP, i.e. the
limiting model as N ≫M →∞. It can be observed that as the system size N = M2 increases,
the performance under the MF policy (green) becomes increasingly close to the mean-field system
performance (red), validating the accuracy of our mean-field formulation.
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figure 4.9: Comparison of the estimated expected packet drops of MF, JSQ(2), RND policies
together with 95% confidence intervals for different configurations of M and N = M2. We keep
the total running time of each setting approximately equal to 500 time units to compare the effect of
∆t. It can be observed that as ∆t rises, the achievable performance by choosing emptier queues
degrades.

In Fig. 4.8, we show that the performance of the final learned MF policies over a wide
range of delays ∆t and system sizes (N,M). It can be seen that the overall achievable
performance of our MF policy increases up to the performance achieved in the MFC MDP
(red dotted line) as the system size (N,M) becomes sufficiently large (N ≫ M ≫ 1).
Hence, our findings empirically validate the fact that our mean-field approximations are
indeed accurate for sufficiently large system sizes.

The returns for the policies at each ∆t, for the case where all experiments are run for
approximately equal overall time instead of an equal number of decision epochs, are
given in Fig. 4.9. Here, we have trained a separate MF policy for each of the ∆t and,
compared to JSQ(2) and RND. It can be seen that – as expected due to fewer updates – the
overall achievable performance in the system worsens as the synchronization delay ∆t
of the system increases. It can be seen that MF achieves better performance than JSQ(2)
starting from ∆t > 2, while it outperforms RND in all cases. This stems from the fact that
reinforcement learning only finds approximately optimal solutions. Nonetheless, at an
intermediate level of synchronization delay beginning with ∆t = 3, our learning-based
methodology appears to be able to find a better policy than the optimal policies for ∆t→ 0
(JSQ(2)) and ∆t → ∞ (RND). Even for small ∆t = 1, our MF policy has comparable
performance to the optimal JSQ(2) policy, as long as N,M are sufficiently large. As ∆t
keeps increasing, MF and RND are therefore expected to perform equally good in sufficiently
large systems as long as we indeed have N ≫M .
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figure 4.10: Comparison of the estimated expected packet drops of MF, JSQ(2), RND policies
together with 95% confidence intervals for the same setting as in Fig. 4.9, equal total running time,
for the case when M = 1000, N = M

2 and N = M . As ∆t increases, the performance of our MF
policy performs better than the other policies, even when N ̸≫M .

Finally, we perform experiments for N ̸≫ M , i.e. we violate the formal approximation
assumption used to obtain our mean-field system. Even though the assumptions made in our
approximation are violated, our policy nonetheless obtains good comparative performance.
As shown in Fig. 4.10, we find that the qualitative performance differences remain the
same for around 1000 agents and queues. It can also be observed that the random policy no
longer obtains approximately equal performance over ∆t, which is caused by the fact that
the queues are increasingly sampled unequally often by an agent, and resampling resolves
the resulting increased focus on a subset of queues.

4.8 summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a mean-field-control-style formulation, with enlarged
state-action space, for large-scale distributed queuing systems with synchronization delays.
We have achieved this by formulating the finite-Nagent finite-Mqueue system and then
considering N →∞, M →∞.

Firstly, we provide theoretical performance guarantees which show that the performance in
the N,M system becomes arbitrarily close to the performance in the MFC system as long
as N,M are large enough. Then, assuming a synchronous system with exact discretization
of the underlying processes, we end up with an exactly discretized discrete-time Markov
decision process on which we have applied reinforcement learning algorithm, PPO. As
a result, we find that our learned solution can outperform the delay-free-optimal JSQ(d)
policy as well as the infinite-delay-optimal random policy in the regime of intermediate
delays ∆t, even if N ≫̸M as long as the system size N,M is sufficiently large.
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This chapter extends the work of Chapter 4 to consider localized queuing systems. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, scalable load balancing algorithms are of great interest
in cloud networks and data centers, necessitating the use of tractable techniques to compute
optimal load balancing policies for good performance. However, most existing scalable
techniques, especially asymptotically scaling methods based on mean-field theory, have
not been able to model large queuing networks with strong locality. Meanwhile, general
multi-agent reinforcement learning techniques can be hard to scale and usually lack a
theoretical foundation. In this chapter, we address this challenge by leveraging recent
advances in sparse mean-field theory to learn a near-optimal load balancing policy in
sparsely connected queuing networks in a tractable manner, which may be preferable
to global approaches in terms of communication overhead. This work is based on the
currently under peer review publication [3]. Importantly, we obtain a general load balancing
framework for a large class of sparse bounded-degree topologies. By formulating a novel
mean-field control problem in the context of graphs with bounded degree, we reduce
the otherwise difficult multi-agent problem to a single-agent problem. Theoretically, the
approach is justified by approximation guarantees. Empirically, the proposed methodology
performs well on several realistic and scalable network topologies. Moreover, we compare
it with a number of well-known load balancing heuristics and with existing scalable
multi-agent reinforcement learning methods. Overall, we obtain a tractable approach for
load balancing in highly localized networks.

67
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Related work

The aforementioned decentralized queuing systems with underlying graph structure can be
modeled as various variants of multi-agent (partially-observable) MDP [48, 96]. The goal is
typically to learn an optimal load balancing policy, which has been done by using numerous
available MARL approaches, mainly building upon MMDP [139–141] and decentralized
partially observable MDPs (Dec-POMDP) [35, 36]. However, these methods are usually either
not highly scalable or are difficult to analyze [118]. This has resulted in recent popularity
of mean-field theory for modeling multi-agent systems, via a single representative agent
interacting with the mean-field (distribution) of all agents [12, 142]. Within mean-field
theory, one differentiates between mean-field games (MFG) for agents in a competitive
setting [50] and mean-field control (MFC) for cooperation [59]. This chapter focuses on the
latter for reducing the overall jobs dropped in the system.

Note that mean-field limits have also been used to study load balancing algorithms, such as
JSQ and the power-of-d variants (where the load-balancer only obtains the state information
of d≪M out of the total available queues) [113], in terms of sojourn time and average
queue lengths [20, 115, 116]. The asymptotic analysis of load balancing policies for
systems with different underlying random dense graphs has already been studied to show
that as long as the degree d(M) scales with the number of servers, the topology does not
affect the performance of the [143], while here we consider the sparse case. Graphons
are also used to describe the limit of dense graph sequences [144] and have been studied
with respect to both MFG and MFC [145–147]. However, for sparse graphs, the limiting
graphon is not meaningful, making it unsuitable for networks whose degree does not scale
with system size, see also [144, 148, 149]. MFGs for relatively sparse networks have been
studied using Lp-graphs [150], but they too cannot be extended to bounded degrees. We
believe that bounded-degree graph modeling is necessary to truly represent and analyze
large fixed-degree distributed systems to avoid the need for increasingly global interactions
and thus difficulties in scaling.

In models where the graph degree is fixed and small, for different topologies such as the
ring and torus, the power-of-two policy was studied using pair approximation to analyze its
steady state and to show that choosing between the shorter of two local neighboring queues
improves the performance drastically over purely random job allocations [151]. In contrast,
in this chapter, we will also look at a similar model, where the degree d does not scale with
the number of agents, and find that one can improve beyond existing power-of-d policies.
In order to find scalable load balancing policies, we apply relatively new results from
sparse mean-field approximations, see [142] and references therein. Recently, mean-field
analysis of the load balancing policies was done using the coupling approach but mainly
for spatial graphs and only for power-of-d algorithms, see [152]. They consider tasks and
servers which may be non-exchangeable on random bipartite geometric graphs and random
regular bipartite graphs. To the best of our knowledge, MFC on sparse (bounded degree)
graphs has neither been analyzed theoretically in its general form, nor has it been applied
to queuing systems.

Additionally, algorithms such as JSQ, SED and their power-of-d variant are based on the
unrealistic assumption of instantaneous knowledge of the queue states, which is not true
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in practice, especially in large systems. We remove this assumption by introducing a
synchronization (communication) delay ∆t into our system model. Though in non-local
systems it has already been proven that for ∆t = 0, JSQ is the optimal load balancing
policy, it is also known that as the delay increases, JSQ fails due to the phenomenon of
"herd behavior" [113], i.e. allocating all packets simultaneously to momentarily empty
queues. It has also been shown that as ∆t → ∞, RND allocation is the optimal policy
[113]. While for the in-between range of synchronization delays in non-sparse queuing
systems, a scalable policy has been learned before using mean-field approximations [2], it
only considered fully connected graphs with sampling d neighbors, and not the sometimes
more realistic scenario of local, sparsely connected queuing networks. For other works in
this direction, we refer to [117, 118, 143] and references therein.

5.1 queuing system model

We consider a system with a set of N = {1, . . . , N} load-balancers/agents and M =
{1, . . . ,M} servers, where each server has its own queue with finite buffer capacity, B, see
also Fig. 5.1 for an overview. The queues work in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner, and
servers take the jobs one at a time from their queue, processing them at an exponential rate
µ. Once a job has been processed, it leaves the system forever. Somewhat to the successful
power-of-d policies [113], we assume that each load-balancer accesses only a limited
number (e.g. d out of the M ) of available queues and can only allocate its arriving jobs to
these d accessible queues, with d≪M and fixed. We assume M = N and associate each
server (queue) with one agent, though it is possible to extend the model to varying or even
random numbers of queues per agent.

Jobs arrive to the system according to a Markov modulated Poisson process, with total rate
λ(t)M , and then are divided uniformly amongst all agents, which is also equivalent to
independent Poisson processes at each agent given the shared arrival rate λ(t) by Poisson
thinning [133]. The agent takes the allocation action based on a learned or predetermined,
memory-less policy ζ , which considers the current queue state information of its d accessible
queues. This information is periodically sent by servers to neighboring agents, such that
agents only obtain information on d queues, reducing the amount of messages to be sent. If
the job allocation is done to an already full queue, it is dropped and results in a penalty.
Similarly, jobs depart from a queue at a rate µ. The goal of the agent is to minimize the
overall number of jobs dropped.

5.1.1 Locality and Scalability

Note that in contrast to many other analyzed settings, in this chapter the d out of M
available queues are not sampled randomly for each package, but instead fixed for each
agent according to some predefined topology (see also Section 5.5.1). In other words,
we assume a strong concept of locality where agents have access only to a very limited
subset of queues, implying also a strong sense of partial observability in the system. The
value for d therefore depends on the type of graph topology being considered. Note
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figure 5.1: System model for N = M = 4. Jobs arriving in a certain synchronization time
∆t are allocated to all agents using Poisson thinning. Each agent can allocate its incoming jobs
to its own queue or the other queue it has access to, indicated by the connecting edges between
agents (1, 3) and agents (2, 4). These connections will be defined by the chosen graph topology,
see Section 5.5.1.

that an agent always has access to its own queue, as we associate each of the M queues
with an agent. Accordingly, our queuing model contains an associated static underlying
undirected graph G = (N , E), where E ⊆ N × N is the set of edges between vertices
(agents) N := {1, . . . , N} based on the d queue accessible by the agent. An agent i
will have an edge (i, j) ∈ E to another agent j whenever they have access to the queues
associated to that agent, and vice versa. Therefore, an agent can have a maximum of
d edges (neighbors) to other agents. We will denote the set of neighbors of agent i as
Ni := {j ∈ N | (i, j) ∈ E}.
The motivation to use a graph structure with bounded degree arises from the fact that the
corresponding model allows us to find more tractable local solutions for large systems. We
need large systems that are regular in some sense, otherwise the system is too heterogeneous
to find a tractable and sufficiently regular solution. Therefore, we look at systems where
the regularity can be expressed graphically. The regularity condition already includes basic
regular graphs such as grids and torus, but also allows many other random graphs such
as the configuration model, see also Section 5.5.1. Here, we then apply RL and MFC to
find otherwise hard-to-compute near-optimal queuing strategies in this highly local setting.
The simplicity of the queuing strategy – instantaneously assigning a packet to one of the
neighboring queues based on periodic and local information – not only allows for fast
execution and high scalability, since information does not need to be exchanged for each
incoming packet, but also allows for easy addition of more nodes to scale the system to
arbitrary sizes.

In the following, we will obtain tractable solutions by first formulating the finite queuing
system, then formulating its’ limiting mean-field equivalent as the system grows, and lastly
applying (partially-observed) RL and MFC, see Fig. 5.2 for a generic example.
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figure 5.2: An example queuing system on a generic sparse, regular graph topology (2D torus).
The circular nodes are the servers, and each server has its own finite buffer queue. From left to
right, the size of the underlying graph is increasing in a regular manner.

5.1.2 Finite Queuing System

To begin, consider the following system. Each agent i is associated with a local state,
xi ∈ X := {0, 1, . . . , B} and local action ui ∈ Ui. The state xi will be the current queue
filling of the d queues fromM accessible to the agent i, and the set of actions Ui will be
the set of these d accessible queues. Hence, we have a finite set of action and state space.
The global state of the system is given by x = (x1, . . . , xN) ∈ XN . Similarly, the global
action is defined as u = (u1, . . . , uN) ∈ UN := U1 × · · · × UN .

5.1.2.1 Synchronous system

We want the agents to work in a synchronized manner, e.g. to model communication
delays, and also for the servers to send their queue state information to the respective
agents once every fixed time interval. To achieve this, we model our system at discrete
decision epochs {0,∆t, 2∆t, 3∆t, . . .}, where ∆t > 0 is the synchronization delay, the
time passing between each decision epoch. The interval ∆t may be understood as a type
of synchronization or update delay, assuming that it takes ∆t amount of time to obtain
updated local information from the servers and update the queuing strategy (e.g. routing
table). Note that we may easily adjust ∆t to approximate continuous time. Using this delay,
we can later model our system as a MFC-based RL problem and learn the optimal policy
using state-of-the-art RL-based algorithms [26].

5.1.2.2 Localized policies

For the moment, let each agent be associated with a localized policy ζθii parameterized
by θi which defines a distribution of the local action ui conditioned on the states of its
neighborhood xNi

(t). The size of the neighborhood depends on d and the type of graph
used. Given the global state x(t), each agent takes an action ui(t) which is independently
drawn from ζθii (· | xNi

(t)). In other words, agents do not coordinate with each other, and
decide independently where to send arriving packets. The parameters θ = (θ1, . . . , θN)
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parameterize the tuple of localized policies ζθii , with the joint policy as its product
ζθ(u | x) =∏N

i=1 ζ
θi
i (ui | xNi

), as agents act independently.

Note: We do not include the actions of other agents, because all agents may take an
action at the same time, so we will not have this information and each agent will act
independently.

5.1.2.3 Symmetrization

For simplicity of learning, we further assume that any agent may choose to either send
to their own queue, or offload uniformly randomly to any of their neighbors, i.e. we
consider the actions Ui = U = {0, 1} for all agents i, of either sending to its own queue
(0), or randomly sending to a neighbor (1), see Fig. 5.3 for an example visualization. This
assumption symmetrizes the model and allows tractable, regular solutions with theoretical
guarantees.

Indeed, to some extent such symmetrization is necessary to obtain a mean-field limit,
as otherwise behavior depends on the ordering of neighbors. Consider a simple one-
dimensional line graph where nodes are connected in a straight path. If we use a model that
is not symmetric, e.g. if all agents send all their packets to the first of their two neighbors
under some ordering of their neighbors, then we obtain different behavior depending on this
ordering, i.e. which neighbor is considered the first and which is the second. Cutting the
graph into sets of three, we could define the center node of each set to be the first neighbor
for the other nodes, leading to a packet arrival rate of 2λ(t) at the center node. On the other
hand, if we define first neighbors such that there are no overlapping first neighbors between
any agents, then any node will have a packet arrival rate of at most λ(t). This shows that a
certain symmetrization is natural to obtain a scaling limit.

At most, we could consider a solution that anonymizes but still differentiates between
neighbors whenever one is fuller than the other, which may be important especially if
e.g. queue serving rates are heterogeneous, and can be analogously handled theoretically.
However, in our experiments we found that such an assumption complicates training of a
RL policy due to the significant addition of action space complexity. Therefore, trading
off between policy expressiveness and RL training stability, we use the aforementioned
symmetrization.

5.1.2.4 Dynamical system model

The state of the agent is the state of its associated queue, and is affected by the actions
of itself and neighboring agents. Therefore, at every epoch, t ∈ N, given the current
global state x(t) and action u(t), the next local state xi(t + 1) of the agent i can be
calculated independently only using the neighbors’ states xNi

(t) ≡ (xj(t))j∈Ni
and actions

uNi
(t) ≡ (uj(t))j∈Ni

, i.e.

P(x(t+ 1) | x(t),u(t)) =
N∏

i=1

P(xi(t+ 1) | xNi
(t), uNi

(t)) (5.1.1)
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figure 5.3: Visualization of how agents implement their policy. For instance, agent i = 2 has
neighbors j ∈ {1, 3}. If its action is u2 = 0, it will allocate all its arriving jobs to its own queue
j = 2 (green arrow). In contrast, if u2 = 1 then, the arriving jobs are allocated randomly to one of
its neighbor j (red arrows).

where each P(xi(t+ 1) | xNi
(t), uNi

(t)) can be computed by the Kolmogorov equation for
continuous-time Markov chains, given that the rate of an arrival at a queue is given by the
sum of arrival rates assigned by the agents, λi(t) = λ(t)(1 − ui +

∑
j∈Ni

uj
|Nj |), and the

package departure rate is fixed to the serving rate µ > 0.

Each agent is associated with a local stage reward ri(xi, ui) and according global stage
reward r(x,u) = 1

N

∑N
i=1 ri(xi, ui). The reward is given in terms of a penalty for job

drops due to each action ui. The objective is then to find the localized policy tuple θ such
that the global reward is maximized, starting from initial state distribution xi(0) ∼ α(0).

5.2 sparse graph mean-field queuing system

In this section, we will consider the limits of large graphs and the behavior in such systems,
by using mean-field theory from [142]. In order to obtain a limiting mean-field system,
we assume a shared policy ζi = ζ for all agents i. This assumption is natural, as it often
gives state-of-the-art performance in various RL benchmarks [153–155] and also allows
immediate application to arbitrary sizes of the finite system, as all schedulers can use the
same policy. Furthermore, it will allow scaling up the system at any time by simply adding
more schedulers and queues, without retraining a policy.

In contrast to typical mean-field games [50] and mean-field control [59], we cannot reduce
the entire system exactly to a single representative agent and its probability law. This is
because in a sparse setting, the neighborhood state distribution of any agent remains an
empirical distribution of finitely many neighbors and hence cannot follow a law of large
numbers into a deterministic mean-field distribution. Therefore, the neighborhood and
its state distribution remain stochastic, and it is necessary to model the probability law of
entire neighborhoods. The modeling of such graphical neighborhoods is formalized in the
following.
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5.2.1 Topological structure

To make sense of the limiting topology of our system formally, we introduce technical
details, letting finite systems be given by sequences of (potentially random) finite graphs
and initial states (Gn,xn) converging in probability in the local weak sense to some limiting
random graph (G,x). Here, we assume that graphs are of bounded degree, i.e. there exists
a finite degree d such that all nodes have at most d neighbors. In other words, we define a
sequence of systems of increasing size according to a certain topology, which formalizes
the scalable architectural choice of a network structure, such as a ring topology or torus.

To define what one understands as convergence in the local weak sense, define first the
space of marked rooted graphs G∗, the elements of which essentially constitute a snapshot
of the entire system at any point in time. Such a marked rooted graph consists of a tuple
(G,∅,x) ∈ G∗, where G = (N , E) is a graph, ∅ ∈ N is a particular node of G (the
so-called root node), and xn ∈ XN defines states ("marks") for each node in G, i.e. the
current queue filling of queues associated to any agent (node). Denote by Bk(G,∅, z) the
marked rooted subgraph of vertices in the k-hop neighborhood of the root node ∅. The
space G∗ is metrized such that sequences (Gn,∅n,xn)→ (G,∅,x) ∈ G∗ whenever for any
k ∈ N, there exists n′ such that for all n > n′ there exists a mark-preserving isomorphism
ϕ : Bk(Gn,∅n,xn) → Bk(G,∅,x), i.e. with xni = xϕ(i) for all nodes i ∈ Gn (local
convergence).

We will abbreviate elements (Gn,∅n,xn), (G,∅,x) ∈ G∗ as (Gn,xn), (G,x), and their
node sets as Gn, G whenever it is clear from the context. Then, finally, convergence in
the local weak sense is formally defined by limn→∞

1
|Gn|

∑
i∈Gn

f(Ci(Gn)) = E [f(G)]

in probability for every continuous and bounded f : G∗ → R, where Ci(Gn) denotes the
connected component of i in Gn. In other words, wherever we randomly look in the
graph, there will be little difference between the distribution of the random local system
state (including its topology), and of the limiting G. This holds true e.g. initially if we
initialize all queues as empty or i.i.d., and consider various somewhat regular topologies,
see Section 5.5.1. More details also in [142].

5.2.2 Localized system model

As discussed in the prequel, consider sequences of possibly random rooted marked graphs
(i.e. finite graphs and initial states) (Gn,xn)→ (G,x) with |Gn| agents i = {1, . . . , |Gn|},
converging in the local weak sense to the potentially infinite-sized system (G,x). For a
moment, consider a decentralized, stochastic control policy ζ : Z ×T → [0, 1] such that an
agent i ∈ G chooses to offload to a random neighbor (action 1) with probability ζ(t, xi(t)),
depending on its own queue state xi(t) only. We can then consider the probability law
L(G,x) of the limiting system (G,x) as the state of a single-agent MDP, similar to the
MFC MDP formalism in standard MFC [71]. At least formally, we do so by identifying the
choice of ζ(t) at any time t ∈ N as an action, and letting the state of the MFC MDP be given
by the law of the time-variant system (G(t),x(t)) resulting from the application of ζ(t)
when starting at some initial law.
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Deferring for a moment (until Section 5.4) (i) the question of how to simulate, represent
or compute the probability law of a possibly infinite-sized rooted marked graph, and
(ii) the detailed partial information structure (i.e. observation inputs) of the following
policy, we consider a hierarchical upper-level MFC policy π that, for any current MFC MDP
state, assigns to all agents at once such a policy ζ(t) = π(L(G(t),x(t))) at time t. To
reiterate, the decentralized control policy ζ(t) at any time t now becomes the action of the
MFC MDP, where the dynamics are formally given by the usually infinite-dimensional states
L(G(t),x(t)), i.e. the probabilities of the limiting rooted marked graph (G(t),x(t)) being
in a particular state after applying a sequence of policies (ζ(0), . . . , ζ(t− 1)). The cost
function JG,x(π) for any such upper-level policy π is then given by the number of expected
packet drops per agent D(t) in the limiting system,

JG,x(π) = −E
[

∞∑

t=0

γtD(t)

]
.

Using analogous definitions for the finite system based on the topologies and initial states
(Gn, zn), we can apply the upper-level MFC policy π to each agent and use the resulting
number of average packet drops DN(t) at time t. Using our newly introduced graphical
formulation, we thus write the cost function J(θ) in the finite system (Gn, zn) as

JGn,zn(θ) = −E
[

∞∑

t=0

γtDN(t)

]
.

5.3 theoretical guarantees

One can now show that the performance of the finite system is approximately guaranteed
by the performance in the limiting mean-field system. Informally, this means that for any
two policies, if the performance of one policy is better in the mean-field system, it will also
be better in large finite systems.

Theorem 2. Consider a sequence of finite graphs and initial states (Gn,xn) converging in
probability in the local weak sense to some limiting (G,x). For any policy π, as n→∞,
we have convergence of the expected packet drop objective

JGn,xn(π)→ JG,x(π).

Proof of Theorem 2. We apply the framework of [142], which does not include actions or
rewards, by including actions and rewards via separate time steps. Specifically, each time step
is split in three, and we define the agent state spaceX := Z∪(Z×U)∪(Z×U× [0, Dmax])
for each of the agents, indicating at any third decision epoch t = 0, 3, 6, . . . the state of its
queue. After each such epoch, the agent states will contain the state of its queue together
with its choice of action at times t = 1, 4, . . ., and lastly also the number of packet drops at
times t = 2, 5, . . .. Here, Dmax is the maximum expected number of packet drops and is
given by the (d+ 1) times the maximum per-scheduler arrival rate λmax = λh.
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We formally rewrite the system defined earlier, using the symbol x for the state of the
rewritten system instead of z. As a result, each agent i is endowed with a random local
X -valued state variable XG,x

i (t) at each time t. For the dynamics, we let S⊔(X ) denote
the space of unordered terminating sequences (up to some maximum degree) with the
discrete topology as in [142], and define in the following a system dynamics function
F : X × S⊔(X )× Ξ→ X returning a new state for any current local state XG,x

i (t), any
current S⊔(X )-valued neighborhood queue fillings XG,x

Ni
(t) and i.i.d. sampled Ξ-valued

noise ξi(t+ 1). More precisely, we use

XG,x
i (t+ 1) := F [XG,x

i (t), XG,x
Ni

(t), ξi(t+ 1)]

=





(XG,x
i (t), ξi,XG,x

i (t)(t+ 1)), if XG,x
i (t) ∈ Z,

(XG,x
i,1 (t), XG,x

i,2 (t), ξi,XG,x
i,1 (t),XG,x

i,2 (t),XG,x
Ni

(t)(t+ 1)) if XG,x
i (t) ∈ Z × U ,

ξi,XG,x
i (t),XG,x

Ni
(t)(t+ 1), if XG,x

i (t) ∈ Z × U × [0, Dmax],

where we define Ξ and the random noise variable ξ as a contingency over all transitions,
through a finite tuple of random variables ξi consisting of components for (i) randomly
sampling the next action (ξi,z)z∈Z according to π, (ii) computing the expected lost packets
(ξi,x1,x2,β)(x1,x2)∈Z×U ,β∈S⊔(X ), and (iii) sampling the next queue state (ξi,x,β)x∈Z,β∈S⊔(X ).

For the first step, fixing any π, we let

ξi,z ∼ Bern (π⌊t/3⌋(z)),

for all z ∈ Z , to sample action from π. Deferring for a moment the second step, for the
new state in the third step, we use the Kolmogorov forward equation for the queue state
during the epoch for any initial (x, β):

P (x, β) = Exp Q(x, β) · ex1 ∈ ∆Z

with unit vector ex1 , which results from Poisson thinning, as the equivalent arrival
rate at a queue of an agent currently in state x with neighborhood β will be given by
λ
(
1− x2 +

β(1Z×{1}×S⊔(X ))

d

)
. Thus, we have the transition rate matrix Q(x, β) with

Qi,i−1 = λ
(
1− x2 +

β(1Z×{1}×S⊔(X ))

d

)
, Qi−1,i = µ for i = 1, . . . , B, and where Qi,i =

−∑j Q(λ, z)j,i for i = 0, . . . , B, and zero otherwise. Therefore, the next queue filling is
sampled as

ξi,x,β ∼ Cat (P (x, β)).

Lastly, for the second step we consider the non-random conditional expectation of packet
losses during any epoch:

ξi,x1,x2,β = [Exp Q̄(x, β) · ex1 ]B+1

under the executed actions (allocations), analogously to the new state, by adding another row
to the transition matrix Q(x, β), giving Q̄(x, β) where Q̄B+1,B = λ

(
1− x2 + β(1Z×{1})

d

)
,

i.e. counting all the expected packet arrivals whenever the queue is already full (B).
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We use the same definitions for finite systems (Gn, zn). We can verify [142, Assumption
A], since F is continuous e.g. by discreteness of the relevant spaces, and all ξi are sampled
independently and identically over agents and times. By [142, Theorem 3.6], the empirical
distribution βGn,zn := 1

|Gn|
∑

i∈Gn
δXGn,zn

i (t) converges in probability in P(X∞) to its
mean-field limit L(XG,x

∅ ), and in particular

βGn,zn(t)→ L(XG,x
∅ (t)) in distribution in P(X ) (5.3.2)

at any time t, where P(·) denotes the space of probability measures equipped with the
topology of weak convergence. Hence, the above describes the original objective by

JGn,zn(π) = E

[
∞∑

t=0

γtDN(t)

]

=
∞∑

t=0

3
√
γ(t−2)E

[
r∞(βGn,zn(t))

]

→
∞∑

t=0

3
√
γ(t−2)E

[
r∞(L(XG,x

∅ (t)))
]
= JG,z(π)

since we split any time step into three by the prequel, the continuous mapping the-
orem, and dominated convergence, where we use the continuous function r∞(β) =∫
x31x∈Z×U×[0,Dmax]β(dx), where β = P(X ), to sum up the expected packet drops in the

system, since the integrand is continuous and bounded (under the sum topology for the
union in X , and the product topology for products in X ).

As a result, we have obtained a limiting mean-field system for large systems, which may be
more tractable for finding improved load balancing schemes. In particular, if we have a
number of policies between which to choose, then the policy performing best in the MFC
system will also perform best in sufficiently large systems. Here, the set of MFC policies
can include well-known algorithms such as JSQ, which is known to be optimal in many
special cases.

Corollary 1. Consider a finite set {π1, . . . , πK} of MFC policies with MFC objective
values JG,x(π1), . . . , JG,x(πK). Let πi be the policy with maximal MFC objective value
JG,x(πi) ≥ maxj J

G,x(πj). Then, there exists n′ such that for all n > n′, we also have
optimality in the finite system

JGn,xn(πi) ≥ max
j
JGn,xn(πj).

Proof of Corollary 1. Define the optimality gap:

∆J := JG,z(πi)−max
j ̸=i

JG,z(πj).

Then, by Theorem 2, there exists n such that:

max
i

∣∣JGn,zn(πi)− JG,z(πi)
∣∣ ≤ ∆J

2
.
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Therefore,

JGn,zn(πi)−max
j
JGn,zn(πj)

= min(JGn,zn(πi)− JGn,zn(πj))

= min(JGn,zn(πi)− JG,z(πi) + JG,z(πi)− JG,z(πj) + JG,z(πj)− JGn,zn(πj))

≥ min
j ̸=i

(JGn,zn(πi)− JG,z(πi)) + min
j ̸=i

(JG,z(πi)− JG,z(πj)) + min
j ̸=i

(JG,z(πj)− JGn,zn(πj))

≥ −∆J

2
+ ∆J − ∆J

2
= 0

which is the desired conclusion.

These proofs use the theoretical framework of [142] for general dynamical systems.

In our experiments, we will also allow for randomized assignments per packet to further
improve performance empirically, such that all packets arriving at a particular scheduler
during the entirety of any epoch are independently randomly either allocated to the local
queue or a random neighbor, i.e. formally we replace offloading choices U = {0, 1} by
probabilities for offloading each packet independently, U = [0, 1].

The MFC MDP formulation and theoretical guarantees give us the opportunity to use MFC
together with single-agent control, such as RL in order to find good scalable solutions while
circumventing hard exact analysis and improving over powerful techniques such as JSQ in
large queuing systems. All that remains is to solve the limiting MDP.

5.4 learning optimal load balancing policy for the limiting system

Building upon the preceding MFC formulation, all that remains to find optimal load
balancing in large sparse graphs, is to solve the MFC problem. Due to its complexity,
the limiting MFC problem will be solved by considering it as a variant of an MDP, i.e. a
standard formulation for single-agent centralized RL, which will also allow a model-free
design methodology. More precisely, we will consider partially-observed MDP (POMDP)
variant of the problem, since at any time t, we cannot evaluate the potentially infinite
system L(G(t),x(t)) exactly to obtain action ζ(t) = π(L(G(t),x(t))). Instead, we will
use the empirical distribution βGn,xn(t) as an observation that is only correlated with the
state of the entire system, but of significantly lower dimensionality (|X |-dimensional vector,
instead of X |G| plus additional topological information). This also means that we need not
consider the limiting system of potentially infinite size, or include the information of root
nodes when considering network topologies in the following, which is intuitive as there is
no notion of global root in local queuing systems.

Here, the centralized RL controller could have estimated or exact global information on the
statistics of the queue states of all nodes, or alternatively we can understand the approach
as an optimal open-loop solution for any given known starting state, since the limiting MFC
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dynamics on βGn,xn(t) are deterministic, and therefore the centralized RL controller can be
used to compute an optimal deterministic sequence of control, which can then be applied
locally.

input :Hyperparameters and system parameters from Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
output :Policy πθ

Initialize finite system, i.e. rates λ(0) ∼ Unif({λh, λl}) and queue states
xn = 0 ∈ ZGn on topology Gn.

Initialize PPO policy πθ, critic V ψ.
for PPO iteration n = 0, 1, . . . do

Initialize batch buffer B = ∅
while |B| < Bb do

for t = 0, 1, . . . , Te do
Observe empirical state distribution βGn,xn(t).
Sample decision rule ζ(t) ∼ πθ(βGn,xn(t)).
for i = 1, . . . , N do

Observe agent state xi(t).
Sample action ui(t) ∼ ζ(t, xi(t)) (allocation rule).

end
Execute allocation rules (ui(t))i for ∆t time units.
Resample arrival rates λ(t+ 1) ∼ P(λ(t+ 1) | λ(t)).
Count number of dropped packets per agent D(t).
Observe new distribution βGn,xn(t).
Save (state-action-reward-state) transition
B = B ∪ {(βGn,xn(t), ζ(t),−D(t), βGn,xn(t+ 1))}

end
end
Compute GAE advantages Â on B.
for epoch i = 1, . . . , Tb do

Sample mini-batch b with |b| = Bm from B.
Update policy parameter θ using PPO loss gradient∇θLθ on b.
Update critic parameter ψ using L2 loss gradient ∇ψLψ on b.

end
end
return πθ

figure 5.4: Learning MFC policies in finite systems.

In our experiments we also allow to simply insert the empirical distribution of the locally
observed neighbor queue states at each node (a simple estimate of the true empirical
distribution), i.e. by changing lines 8-13 in Algorithm 5.4 to instead sample decision rules
for each agent according to the local empirical state distribution, which is verified to be
successful. Thus, our approach leans into the centralized training decentralized execution
(CTDE) scheme [48] and learns a centralized policy, which can then be executed in a
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decentralized manner among all schedulers. As desired, our approach is applicable to
localized queuing systems.

5.4.1 Training on a finite queuing system

Note that the considered observation βGn,xn(t) and any other variables such as the number
of dropped packets at the root node can indeed be computed without evaluating an infinite
system until any finite time t, since at any time t, at most any node less than t steps
away from the root node may have had an effect on the root node state. Therefore, the
computation of root node marginals can be performed exactly until any finite time t, even
if the limiting system consists of an infinitely large graph G. However, the cost of such an
approach would still be exponential in the number of time steps, as a k-hop neighborhood
would typically include exponentially many nodes, except for very simple graphs with
degree 2.

We therefore consider alternatives: For one, we could apply a sequential Monte Carlo
approach to the problem by simulating M instances of a system from times 0 to some
terminal time T that consists of all nodes less than T away from the root node. However,
this means that we would have to simulate many finite systems in parallel. Instead, using the
fact that the empirical distribution of agent states βGn,xn(t) in the finite system converges
to L(XG,x

∅ (t)) as seen in Theorem 2, it should be sufficient to evaluate L(XG,x
∅ (t)) via the

empirical distribution of a sufficiently large system.

Thus, we simulate only a single instance of a large system with many nodes by using it for
the limiting MFC, which is equivalent to learning directly on a large finite system. In other
words, our approach learns load balancing strategies on a finite system by using the MFC
formalism for tractability of state and action representations, with theoretical guarantees.

5.4.2 Implementation

In order to solve the POMDP, we apply the established proximal policy optimization (PPO)
RL method [153, 156] with and without recurrent policies, as commonly and successfully
used in POMDP problems [157]. PPO is a policy gradient method with a clipping term
in the loss function, such that the policy does not take gradient steps that are too large
while learning [153, 156]. For our experiments, we have worked with the stable and
easy-to-use RLlib 1.10 implementation [137] of PPO. The overall training code is given in
Algorithm 5.4, which also shows how to analogously apply a trained MFC policy to a finite
system. We use diagonal Gaussian neural network policies with tanh-activations and two
256-node hidden layers, parameterizing MFC MDP actions ζ(t) by values in [0, 1] for each
entry ζ(t, u | x), normalized by dividing by the sums

∑
u ζ(t, u | x).
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figure 5.5: Small scale illustration of all the topologies used in this chapter. (a) shows a 1-D
cyclic graph for N = M = 5. (b) shows one surface of the cube-connected cycle graph of order
oc = 3 and N = M = 24, adapted from Fig. 2 of [158]. (c) is the 2-D torus grid graph of ot = 3
rows and columns, having N = M = 9. (d) shows a configuration model of sequence D = {2, 3}
for N = M = 9. And (e) is the Bethe lattice with depth ob = 2, degree d = 3 and N = M = 10.

5.5 evaluation

In this section, we first give an explanation of the different types of graph topologies we
have used to verify our aforementioned theoretical analysis. We also give a description
of the different load balancing algorithms we have chosen to compare against, as well as
discuss hyperparameters used for training and evaluation.

5.5.1 Topologies

A brief description of the practical topologies of interest, most of which fulfill the
convergence in the local weak sense defined earlier, is given here. For each of the following
mentioned topologies, the agents are numbered from 1 to N .

First, we consider the simple 1-D cyclic (CYC-1D) graph, which has extensively been
used in the study of queuing networks and is highly local [159, 160]. Each agent i has
access to d = 2 other queues/servers, {i− 1, i+1}, while the edge nodes, 1 and N , form a
connection, as highlighted in Fig. 5.5.
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Next, we define the cube-connected cycle (CCC) graph. This undirected cubic graph has
been considered as a network topology for parallel computing architectures [158, 161]. It
is characterized by the cycle order, oc which is the degree d of each node and defines the
total number of nodes N = oc2

oc in the graph, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

We also apply the torus (TORUS) grid graph that has been repeatedly used to represent
distributed systems for parallel computing [162, 163], as a higher-dimensional extension
of the CYC-1D graph. We here consider a 2-D torus, which is a rectangular lattice
having ot rows and columns. Every node connects to its d = 4 nearest neighbors, and the
corresponding edge nodes are also connected. The total nodes in a 2-D torus are N = o2t ,
see Fig. 5.5.

Another highly general topology is the configuration model (CM). This sophisticated
generalized random graph is one of the most important theoretical models in the study of
large networks [164, 165]. In contrast to the prior highly local topologies, the CM can
capture realistic degree distributions under little clustering. Here every agent is assigned a
certain degree, making the graph heterogeneous as compared to every agent having the
same degree as in previously mentioned graphs. The degree sequence we have used is in
the set D = {2, 3} with equal likelihood, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

And lastly, for an ablation study on graphical convergence assumptions, we use the Bethe
(BETHE) lattice. This cycle-free regular tree graph is used for analysis of many statistical
physics, mathematics related models and potential games [166, 167]. It is characterized
by a pre-defined lattice depth ob, with all nodes in the lattice having the same fixed
number of neighbors, d. The number of nodes at a depth o away from the root node
are given by: d(d − 1)(ob−1) and the total nodes in the Bethe lattice are calculated as:
N = 1 +

∑ob
o=1 d(d− 1)(o−1). We use d = 3 for our experiments, as in Fig. 5.5. Note that

it has already been formally shown in [142, Sections 3.6 and 7.3] that for a sequence of
increasing regular trees, the empirical measure does not converge to the same limit law
as the root particle, even in the weak sense. This is because even as N → ∞, a large
proportion of the nodes are leaves, which greatly influences the behavior of the empirical
measure, as particles at different heights behave differently, and the root particle is the
only particle at height zero. We have also verified this mismatch using our experiments in
Section 5.5.4, though we nevertheless obtain improved performance in certain regimes.

5.5.2 Load Balancing Algorithms

We now explain first the mean-field solver that we have designed, based on our mathematical
modeling from Section 5.1, namely the MF-Random solver. Then we mention all the
existing state-of-the-art finite-agent solvers which we have used for performance comparison.
The different kinds of load balancing policies that we have verified on the above-mentioned
topologies are given in the following:

• MF-Random (MF-R): The agent is only aware of the state of its own queue. The
upper-level learned policy is a vector that gives the probability of sending jobs to
their own queue or to a random other accessible queue.
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table 5.1: System parameters used in the experiments.
Symbol Name Value

∆t Synchronization delay [ms] 1− 10
µ Service rate [1/ms] 1

(λh, λl) Arrival rates [1/ms] (0.9, 0.6)
N Number of agents 4− 6000
M Number of queues 4− 6000
d Number of accessible queues 3− 6
I Monte Carlo simulations 100
B Queue buffer size 5
zn Queue (agent) starting state 0 ∈ ZGn

ν(0) Queue starting state distribution [1, 0, 0, . . .]
D Drop penalty per job 1
T Training episode length 50

Gn, G Graph topologies Section 5.5.1

• MARL-PS (NA-PS-RND): The policy is trained, using PPO with parameter sharing
[154], as it often gives state-of-the-art performance in various RL benchmarks [153,
155], on a smaller number of agents. The learned policy can be used for any arbitrary
number of agents. It generates a continuous policy which gives the probability of
either sending to your queue or randomly to one of the neighbors’ queues while only
observing the state of your own queue, similar to MF-R.

• Join-the-shortest-queue (JSQ): A discrete policy that sends jobs to the shortest out of
all accessible queues.

• Random (RND): A policy where the probability of sending the job to any accessible
queues is equally likely.

• Send-to-own-queue (OWN): A discrete policy where the agent only sends jobs to its
own queue.

• scalable-actor-critic (SAC) [140]: This method learns a discrete policy of sending to
any one of the d accessible queues. Each agent learns an individual policy while
using as an observation the agent’s own queue state and also the queue states of all
its neighbors. However, a trained policy cannot be used for an arbitrary number of
agents since the policy of an agent is influenced by its neighbors states as well, which
is not assumed to be the same for every agent.

Note that the action from the above-mentioned load balancing policies is obtained at the
beginning of each ∆t and then used for that entire ∆t timestep. Also note that for all the
algorithms, the value for the number of accessible queues d is dependent on the type of
graph topology being used, and we refer to Section 5.5.1 for more details on this. In the next
section, we discuss all the required parameters and chosen values for our experiments.
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table 5.2: Hyperparameter configuration for PPO.
Symbol Name Value

γ Discount factor 0.99
λRL GAE lambda 1
κc KL coefficient 0.2
κt KL target 0.01
ϵ Clip parameter 0.3
lr Learning rate 0.00005
Bb Training batch size 4000− 24000
Bm SGD Mini batch size 128− 4000
Im Number of SGD iterations 5− 8
Tb Number of epochs 50

5.5.3 Training

For all our experiments, we consider that each agent is associated with only one queue,
so N = M . The servers work at an exponential rate of µ. At every decision epoch we
simulate a Markov modulated arrival rate λ(t), with λ(0) ∼ Unif({λh, λl}) with transition
law for switching between rates,

P(λ(t+ 1) = λl | λ(t) = λh) = 0.2,

P(λ(t+ 1) = λh | λ(t) = λl) = 0.5. (5.5.3)

Note that these values were chosen to depict the switching of the system between high and
low traffic regimes. In principle, any reasonable values can be considered. The rest of
the system parameters are given in Table 5.1. We use the well-established policy gradient
based RL algorithm, proximal policy optimization (PPO) as discussed in Section 5.4 with
hyperparameters in Table 5.2. A detailed description of what these parameters do is given
in Appendix C. We have used a localized reward function which penalizes the drops in
each queue.

Lastly, the number of agents N and degrees d in different graph topologies are fixed during
training of the MF-R policies as:

• 1-D cyclic (CYC-1D): N =M = 101, d = 2,

• Cube-connected cycle (CCC): oc = 5, N = 125, d = 3,

• 2-D Torus grid (TORUS): ot = 11, N = 111, d = 4,

• Configuration model (CM): N = 101, d ∈ {2, 3},
• Bethe lattice (BETHE): ob = 5, N = 94, d = 3.

Once trained on these parameters, the learned policy can be evaluated on varying graph
sizes without the need of retraining, as done in our experiments.
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figure 5.6: JSQ converges as ∆t increases, validating our simulator.

5.5.4 Experiment Results

We now present the performance comparison of the load balancing policies of Section 5.5.2
on graph topologies from Section 5.5.1. For the exact simulation of associated continuous-
time Markov chains y, we sample exponential waiting times of all events using the Gillespie
algorithm [138]. For training, we use the same simulation horizon for each episode
consisting of T = 50 discrete decision epochs, and for comparability the performance is
evaluated in terms of the average number of packets dropped per 50 time units and queue.
However, note that simulating the same time span with different ∆t does provide slightly
different results, due to the switching between high and low traffic regimes after each ∆t
epoch. Each evaluation was repeated for 100 simulated episodes, and error bars in all
figures depict the 95% confidence interval.

Simulator analysis

Firstly, we performed a small experiment in order to ensure that our simulator works as
expected. Performance of the JSQ algorithm was evaluated for the TORUS graph with
ot = 100, N = 100 and d = 4 for the JSQ algorithm. It can be seen in Fig. 5.6 that on
increasing ∆t there comes a point when the performance of JSQ starts to converge, which
is the expected behavior for finite systems.

We also tried different sizes of the neural network while keeping all other parameters and
environment. The training was performed for the CCC graph with oc = 5 and ∆t = 5.
The tested network sizes are shown in the legend of Fig. 5.7, where the first value is
the size of the layer (128, 256) and the second value is the number of layers (2, 3) used.
The performance was quite similar for all of them, and we used the default network size
[256− 2] for all our experiments.
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figure 5.7: Performance evaluation on a fixed environment while changing only the neural
network parameters.

Comparison to SAC

To begin, while training for SAC, we observed that on increasing the number of agents,
the convergence to a locally optimal policy takes longer (using one core of Intel Xeon
Gold 6130), making it not too feasible for the larger setups we consider in this chapter.
See Fig. 5.8(a) for time taken to learn a SAC policy on a 1-D cyclic topology with ∆t = 3,
N =M , and same computational resources for all training setups ofN . Our implementation
of SAC was adapted from [168]. Furthermore, Fig. 5.8(b) shows the performance of the
learned SAC policy as compared to other algorithms. Although performance did improve as
the number of agents rises, indicating the scalability of SAC to many agents, the performance
of SAC remained suboptimal. Due to these limitations, we did not investigate the SAC
algorithm further in our experiments.
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figure 5.8: (a): SAC training time to convergence increases with the number of agents, making it
difficult to train and use for larger setups. (b): SAC performs worse than our proposed MF-R policy
for a number of agents between 5 and 101.
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figure 5.9: Performance comparison of the learned MF-R policy to NA-PS-RND, JSQ, RND and
OWN algorithms, on a 1-D cyclic graph, over a range of synchronization delays is shown, with 95%
confidence intervals depicted by error bars. The degree of each agent is d = 2 and the number of
agents (queues) used to make the graph are N ∈ {9, 21, 91, 901, 3501, 5001}. It can be seen that
for the in-between range of ∆t our MF-R policy is the optimal one.

Finite system performance

The second result of interest is the performance analysis on the 1-D cyclic graph over
a range of ∆t for the learned MF-R policy as compared to the NA-PS-RND, JSQ, RND and
OWN algorithms, see Fig. 5.9. The number of agents (queues) used to generate the graph
are N ∈ {9, 21, 91, 901, 3501, 5001}, with every agent always having the fixed degree
d = 2. For this graph, we also trained an NA-PS-RND policy on a sufficiently small size
with N =M = 5 to obtain convergence even with batch and minibatch sizes of 50000 and
8000. We used PPO with parameter sharing so that the learned policy could be evaluated
on any graph size.

It can be seen that JSQ is the best strategy at ∆t = 1, while the performance of MF-R is
very close to JSQ. And as expected, the performance of JSQ deteriorates with increasing
synchronization delay ∆t. For an intermediate range of ∆t ∈ {3, 5, 7}, neither JSQ nor
RND are the optimal load balancing policies. Here, our learned MF-R policy performs best
and approaches the optimal RND performance as ∆t increases to 10. As discussed earlier,
it has already been proven in certain scenarios that as ∆t→∞, RND is the optimal load
balancing policy [113]. The learned NA-PS-RND policy has a similar trend to our MF-R
policy, but is unable to outperform it even for small systems. For the CYC-1D, CCC, and
TORUS graphs with homogeneous degrees, the performance of OWN in the limit – sending
only to its own queue – is equivalent to RND, since for homogeneous degrees, sending to
your own queue results in the same packet arrival rate at each queue as randomly sending
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figure 5.10: Performance of the MF-R policy for increasingly large CYC-1D graphs. The red
horizontal line indicates the evaluated episode return of the learned MF-R policy during training on
N = 101, (MF-MFC). Shaded regions depict the 95% confidence intervals. As the system size
increases, the performance of the learned policy (black) increasingly converges to the mean-field
system performance (red), validating the accuracy of our mean-field formulation and choice of N
for training.

to any queue in your neighborhood. In Fig. 5.10, it can also be seen that as the size of the
graph increases, the performance of the policy converges and approaches the learned MF-R
policy, confirming our theoretical mean-field analysis. The convergence also confirms that
the N chosen for training was large enough to represent the mean-field system.

Performance in large systems

In Fig. 5.11 each subfigure shows results for a different topology. We show the performance
over a range of ∆t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10} for large sparse networks. Fig. 5.11(a) is a compact
representation of Fig. 5.9 over all ∆t and N = 5001. Fig. 5.11(b) is for the CCC graph
with d = 3 and N = 4608. Fig. 5.11(c) shows the performance for the TORUS graph with
d = 4, ot = 70 and N = 4900, while Fig. 5.11(d) is for the CM graph for N = 5001 with
uniformly distributed degrees in the set d ∈ {2, 3}. Our learned MF-R policy is compared
to JSQ, RND and OWN algorithms. The following observations can be made for all the
subfigures: (i) For small ∆t = 1 JSQ performs better than all the algorithms which is
theoretically guaranteed, however performance of MF-R is very close to it; (ii) For in between
range of ∆t = {2, 3, . . . , 7} MF-R has the best performance in terms of packets dropped;
(iii) Except in the CM graph (where the varying degrees lead to differing packet arrival rates
between OWN and RND), we find that OWN and RND again have equivalent performance
by regularity of the graph, as discussed in previously; (iv) For higher ∆t ∈ {8, 9, 10} our
MF-R policy performance coincides with the RND policy, where the RND policy has been
theoretically proven to be optimal as the synchronization delay ∆t→∞ [113]. Hence, we
find that our MF-R policy performs consistently well in various topologies.

Ablation on topological assumptions

As mentioned in Section 5.5.1, the theoretical analysis and work in [142] does not apply
to the BETHE topology, and the effect is further supported by our experimental results.
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figure 5.11: Performance over ∆t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10} for large sparse graphs with underlying
topologies of CYC-1D in (a), CCC in (b), TORUS in (c) and CM in (d). The number of nodes
used to generate the graphs is given at the top of each subfigure. It can be seen that for smaller
synchronization delays, JSQ is the optimal policy, while for higher delays RND is the optimal one as
expected from prior literature [113]. For the in-between range of delays, our MF-R policy performs
the best and approaches the optimal performance of RND as the ∆t increases. OWN and RND have
equivalent performance in CYC, CCC and TORUS, since fixed degrees imply the same packet
arrival rate when always sending to your own queue, or always sending randomly to any neighbor.
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figure 5.12: Performance comparison on large-sized Bethe lattice graph. The MF-R can be worse
than RND due to violation of modeling assumptions.
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figure 5.13: (a): The training for TORUS with and without RNN policies converges almost to
the same return. (b): Evaluation of the learned policy using different observations. MF-R uses only
own queue state, MF-N additionally uses neighbor queue states, and MF-G uses state of all queues
in the system.

Fig. 5.12 shows the performance comparison for Bethe lattice graphs of the learned MF-R
policy with JSQ, RND, and OWN algorithms over different ∆t. We show the result only for a
large BETHE network, with ob = 11, d = 3 and N = 6142. OWN outperforms RND more
significantly than in CM, since disproportionately many packets arrive at nodes connected
to leaf nodes. It can be seen that the system behaves as expected when ∆t is small, with
JSQ quickly outperformed by MF-R, while MF-R eventually performs worse than OWN as
∆t increases. This behavior is due to the fact that in structures such as regular trees, the
central node as the root node is not sufficient to represent the performance of all nodes,
especially the many leaf nodes that behave differently even in the limit. Because of this
loss of regularity, theoretical guarantees fail when scaling large Bethe or similar topologies,
as explained in Section 5.5.1. Nevertheless, we see that the learned policy can outperform
existing solutions in certain regimes, e.g., at ∆t = 3.

RNNs and decentralized execution

We additionally trained our MF-R policy with recurrent neural networks in PPO, as is typical
for partially-observed problems [157], MF-RNN. In Fig. 5.13(a), we see that their effect
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figure 5.14: Performance comparison for increased buffer capacity of each queue to 20. The
system utilization was increased to ensure occurrence of packet drops in a limited amount of time.

is negligible and can even be negative. Finally, we used partially observed decentralized
alternatives to the empirical distribution as input to the learned MF-R policy in the evaluation,
see Fig. 5.13(b). In MF-N we use the distribution of neighbors’ queue states, in MF-G we
use the empirical distribution of all queues in the system, and in MF-R only the agent’s own
queue state information is used as a one-hot vector. Similar performances indicate that the
learned policy can be executed locally without using global information.

Increased buffer size

For completeness and to illustrate generality, we also performed an experiment in which
the buffer size for each queue was increased from 5 to 20. To achieve faster convergence to
a learned policy, we increased the arrival rate to the service rate of 1. We also increased the
time steps from 50 to 200 so that the queues can be sufficiently filled, and the policy can be
learned over the increased state space. Fig. 5.14 shows that our learned policy outperforms
the other algorithms at ∆t = 5 for TORUS graph. However, this increased the training
time.

Heterogeneous servers

We also conducted experiments where we considered the servers to be heterogeneous,
with randomly assigned speed of fast (rate 2) or slow (rate 1). The workload was the
same; modulating between [0.9, 0.6]. Fig. 5.15 shows that our algorithm has comparable
performance to RND and OWN while outperforming JSQ. We also compared with SED, the
state-of-the-art load balancing algorithm for heterogeneous servers [22], which performs
better since it makes decisions based on both the neighbors’ queue state information and
the server speeds. We believe our model is not an ideal fit for this setting and further work
needs to be done in this direction.
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figure 5.15: Performance comparison of MF-R when the servers are considered to be heteroge-
neous. Additional comparison was done with the Shortest-expected-delay algorithm [22], which is
the state-of-the-art when the servers are heterogeneous.

5.6 summary

In this chapter, we considered a large and highly local queuing system and learned an
efficient load balancing algorithm for it. In order to learn a scalable as well as localized
load balancing policy, we have used the sparse mean-field approximations, while also
providing theoretical guarantees. After modeling our multi-agent queuing system as a
sparse MFC MDP, we have used the state-of-the-art RL algorithm PPO to learn the policy.
For the multi-agent system to be synchronous, we have also considered the synchronization
delay, as in the previous chapter. We have used different kinds of regular graph topologies
for evaluation of our proposed solution and then compared to well-known baselines such
as JSQ, RND, etc. Our approach outperforms the well-known baselines and can scale to
queuing systems of arbitrary size with arbitrary synchronization delays.
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C O N C LU S I O N S A N D O U T L O O K

In this thesis, we have looked into different into two main challenges of queuing networks,
namely network delays and scalable load balancing policies. The main components of our
queuing system are first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues, servers which process the jobs waiting
in queues and load-balancers. The task of the load-balancer is to allocate the arriving
jobs to available queue resources, given the queue information it has available at that time.
While, the allocation rule is dependent on the load balancing policy the load-balancer uses,
which translates the state of the queues into a decision of which queue to send the jobs to at
this time.

We started by looking at a system with a large number of queues and a single load-balancer
in Chapter 3. Due to the first challenge, the updated queue state information is received
by the load-balancer with a delay, leading to partial observability. We address this by
modelling the system ad a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) and
then solving it using the state-of-the-art Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm, under
different underlying inter-arrival and service time distributions and real network data
provided by Kaggle.

In Chapter 4 we extended this model to also have a large number of load-balancers (agents).
In order to still have a synchronous system, we consider an arbitrary network delay such that
all agents can receive the queue state information. Learning scalable policies in multi-agent
systems is tricky because of challenges such as non-stationary, computational complexity,
partial observability and credit assignment. To cater these, we have used the mean-field
control approach to convert the multi-agent multi-queue system into a single-agent Markov
decision process (MDP), which is then solved using the state-of-the-art proximal policy
optimization (PPO) algorithm. We have also provided theoretical guarantees to show that
the policy learned i n the limiting single-agent system performs well in the finite multi-agent
multi-queue system as long as the system size is large.

A natural extension to the work of Chapter 4 was then to consider locality of interaction
between load-balancers, which can be represented by an underlying sparse but regular
graph structure. Here we have used the recently published sparse mean-field theory to
convert the multi-agent multi-queue system having sparse neighbors and queue accesses
into a sparse single-agent mean-field control MDP with theoretical performance guarantees.
Different types of network topologies, including torus and cube connected cycles, were
considered, and it was shown that the learned load balancing policy can be used on queuing
systems of arbitrary size with arbitrary synchronization delays.

This work can have many interesting future directions. One would be to consider a system
with heterogeneous jobs types, such that a job could take more than one slot in the queue or
could have priority over other jobs. This would change the learned policy since every action
will not have the same effect on the queue state, rather it would now also depend on the job
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type. Another direction would be to not allocate every queue its own designated server,
rather one server could have access to multiple queues. This combined with heterogeneous
servers and/or non FIFO queues would make the system much more complex, especially in
the limiting case. Another direction would be to consider non-exponential inter-arrival
service times also in Chapter 4 and 5 and derive a mean-field model for them.
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a.1 Probability Distributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97

Here we first give definitions related to probability theory and then give an explanation
of the probability distributions used throughout this thesis. For more details see [15, 136,
169].

probability space is defined by the tuple (Ω,F ,P), where Ω is the sample space,
F is the σ-algebra and P : F → [0, 1] is the probability measure.

random variable (rv) is a function which assigns values to each outcome of an
experiment, X : Ω → X for some space X . If these values are countable, the RV X is
discrete, else it is a continuous RV.

a.1 probability distributions

a.1.1 Exponential Distribution

An exponential distribution is defined by rate parameter λ > 0 and its PDF is given by

Exp (x | λ) =
{
λeλx, x ≥ 0,

0, x < 0,
(A.1.1)

with support x ∈ [0,∞). The expected value and variance of a continuous random variable
X ∼ Exp (λ) which is exponentially distributed are E[X] = 1

λ
and Var[X] = 1

λ2
.

a.1.2 Poisson Distribution

A discrete RV has a Poisson distribution, X ∼ Pois (λ), with rate parameter λ > 0 if its
probability mass function (pmf) is given as :

Pois (k | λ) = P(X = k) =
λke−λ

k!
(A.1.2)
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where k is the number of occurrences. A Poisson Distribution tells the probability that
k number of events occur in a fixed interval if the events occur with a constant rate and
are independent of the time since last event. The mean and variance of X is given as
E[X] = Var[X] = λ.

a.1.3 Binomial Distribution

The binomial distribution is defined by two parameters: (i) number of trials n ∈ N and (ii)
the success probability of each trial p ∈ [0, 1]. It tells the probability of having k successes
in a sequence of n independent trials, with success probability of p and the trials only have
2 possible outcomes. A discrete RV follows the binomial distribution, X ∼ Bin (n, p) if
its pmf is given as:

Bin (k | n, p) =
{(

n
k

)
pk(1− p)n−k, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n

0, otherwise
(A.1.3)

where k is the number of successes and
(
n
k

)
= n!

k!(n−k)! is the binomial coefficient. The
expected value and variance of X are given as E[X] = np and Var[X] = np(1− p).

a.1.4 Bernoulli Distribution

It is a special case of the Binomial distribution, defined by probability parameter p, where
the Bernoulli distributed RVX takes value 1 with probability p and value 0 with probability
1− p. The pmf of X ∼ Bern (p) over k possible outcomes is given as:

Bern (k | p) =
{
p, if k = 1

1− p, if k = 0.
(A.1.4)

The expected value and variance of X are given as E[X] = p and Var[X] = p(1− p).

a.1.5 Categorical Distribution

It is the generalization of the Bernoulli distribution when the categorical RV X(k) can
have one of the k possible outcomes with each outcome or category having a separately
specified probability, pk. The categorical RV X(k) having set k as sample space has pmf
defined as:

Cat (x = i | p) = pi (A.1.5)

with support x ∈ {x(i) | i = 1, . . . , n}, probability vector p = [p1, . . . , pn] and pi the
probability of seeing element i,

∑
i pi = 1. The expected value and variance of X(k) are

given as E[X(k)] = pk and Var[X(k)] = pk(1− pk).
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a.1.6 Geometric Distribution

It gives the probability of the number of failures before a success occurs in a Bernoulli trial
having success probability p. A discrete RV X ∼ Geom (p) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , has a
geometric distribution if its pmf is given as:

Geom (k | p) = (1− p)k−1p. (A.1.6)

The expected value and variance of X are given as E[X] = 1
p

and Var[X] = 1−p
p2

.

a.1.7 Uniform Distribution

If all possible outcomes for a RV X are equally likely then it is represented using a uniform
distribution with parameters a, b > 0 with b ≥ a and support [a, b]. Depending on the
values of X , uniform distribution can be both discrete and continuous. For continuous RV
X ∼ Unif (a, b) the pdf is given as:

Unif (x | b, a) =
{

1
b−1

, if a ≤ x ≤ b

0, otherwise.
(A.1.7)

And the expected value and variance ofX are given asE[X] = b+a
2

and Var[X] = (b−1)2

12
.

a.1.8 Gamma Distribution

A continuous RV X is Gamma distributed if its pdf is given as:

Gam (x | a, b) = βα

Γ(α)
xα−1e−βx, (A.1.8)

where α ∈ R>0 and β ∈ R>0 are the shape and rate parameters, respectively, defining the
gamma distribution with support x ∈ R>0. The expected value and variance of a gamma
distributed RV X are given as E[X] = α

β
and Var[X] = α

β2 .

a.1.9 Pareto Distribution

It is a heavy-tailed distribution defined by parameters scale xm > 0 and shape (tail
parameter) α > 0. A continuous random variable X following Pareto distribution has the
following pdf:

Par (x | b, a) =
{

αxαm
xα+1 , x ≥ xm

0, x < xm.
(A.1.9)
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The expected value and variance of a Pareto distributed RV X are given as:

E[X] =

{
∞, α ≤ 1,
αxm
α+1

, α > 1,
(A.1.10)

Var[X] =





∞, α ∈ (1, 2],

(
xm
α−1

)2 α
α−2

, α > 2.

(A.1.11)
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b.1 monte carlo tree search

MCTS is a heuristic search and planning framework for finding optimal decisions by
sampling a given model [170]. The key idea is to do a tree search that keeps a balance
between exploration and exploitation, which simply means that it exploits the best found
actions up till now while also continuing to explore the action space for alternate better
actions. It rests on two fundamental concepts, (i) the true value of an action may be
approximated using random simulation, and (ii) that these values may be used efficiently
to adjust the policy towards a best-first strategy. In an MCTS the nodes of the tree are the
states, x, while the tree edges represent the possible actions, u, from that state. And each
node contains:

• Total count for the state: N(x)

• Action value: V (x, u)

• A count for each action in that state: N(x, u)

An MCTS can be used to solve an MDP and its basic working consists of the following four
steps:

• Selection: choosing the action to take at the current node. This is the most delicate
part of the algorithm and has many sophisticated methods available. The one we
have used in Chapter 3 is called as upper confidence on trees (UCT) algorithm and is
explained in Section B.1.1.

• Expansion: Once a leaf node is reached and no more selection is possible, the tree is
expanded by one node either in breadth or height.

• Simulation: from the selected child node, simulate the tree until a pre-decided depth
to evaluate its value.

• Backpropagation: update the entire tree till the root by backpropagating. N(x) and
N(x, u) are incremented by one for that state.
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Selection Expansion Simulation Backpropagation

figure b.1: Visualization of one iteration of the MCTS algorithm.

For a visualization of the algorithm, see Fig. B.1. MCTS is an attractive framework because
it is a-heuristic (does not need domain-specific knowledge), asymmetric (tree growth is
quickly skewed towards more promising actions) and an anytime (back-propagation ensures
all values are always up-to-date, so learning can be stopped to use the current best estimate)
algorithm.

However, it also has some drawbacks. Firstly, it is memory intensive but this can be
resolved by pruning the tree after some timesteps. Secondly, depending on the complexity
of the problem it may need a large number of iterations to find a good solution, however
different kinds of parallelizations can be used to speed this up [111, 171].

b.1.1 Upper confidence bound on trees

The UCT algorithm [108] consider each node (state) of the tree as a multi-armed bandit
problem [172] and then chooses the next action based on the following:

Ṽ (x, u) = V (x, u) + c

√
logN(x)

N(x, u)

where c is the exploration constant. The actions is then selected as u = argmaxu Ṽ (x, u).
Note that if c = 0 then UCT becomes a purely greedy algorithm always choosing the best
action. This enables a balance between the number of explored actions and the best action
at the moment.

b.2 pomcp

The POMCP framework is an extension of the state-of-the-art MCTS algorithm to learn a
scalable, optimal policy for a POMDP by constructing online a search tree of histories, h.
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And each node, T , now keeps an estimates of a history instead of state. The state is then
sampled from the belief state, B(h), which is represented using a set of particles. They
show that as long as the belief state is close to the actual state of the environment, POMCP
will be able to learn an optimal policy for the POMDP. Monte Carlo simulations are used
for the tree search and belief state updates.

The POMCP algorithm used in Chapter 3 is given here as Algorithm B.2. For further
details see [98].

Function SEARCH (h):
repeat

if h = empty then
x ∼ I

else
x ∼ B(h)

end
Simulate(x, h, 0)

until Timeout()
return argmaxb V (hb)

Function ROLLOUT (x, h, depth):
if γdepth < ϵ then

return 0
end
u ∼ πrollout(h, ·)
(x′, o, r) ∼ G(x, u)
return r + γ ·ROLLOUT (x′, huo, depth+ 1)

Function SimulateTree (x, h, depth):
if γdepth < ϵ then

return 0
end
if h ̸∈ T then

for u ∈ U do
T (hu)← (Ninit(hu), Vinit(hu),∅)

end
return ROLLOUT (x, h, depth)

end
u← argmaxb V (hb) + c

√
logN(h)
N(hb)

(x′, o, r) ∼ G(x, u)
R← r + γ · SimulateTree(x′, huo, depth+ 1)
B(h)← B(h) ∪ {s}
N(h)← N(h) + 1
N(hu)← N(hu) + 1

V (hu)← V (hu) + R−V (ha)
N(ha)

return R

figure b.2: Pseudo-code for working of POMCP.
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c.1 ppo explained

PPO is a state-of-the-art RL algorithm that is easy to implement, stable, easy to tune and
sample efficient. It has had huge success in tasks such as robotic arm control, Atari games
and Dota 2 [153, 156]. It is a policy gradient (PG) method which learns to use online data
(on-the-go) which the agent generates by interacting with the environment.

PG methods directly optimize the parameter θ which parameterizes the policy, πθ(u | x),
where u ∈ U is the action and x ∈ X is the state, such that expected total reward is
maximized. An estimator of the policy gradient is computed and used in the stochastic
gradient algorithm, which can be of the form: ĝ = Ê[∇θ log πθ(u(t) | x(t))Â(t)], where
πθ(u(t) | x(t)) is the stochastic policy represented by a neural network that takes as
input the environment’s observed states, x(t), and outputs actions to take, u(t). and
Â(t) is an estimate of the relative value of taking this action u(t) in state x(t), so
Â(t) = (

∑∞
t=0 γ(t)r(t) + t) + V (x(t)), where the first term is the discounted sum

of rewards the agent received during each timestep t in the current episode and the
second term is the value function which gives an estimate of the discounted sum of
rewards from this state onwards, using neural networks. The neural network of the
value function is updated using the experience agent collects from the environment. So
advantage estimate, Â(t), tells you how much better/worse was the action selected then the
expected reward based on past experiences. Then, the loss function of the PG method is:
LPG(θ) = Ê[log πθ(u(t) | x(t))Â(t)]. Note that Â(t) can be both positive (negative) when
the chosen action yields return better (worse) than the expected return. If Â(t) > 0 then
the gradient is positive and the probability of choosing action u(t) in state x(t) increases in
future and vice versa. However, in order to have a stable training process, the change in
policy or parameter updates should not have too much deviation after one step.

In order to avoid too high or low jumps in the policy update, PPO uses a clipped surrogate
objective. Consider the ratio between old and new policies, r(t, θ) = πθ(u(t)|x(t))

πθold (u(t)|x(t))
, meaning
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r(t, θold) = 1 and r(t, θ) > 1 if the probability of u(t) in x(t) is higher in policy πθ than
it was in policy πθold , otherwise it is in [0, 1]. The proposed surrogate loss function to
maximize in PPO is given as:

LCLIP(θ) = Ê[min(r(t, θ)Â(t), clip(r(t, θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Â(t))] (C.1.1)

where ϵ is a tunable hyperparameter that says how far the new policy can deviate from
the old policy. The expectation is computed over batches of trajectories and is taken over
the minimum of two terms. The first term inside the minimum, r(t, θ)Â(t), is the default
policy gradient objective, which pushes the policy towards actions which yield higher
positive advantage over the baseline [173]. While the second term is the clipped version of
the first one where clipping ensures that the ratio r(θ) ranges between 1± ϵ, where usually
ϵ = 0.2. The loss LCLIP(θ) is then the minimum of the original and the clipped values.
This clipping restricts the policy updates, making PPO stable.

With neural networks it is efficient to share parameters between policy and value neural
networks, hence the loss function needs to keep a balance between the two. The final
objective function of PPO is then given as:

L(θ) = Ê[LCLIP(θ) + κcL
VF(θ) + c2S[πθ](x(t))] (C.1.2)

where c2,κc are tunable coefficients, S is the entropy bonus or regularizer that ensures
sufficient exploration during training and LVF(θ) = (Vθ(x(t)) − Vtarget)2 is the squared-
error loss which is the expected amount of rewards from this state onwards. For details,
see [156].

c.2 hyperparameters of ppo

One of the main advantages of PPO is that its hyperparameters are easy to tune and
understand. Here we give a list of these hyperparameters, their description and common
range of values.

• Number of epochs, Tb: steps up to which the trajectories are carried out before
performing optimization, like stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or Adam, on the
collected experience. Typical range 32− 5000.

• SGD Mini batch size, Bm: sample size to take from the collected experience to
perform optimization on. Typical range 4− 4096.

• Number of SGD iterations, Im: total optimization iterations to perform on the
sampled minibatch. Typical range: 3− 30.

• Clip parameter, ϵ: range up to which the policy can deviate while still improving the
objective function. Typical range 0.1− 0.3.

• KL target, κt: how much KL divergence is acceptable between new and old policy
after an update. Typical range: 0.01− 0.05.

• KL coefficient, κc: initial coefficient for KL divergence.
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• Discount factor, γ: determines how much influence should future rewards have.

• GAE Parameter, λRL: to adjust the bias-variance trade-off in combination with γ in
the generalized advantage estimator. Typical range: 0− 1.

• Learning rate, lr: learning rate for policy and value function optimizers. Can be
varying over time or fixed throughout.

c.3 parameter sharing

For homogeneous agents, it is more efficient if their policies are trained using parameter
sharing (PS) [174, 175]. In PS, the agents share the parameters of a single policy while
using the data collected from the experience of all agents simultaneously. However, each
agent can still act differently based on their own current state, but they sample this action
from the single policy being trained. Once the centralized policy is learned, it can then be
used by each agent in a decentralized manner, falling under the centralized learning and
decentralized execution regime [48].





NO TAT I O N

symbol description

N The set of natural numbers.
N>i, Ni The set of natural numbers with elements greater/ greater or equal to i.
R The set of real numbers.
R>t, R≥t The set of real numbers with elements greater/ greater or equal to t.
∆n The n-dimensional probability simplex; i.e.,

∆n = {x ∈ Rn :
∑n

i=1 xi = 1 ∧ xj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}}.
1(·) The indicator function.
ex A Unit vector with all zeros except at the x-th position.
δx Dirac measure defined for a given x ∈ X .
| X | Cardinality of set X .
f(x) A function f of a variable x.
J [f ] A functional J of a function f .
∇x(·) or ∂

∂x
(·) The gradient w.r.t. to x.

δ
δf
(·) The functional derivative w.r.t. to the function f .
P(·) A probability measure.
P(·) A probability density function or probability mass function
E[·] The expectation operator.
Gam (· | α, β) Probability density function of the gamma distribution with shape

parameter α and rate parameter β.
Cat (· | p) Probability mass function of the categorical distribution with probabil-

ity vector p
Exp (· | λ) Probability density function of the exponential distribution with rate

parameter λ
Unif (· | a, b) Probability density function of the uniform distribution with lower

bound a and upper bound b.
Bern (· | p) Probability mass function of the Bernoulli distribution with parameter

p.
N (· | µ,Σ) Probability density function of the (multivariate) normal or Gaussian

distribution with mean parameter µ and variance/covariance matrix
Σ.

Bin (· | N, p) Probability mass function of the binomial distribution with number of
trials N and success probability p

Mult (· | N,p) Probability mass function of the multinomial distribution with number
of trials N and probability vector p

Dir (· | α) Probability density function of the Dirichlet distribution with concen-
tration parameter vector α
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symbol description

Pois (· | λ) Probability mass function of the Poisson distribution with rate parame-
ter λ

Beta (· | α, β) Probability density function of the beta distribution with shape parame-
ters α, β.

Par (· | α, β) Probability density function of the Pareto distribution with scale β and
shape α.
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pol partial observability load-balancer

posmdp partially observable semi Markov
decision process

smdp semi Markov decision process

pomdp partially observable Markov deci-
sion process

mdp Markov decision process

mmdp multi-agent Markov decision process

mdps Markov decision processes

mcts Monte Carlo tree search

sir sequential importance resampling

uct upper confidence bounds for trees

sis sequential importance resampling

rl reinforcement learning

marl multi-agent reinforcement learning

mfc mdp mean-field control Markov deci-
sion process

mfc mean-field control

mfg mean-field games

mf mean-field

jsq join-the-shortest-queue

jiq join-the-idle-queue

sed shortest-expected-delay

ppo proximal policy optimization

rnd random

own Send-to-own-queue

mf-r MF-Random

na-ps-rnd MARL-PS

sac scalable-actor-critic

dec-pomdp decentralized partially observ-
able Markov decision process

mcmc Markov Chain Monte Carlo

dpp dynamic programming principle
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